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PREFACE

This publication brings up to date and amplifies the technical manualÿ

Problem__s of Inÿables and Anaÿ Studies in Methodsÿ Series Fÿ Noo 14ÿ

that was issued in 1966olÿ/

As the Statistical Commission recommended, it makes use of the treatment and

terminology of inputooutput tables in the present United Nations System of National
AI

Accounts (SNA)ÿaÿ/ this system had not been fully worked out or accepted by the Comÿ

mission at the time the 1966 publication was prepared and issued°  Basic inputÿout

tables are dealt with as an integral part of national accountingÿ in particularÿ as

the way in which the production accounts of the SNA are disaggregatedo  The present

publication is thus designed to be a technical manual on input-output tables in the

context of the SNAÿs well as in generalo

The publication also reflects other developments in the work on inputÿoutput

data since the 1966 document was prepared°  It deals with such topics as rectangular

tablesÿ techniques for updating input-output dataÿ dynamic inputÿoutput and the uses

of inputÿoutput data in the analysis of investment and capital requirementsÿ in

measuring productivity and in planning economic growth°  It also clarifies and ampli@

fies the discussion in the 1966 publication of such questions as the treatment of

secondary productionÿ the valuation of transactions and the compilation of data on

imports.

The publication deals with the framework and concepts of input-output tables

and analysisÿ the methodology ofÿ and sources of basic data forÿ compiling the tablesÿ

and the uses to which these data may be put°  Chapters I and II concern the SNA

framework forÿ and the conceptsÿ elementsÿ interrelationships and tabulations ofÿ

inputÿoutput data and the assumptions underlying inputÿoutput analysis°  Chapters III

and IV deal with the methodology of, and sources of basic data forÿ input-output

tables°  Chapter V discusses the various ways in which input®output data may be

analysed and used°  A comparative tabular analysis of national practices in the com-

pilation of inputÿoutput tables is also included in this publicationÿ the tables are

set out in annex II°

Except for annex IIÿ this publicationÿas prepared by AoGo Armstrongÿ who served

as consultant to the Secretariat.

l/ United Nations publicationÿ Sales Noo 66oXVIIo8o

2/ ASÿem of National Accountÿÿ Studies in Methodsÿ Series Fÿ NO o 2ÿ Revÿ 5
(United Nations publicationÿ Sales No. Eo69oXVIIo3)o
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I °  INPUT-OUTPUT AND NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

A°  Introduction

I®io  There are two key features in the System of National Accounts

(SNA)!/ published in 1968, both of which are very relevant to the

estimation and application of input-output tables o  In the new system

all the accounts are presented in a matrix layout and all transactions

are recorded as between two sectors or categories of an account®

Secondly, the new system incomporates the recommendations of earlier

reports which were not considered practical before this date and makes

an input-output table an integral and important part of the

statistical framework of national accounting°  Thusÿ not only does the

new system extend the basic principles of the input-output table to all

other transactions in the economy but it also emphasises the key mole

which input-output can play in national accounting and the important

link between the two.

lo2®  An input-output table obviously itself contains much useful

information (the application of which is discussed at length in this

volume) but it also completes the statistical framework and provides

the link between many other accounts.  The omission of an input-output

table from a statistical framework means that certain transactions are

not recorded and thus it would not be possible to balance all accountsÿ

The production accounts are particularly affected in this way and as the

statistical information contained in such accounts is of such importance

to the planning and management of any economy it is vital to have accurate

dataÿ  This can only be obtained if the accounts are completed and

balanced by the inclusion of an input-output table.  This important role

was well described by the French statistician, Delange: 'tThe input-

output table has played and will play an important part in the improvement

of statistical dataÿ becauseÿ since it is a means for achieving

consistencyÿ it clearly shows those statistical shortcomings which should

be eliminated fimsTÿtÿ

l j  A System of Nationa! Accounts, Studies in Methodsÿ Series Fÿ No. 2,
Rev° 3 (United Nations publicationÿ Sales No. E.69.XVIIo3).



iÿ-3,  Most national statistical offices have their own examples of the

problems of achieving balance and consistency between various items in

national accounting,  Typical of this at the aggregate level is the

problem of ensuring that the eutput,income and expenditure methods of

measuming national income yield the same resultÿ  When dealing with

disaggregated accounts as in the ,S.Nÿ,A, 'the problems become more

numerous and are of the type of ensuring that the recorded demands for

the products of each sector are equal to the recorded supplies.  Such

prablems become more difficult when one is dealing with movements in

such statistics over a period of years and not only achieving balance

in one particular year, for it is then necessary that all price and

volume indicators are internally consistent.  This balance and consistency

will not be achieved if the input-output table which accounts for

approximately half of total demand for industrial output is excluded.

.1ÿ4,  Thus, it is important that a national accounting framework should

include an inputÿoutput table as an integral part®  It is also important

that the estimation of an input-output table is not carried out

independently of the national accounts'and, indeedÿ most national input-

output tables balance with relevant national income data.  The recognition

of this two-way link between inputÿoutput and national accounts is vital

for anyone involved in the collection of statistical data or the analysis

of economic relationships ®  An input-output table should not be regarded

as something in itself but as part of the whole system.  It is true

that a table contains much interesting information about the intezÿ

dependence of various industrial sectors hut its main role comes when

this inforÿnation is used to traee relations through the system and e.g.

provide a llnk from final demand to industrial outputs and primary

inputs or between the price of imported materials or wage rates and the

price of finished goods.

B.  An aggregated social accounting matrix

1ÿ5ÿ  Before discussing the basis of input-output analysis in the

following chapter it will be useful to look briefly at the accounting

framework.  An aggregated social accounting matrix relating to the United

Kingdom for 1963 is shown in Table 1.1.  The accounts shown in this

m2w



table are similar to those ÿn Table io6 of the SoN.Ao but the accounts

relating to assets have been omitted and the accumulation account is shown here

in less detail.  The arrangement and methodology of this accounting matrix is

fully described in the S.N.A. and will not be discussed at length here.  It

will  howeverÿ be useful to outline briefly the principles of this matrix

presentation of accounts since they apply also to the input-output table and

since they enable one to see the input-output table in relation to the rest of

the accounts.

Table i.io  Aggregated social accounting matrix for United Kingdomÿ 1963
(ÿ hundred million)

Production

Consumption

Production

i   2

242

483

Commodities        i

Industries         2

Consumer goods     3

Income and outlÿ 4

Consumption

.3        4

220

m
Accumulation

5   6

51

Rest of the world

35  237

51   4

Capital formation 5

Capital finance   6

254

31

29

5    i

Totals

-23

51

i

51   29

Wor!d

7

56

2

4

Accumulation

569

483

256

284

51

29

1.6.  The outgoings from each account - the expenditure of that sector - are

shown in the columns and the receipts by each account are shown in the rows.

Honey is thus flowing from the account denoted in the column to the account of

the row and the location of each entry within the matrix denotes the two sectors

involved in each transaction,  There are flows of goodsÿ services or financial

assets in the opposite direction to each of the money flows.  For instanceÿ in

the first row of Table i.i it can be seen that commodities (goods and services)

are purchased by industries and consumers and for capital formation and export,

An important feature of this system is that all transactions by each sector

are recorded and total outgolngs equal total receipts for each of the sectorsÿ

3ÿ



i ÿe. all the accounts balance o

;iÿ-7.  These principles will apply if the accounts are shown in %he

aggregated forth of Table lÿl or if some of the accounts are disaggregated

as with the productlon account in inputÿoutput work°  National accounts

can be shown in this aggregated form or the various accounts can each

be disaggregated as in Table 2®1 in the Sÿ,Nÿ,Ao  Alternatively, part of

the system can be highly disaggregated and the remainder of the accounts

can be aggregated even more than in Table 1.1.  This is the case with

inputÿoutput accounting where attention is concentrated on the

production accounts, and in particular on the intraÿproduction

accounts, and where one is not greatly concerned with the transactions

which do not involve the production accounts.

.-Co  The accounting framework for inputÿ

1=-8.  A social accounting matrix arranged in a manner most appropriate

for inputÿoutput purposes is shown in Table 1.2.  Here, the commodity

and industry accounts are disaggregated and other accounts are treated in

various ways.  The capital finance accountÿ for instance, can be omitted

and other accounts need only be disaggregated where they meet the

production accounts°  The size of the cells in Table 1o2 and the marking

on the cells indicates where there is disaggregation and which entries

will appear as matricesÿ as rows or columns (io-eovectors) or as single

numbers o  The amount of disaggregation of cells shown here is the minimum

requirement°  Greater disaggregation may be required for some purposes

as described in Chapter IIlÿ

1.9.  It will be desirable to explain the various entries in this matrix

of accounts but before doing so the distinction between industries and

commodities should be made clear.  The disaggregated classification of

both is the sameÿ commodities being defined as the characteristic or

principa! products of the corresponding industries.  Producing units are

classified to a particular industry dependent on which commodity they

produce or, if they produce more than one commodity, which commodity

accounts for the greatest part of their output.  Many producing unitsÿ in

factÿ produce only a single commodityÿ but a number will be found which

also produce commodities which are the characteristic product of other
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industries°  It is thus impossible to define the elements in the two

classifications in such a way that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between them°  This is important since what is observed about sales

structures usually relates to commodities and what is observed about

cost structumes usually relates to industries o  This has consequences

when analysing the effects on the productive system of variations in

the demand for different commodities sinceÿ in generalÿ one cannot

observe the cost structumes for individual commodities.  These problems

are further discussed in Chapter IIIÿ Section Bo

lolO.  The initial link between the two accounts in our framework in

Table 1o2 is matrix 13 which is known as the make matrix.  This records

the amounts of each  ....  nÿodity produced in each industry°  Typicallyÿ the

great majority of production  appears in the main diagonalÿ this is the

production by each industry of its characteristic products.  The off-

diagonal entries are very much smaller and relate to secondary productionÿ

i oeo the production by industries of commodities which are the characteristic

product of other industries o

loll.  In describing the entries in Table 1.2 let us look first at the

commodity account.  Matrices 1 through 6 record the purchases of

commodities by the various sectors of demand°  Matrix l, which shows the

purchases of commodities by industries, is the most important for our

purposes and is known as the absorption matrixÿ  Vectors 2 through 5

record the purchases of various commodities by each of the four sectors

of home final demand whilst vector 6 records commodity details of exports °

Thus all demands for commodities are recorded and if we look at the

commodity account column we see the sources of supply°  Commodities are

either produced by domestic industries in matrix 13 or imported in vector

20°  Some imports may be subject to protective duties (i.e. duties levied

in order to raise the cost of the import in relation to the corresponding

domestic cost) and these are recorded in vector 14o  It is important (as

explained in Chapter III, Section F) to separate any taxes levied" on the

sales of commodities from the basic values of the commodities and such

taxes (and subsidies) are recorded in entries 7 through 12, debited to

the accounts of the various purchasers; these are transferred to the income

- 6 -



and outlay account in cell 15.

1.12,  The other account of importance in the present context is the

industry account,  Industries purchase commodities in matrix 1 and pay

the relevant taxes in vector 7.  Payments to factors are recorded in

vector 16o  Industmies may also occur expenditure abroad in the form of

spending by travelling businessmen and disbursements by shipping fleets

and aimlines o  It is convenient to treat this as a direct import in

vector 21 rather than attempt to estimate a commodity breakdown and entem

in vector 20ÿ particularly as such expenditure isÿ by definitionÿ

inevitably occurred abroad and could not be met from domestic production.

l.13o  The entries in Table 1.2 described above are those which are

required to ensure that the production accounts and the input-output table

are in complete balance.  It is useful also to include the other entries.

Cells 17 and 18 record wage incomes paid respectively by households (eogo

to domestic servants ) and by goverrnnents to their employees and cell 19

is income received from abroad$ cells 16 through 19 thus give a complete

record of national income.  Finallyÿ cells 22 and 23 record expenditure

abroad and together with cells 20 and 21 complete the import account.

1.1ÿo  This accounting framework follows the principles of the S oNoA.

but differs slightly from the S.NoA. Table 2.1 in ÿts treatment of some

entries°  Incomes paidÿ i.e. productive activityÿ by households and

goveÿnmentÿ are treated in a simpler mannerÿ the treatment of taxes is

also different and here is less complex.  Some of the entries in the

income and outlay and the accumulation accounts ame omitted but all the

details in the production accounts are recorded and these accounts will

balance in both aggregated and disaggregated forms o  A complete set of

national accounts shouldÿ of courseÿ follow the SoN.A. table but when one

is working with input-output it may be found to be more convenient and

quite adequate to extract the cells shown here from the maiÿ' tÿ_b,ÿ ÿ and

to treat them and arrange them as suggested above.

1.15.  The national accounts for the U.K. shown in Table 1.1 have been

disaggmegated and arranged for input-output purposes following the pattern

of Table 1o2 and azÿ shown in Table 1.3.  Six industries and commodities

are distinguished and the totals of each matrix and vector are shown in

m 7-
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order to facilitate comparison with the entries in Table i.io  If the

entries in the commodity account are combined with the commodity tax

accountÿ the values in the commodity account of Table lolÿ where taxes

were not shown separatelyÿ will be found.  Consumption and capital

formation are each dividedÿ into two components in Table 1.3ÿ unlike Table

lol.  It can be seen here thatÿ as in Table 1ol2 all the production

accounts balance and further that here the row and column totals of the

disaggregated production accounts are also in balance°

lol6o  It will be helpful to examine the entries for one of the sectors in

the production accountsÿ chemicals.  Looking first at the commodity accountÿ

we see that the chemical industry produced 30 chemicals and that small

amounts of chemicals were also produced in four other industries.  There

were imports of chemicals amounting to 5 on which a small amount of

import duty was levied.  Reading along the row for chemicals commodity we

see that 3 were purchased by the agriculture and food industryÿ 4 by metals

and machinery and that the total intermediate demand was 24.  The next

five entries show the amounts purchased by domestic consumers and capital

formation andÿ finallyÿ exported°  The row totals ioe. total demandÿ is

86  and equals the column totalÿ i oeo total supply°

1.17o  If we look at the rows of the industry accounts we see that the

chemical industry produced 30 chemicals commodityÿ i each of food and con-

struction commodities and small quantities of the other three commodities o

Its total output is 31 and looking at the industry account columns we

see its input structure°  The two largest inputs are 7 chemicals (for

further processing) and 7 mining products etco  The total commodity input

is 21 and small amounts of taxes are paid on those inputs.  The industry

spends a small amount in foreign countries and pays factor incomes of l0

giving total inputs of 31 equal to the total of its output.



II.      THE  BASIC   INPUT-OUTPUT  SYSTEM

A.  A simple input-output framework

2.1.  The previous chapter looked at the national accounting framework and

focussed attention on the treatment and role of an input-output table in

this framework.  The present chapter will concentrate on presenting an

outline of basic input-output theory.  This can be done most efficiently

if the remainder of the social accounting matrix can be aggregated and

simplified as much as possible°

2.2.  It will be appropriateÿ thereforeÿ to consider an economy which does

not engage in foreign trade and in which there is no taxation.  The various

elements of final demand will be considered as a single vector and no sub-

division of primary inouts will be made.  In order to achieve maximum

simplicity no distincti Jn will be made between industries and commoditiesÿ

it is assumed that industriesÿ referred to here as production sectorsÿ do

not engage in any secondary production producing only their characteristic

products.

Table 2.1.  Highly simplified accounting framework

Production sectors Final demand          Totals

Production
sectors

w

(1)

Primary
inputs

y (16)

qTotals

- lO -



2,3.  The accounting framework in this case is shown in Table 2.1 where

the numbers in brackets refer to the cells in Table 1,3o  The entries in

Table 2o1ÿ Wÿ fÿ q and y are as defined in the Appendix I on notationo

although it should be noted thatÿ at this stageÿ no distinction is being

made between industries and commodities.  The input-output table is written

as if it were a commodity x commodity table to preserve the conventional

notation.

2°4.  This input-output table which records the value of the sales and

purchases between the production sectors in the economy is known as an

input-output flow matrix°  It is usual to write the typical entry in an

input-output table in the form wij o  This records the sales of sector i to

sector j o  Thus the entry Wlo2 will show the amount which sector 2 in the

sy&tem purchases from sector lo

2°5°  It is thus possible to define the output of each production sector

in terms of the amounts purchased by other production sectors - intermediate

demand - and the amounts sold to final consumersÿ and for the whole

economy we can write:

ql = Wl.l + Wlo2 + Wl.3 + °ÿ° + Wl.n   + fl

q2 = W2ol + w2o2 + w2°3 + °°° + w2.n + f2

q3 = w3.1 + w3.2 + w8.3 + "'° + W3on + f3

o

qn=w    +       +       + o..+w    +f
n ol   Wn.2   Wn.3           n.n    n (2.1)

2°6°  The above set of structural equations express the input-output

relations in terms of the entries in the flow matrix but it is often very

useful to express the relations in terms of coefficients°  A coefficient

matrix records not the value of each transaction but the amount of each

commodity purchased per unit of output of the purchasing sector.  To form

such a matrix each column of the flow matrixÿ Wÿ must be divided by the

total gross output of the purchasing sector.  This coefficient matrix is

denoted by A and the typical cell will be a.. which can be defined as:
I]

- ii -



(2.2)
wij = aij

In matrix notation this can be written as

or
A = ÿq-1                                          (2.3)

2o7°  The set of structural equations (2ol) can thus now be written in the

following form:

ql = al.1 ql + alo2 q2 + alo3 q3 + °'° + alon qn  +  fl

q2 = a2ol ql + a2.2 q2 + a2o3 q3 + "'" + a2°n ÿ  +  f2

q8 = a3°l ql + a3.2 q2 + a3o8 q3 + "°" + a3°n qn  +  f3

®
°
o

% = an.1 ql + an.2 q2 + an,3 q3 + °" + an-n qn + fn
(2,4)

2,8.  Hereÿ each of the input-output relations is expressed in ternÿ of a

coefficientÿ aijÿ expressing the input as a proportion of the output of the

purchasing sector and ÿ the output of that sector.  This set of equations
can be expressed in the form of matrices and vectors:

%1
q21

q31
o
o

%1

alol al,2 alo3  ....  al.n

a2ol a2.2 a2.3  ....  a2on

a3oI a3o2 a3°3  ....  a3.n

an.1 ano2 ano3  ....  anon

D

qll

q21

× q31

e

I%

fll

f21

+  f31
® I
. i

%1

The block of terms in Vaÿ are the entries in the matrix A and the

- 12 -



above can be simplified to yield the basic input-output accounting equation:

q=Aq+f (2°5)

2.9.  When the equations are in this form they are much more suitable for

any model-building or analysis.  If the values of the coefficients are

known and the level of final demand is known or assumedÿ it is possible to

solve this set of equations ÿo find the level of output of various

commoditiesÿ q, as demonstrated in the next section.

2.10o  If attention is turned to the columns rather than the rows of this

simple system it is then possible to examine the purchases by each sector.

Primarÿy inputs can also be expressed in the form of coefficients ÿ which

can be denoted by yÿ and since the primary inputs include the profit

residual in addition to payments to labourÿ all expenditure by sectors will

be accounted for.  Reading down the column for a sector in the A matrix and'

through' the y vector will show the proportions in which other pÿoducts and

primary inputs are used by the sector.  This is known as its input structure.

2.11.  In Tables 2°2 and 2o8 numerical illustrations are given of the

points discussed in this section.  Table 2o2. shows a simplified set of

accounts similar to Table 2.1 distinguishing three production sectors and

showing the input-output flow matrix.

Table 2,2. Input-output table and accounts

A
Sector B

C

Primary
nputs

Sector
A   B

20
3O

8O

C

45
30

Final
demand

ltÿO

_2J

Total
output

lOO
2O0
150

70 1OO  75

Total
input 100 20O 150 I
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Table 2o3°  Input-output coefficient table

(a) Input per unit of output

Sector
A   B   C

(b) Input per i000 units output

Sector
A   B   C

A
Sector B

C
o 3O

I
.lO  °30i  ÿ

.20  )      Sector B
.40J                         C

lO0  300
3O0

400  200

2o12o  In Table 2o3(a) this flow matrix is shown as a coefficient matrix

and it can be seen that the entries in each column are obtained by dividing

the entries in the flow matrix by the trial output of the purchasing sector.

It is sometimes felt desirable in presenting such tables to avoid several

figures after the decimal point which occurs when there are small entries

in ce&ls in the flow mat#ixo  Table 2.3(b) therefore shows inputs per lO00

units of output°

B o  The inverse matrix

2o13o  The input structures discussed in the previous section show what

each sector requires to produce its output but it tells nothing about the

further effects°  The effect of the production of a motor-vehicle does

not end with the steelÿ components and tyres purchased.  It begins a long

chain of production since each of the products purchased will, in their turn,

require various inputsÿ production will be required in some industries not

directly supplying the motor industry and the direct suppliers maybe

called on also to supply other industries°

2.14.  It is thus possible to define two types of inputs°  Direct inputs

are those purchased by the industry under considerationÿ indirect inputs

are those purchased by all industries in which production is required in

order to supply inputs to the first industry°  It can be seen from Table

2.3 that 1000 units of output in sector B requires 100 units of A and 400

units of Co  These are the direct inputs°  But the production of 100 units

of A will require some units of B and the 400 units of C will require some

A and some C, all of which in turn will generate other inputs from all

sectors°  If these indirect requirements can be traced through the system

it is then possible to know the full impact of production in each of the
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sectors on the other sectors o

2o15o  In this example the direct input requirements of lO00 units of B

are shown in the second column of Table 2.4.  The first set of indirect

requirements will be 30 B required to produce i00 Aÿ also 120 A and 80

B will be required as inputs to produce 400 C.  These are calculated

using Table 2.3 and are shown in the third column of Table 2°4°  Various

inputs will be needed to produce this output and this second round of

indirect inputs is calculated and shown in the fourth column°  The input

requirements of successive rounds rapidly diminish and we can calculate

the full impact of the demand for lO00 units of output of B°  This is

shown in the final column°

Table 2°4°  Direct and indirect inputs

Producing
sector

A

B

C

Initial
output

lO00

Indirect inputsDirect

inputs Round i Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round n

i00          120               ii               17               6                 1

ii0     36     12     8      1

400               44       44       5        4

Total

257

ll71

468

2o16o  Similar calculations could be carried out for the other two sectors°

The derivation of such results is complex and laborious by this method even

with a 3-sector table.  It is useful to return to the structural equations

(2o4).  The results above could be obtained by inserting the known

coefficientsÿ a.o in these equations and solving them for q.  In this case
13

we have:

qA = O°lOqB + O°30qc

qB = O°20qc + iÿ000

qC : 0.40qB (2.6)

The solution of these equations will yield the total requirements of
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i000 units of output of B and similar solutions can be made for i000 units

of A and Co

2°17o  The most convenient way to obtain these results is to use the basic

equation (2°5) and to solve this for q as follows:

q=Aq+f

q-Aq=f

(I - A)q : f

q =  (I - A)-lf (2°7)

The matrixÿ (I - A)-lÿ is known as the Leontief inverse or the matrix

multiplier (an analogy to the Keynesian multiplieÿ.

2°18o  If the matrix (I - A) is formed and inverted this example yields

the matrix in Table 2°5°

Table 2°5.  The inverse matrixÿ (I ÿ A)-1

A
Sector

B     C
=

Sector A
B
C

1,077        .257        °375
,351  1,171   °340
®141   ®468  1o136

2.19.  The columns of this matrix show the total input requirementsÿ both

direct and indirect, of one unit of output of the three sectors.  The

second column here is the same as the result obtained in Table 2.4.  It

will be noted that the entries in this matrix are considerably lamger

than those in Table 2.3(a)ÿ showing direct inputsÿ the differences between

the two are the indirect inputs°

2.20.  The calculation of the inverse of a matrix by hand is not recommended

when the matrix is any larger than those in this example°  It is similar

to solving the set of structural equations (2.6) for each output levelÿ

one solution will yield the values for one column of the matrix.
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Fortunately, computer programmes exist for matrix inversion and this

method is recommended in practiceÿ  The principles involved are, howeverÿ

best understood by the methods used here°

2.21.  This inverse matrix (I - A)-lÿ  is fundamental to input-output

analysis as it shows the full impact of the demand for the output of each

sector on all the other sectors°  With such a matrix it is possible to

unravel the technological interdependence of the productive system and

to trace the generation of demand from final consumers back throughout

the system.  It is then possible to calculate what output levels would be

required to meet various postulated levels of final demand and consequently

how output levels would be required to change to meet postulated changes

in final demand, such as change in government expenditure°

2°22°  In the same way as primary inputs were introduced when considering

direct inputs in the coefficient matrix it is possible to extend the use

of the inverse matrix to include primary inputs°  Table 2 o6 illustrates

the primary input requirement of lOOO units of output by sector B o

Table 2°6°  Primary input requirements

Sector

Direct &
indirect
inputs for
lO00 units
output of B

(1)

Primary
input

coefficients

(2)

257

iÿ171

468

o7

o5

.5

A

B

C

Primary
input

requirements

(3) = (1) x (2)

180

586

234

iÿ000

2°23°  The outputs of products required were calculated in Table 2°5 and

are shown in the first column of Table 2°6°  Each of the producing

sectors will require inputs of labour and capital to produce its required

output.  The primary input coefficients, y, of each sector are calculated

from Table 2.2 and shown in column 2 of Table 2°6°  The third column is
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obtained as the product of the first two columns and shows the primary

inputs required by each of the three sectors.  It will be noticed that

the total primary input requirement is lO00 units, exactly equal to the

level of final demand assumed in the example.  This identity in aggregate

between final demand and primary input is, of course, required by national

accounting principles°

2.24o  Various and more detailed applications of the inverse matrix, which

is central to input-output analysis, will be discussed and illustrated

in Chapter Vo

Co  Prices and costs

2.25.  It was noted earlier that columns of the input-output matrix

toegether with primary inputs, accounted for all the expenditure of each

sector.  It follows that the price of each product <ÿcan be built up from the

price of each of its inputs combined with the relevant input coefficients °

If, as previously, all inputs are considered including a coefficient for

wage payments and the profit residual, thÿ price of each product will be

seen to depend on the price of other products and primary inputs.  It is

thus possible to write down a set of equations to show how price levels

are determined and to solve theseÿ providing that rates of payment to

primary inputs and, of course, the A matrixÿ are known.

2°26°  In the simple system in this chapter this will give

Pl = al.l Pl + a2ol P2 + a3ol P3 +  ....  +an ol Pn  +  Yl

P2 = al°2 Pl + a2o2 P2 + a3.2 P3 +  ....  +anÿ2 Pn  +  Y2

P3 = alo3 Pl + a3.3 P2 + a3.3 P3 +  ....  +an.3 Pn  +  Y3

®
e

Pn = alon Pl + a2on P2 + a3on P3 +  ....  +anon Pn  +  Yn (2.8)

where p is the price per unit of output.

2.27.  In this set of equations which represents the cost structume of

each of the products, each of the input coefficients for a sector is
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multiplied by the price, per unit of that input°  If the values of the a..
w                                                                                                      l]

and the yj were known it would be possible to solve this set oÿ equations

for p.  However, as in the previous sectionÿ the solution is much simpler

using matrix methods, particularly for anything but the smallest matrix.

The price equations then become:

PÿI

P21

Pal
e ,

e

Pnl

--                                                m

aloI a2.1 a3ÿ1 +  ....  + an.1

alo2 a2,2 a3o2 +  ....  + an o2

al.3 a2.3 a3.3 +  ....  + ano3

e
e
®

al.n a2           on   a3°n +  ....  + an.n

Pll
I

P21

x p3I
• B

R
ol

Yl

Y2
+  ÿ

Y3
e
e
e

(2.o9)

2.28.  The block of ta' coefficients here is the coefficient matrixÿ A,

with its rows and columns interchangedÿ i.e. the matrix is transposed and

can be written as A'o  The above set of equations can then be simply

written:

p = A'p + y                                                    (2o10)

whichÿ when solved for p, gives:

p = (I - A')-I (2°i1)

2°29°  It will be noticed that the inverse matrix here is very similar to

the Leontief inverse in the previous section.  The latter traces relation-

ships 'backwards' through the productive system to yield estimates of output

levels from assumed final demand.  The matrix inverse in this section in

effect traces relations ÿforÿards' through the productive system and builds

up estimates of final product prices derived from the rates of payment to

primary inputs.  Thus the effects on price levels of changes in payments

to primary inputs can be calculated° In Chapter V applications of this

equation are discussed where primary inputs are disaggregated and indirect

taxes included°
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Dÿ  Basic assumptions

2.30.  The use of input-output tables in analysis depends on two basic

assumptions°  The homogeneitÿf assumption requires that each sector produces

a single output with a single input structure and that there is no

automatic substitution between the outputs of different sectors o  The

DrOportionality assumption states that the inputs into each sector are a

ineam function only of the level of output of that sector, i oeo that the

amount of each kind of input absorbed by any particular sector varies

in direct plÿportion to that sector's total output°  These two assumptions

are fundamental to the use of input-output tables and failure to meet

these requirements can lead to inaccurate results o  The problems which

arise as a result of the heterogeneity of commodities are discussed in

Chapter III, Section A o

2 o31o  In the pure theory of input-output the coefficients are regarded

as relating to the physical quantities of commodities used in producing a

given physical quantity of another commodity.  In practice, however,

almost all tables are prepared in money values o  This is necessary because

commodities are usually too heterogeneous to permit a purely physical

measure and someÿ such as servicesÿ are simply not measurable in physical

terms o  It is importantÿ however, that the coefficients in value terms

should be inteÿreted in physical terms and treated as if they were

technical coefficients o  This requires that when input-output tables for

different years are being compared they must be valued at constant prices°

This is discussed further in Chapter III, Section N.

2°82°  The coefficients in input-output analysis refer to the amount of

each commodity used in the production of another and a distinction must

be maintained between usage and purchase of commodities.  The two will

differ to the extent that the level of stocks of the input commodity

changes during the time period to which the table refers o  If purchases

are greater (or less) than usage the difference will be recorded in final

demand as investment (oF disinvestment) in stocks - vector 4 in Table 1.2.

In this way the recorded inputs will refer only to the amounts actually

used in production and the technical nature of the coefficients will be

preserved o
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IIio  THE CONSTRUCTION TABLES

Ao  The statistical unit

3.io  It is possible to prescribe the ideal statistical units between

which transactions in an input-output table should be recorded.  Thisÿ

howeverÿ will often remain a theoretical ideal.  In practiceÿ the form of

the tables and the statistical units used will invariably depend on the

nature of the available statistical data°  Lack of adequate data may

prevent the use of what may be considered the ideal statistical unit and

some of the alternatives will be examined.

3.2.  In selecting the statistical unit one of the most important aims

should be to choose a unit which will meet the basic assumptions of

homogeneity and proportionality referred to in the previous section°  It

is desirable to choose the unit so that the input coefficients will only

change if there is a change in the techniques of productionÿ for instanceÿ

if the unit consists of a mixed group of commodities (i.e. does not meet

the homogeneity assumption)  a change in the proportions in which these

commodities are produced may result in a change in the recorded input

coefficients even though there has been no change in the techniques of

production of any of the commodities in the group°  This failure to meet

the proportionality assumption occurs because in this situation each

recorded input coefficient is the weighted average of the input

coefficients for each of the commodities in the group and will change if

the weightsÿ ioe° the output proportionsÿ change.  It will be obvious

that the more detailed the tables and the finer the classification the

less likely are such problems to arise.  Howeverÿ this might well result

in   prescribing very large tables which would be impracticable and very

costly to produce andÿ furtherÿ adequate statistical data may not be

available at such a fine degree of disaggregation.

3.8.  It is generally recognised that the statistical unit maybe one of

the following: (a) a commodity groupÿ (b) an establishment such as a farmÿ

a mine or a factory or (c) an institution organising production in a

branch of the economy such as an industrial enterprise or a government
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agen cy o

3.4.  A grouping of commoditiesÿ if carefully chosenÿ would come close

to meeting the assumptions and could prove to be a satisfactory

classification°  Many available industrial statistics provide the necessary

information to permit an estimation of the destination of outputs to main

purchasers of commodities°  What is invariably lackingÿ howeverÿ is

information on the input structure of commodities.

3.5.  The establishment is a conventional accounting unit and consequently

is able to provide information on inputsÿ production censuses in many

countries take the establishment as the statistical unit.  Details of

inputs recorded by establishmentsÿ howeverÿ are often unable to distinguish

between the inputs purchased for the production of particular commodities o

Where the production by an establishment is concentrated entirely on one

commodity or commodity groupÿ this does not present any problems as far

as the two basic assumptions are concerned.  However, a number of establish-

ments will be found with production in more than one commodity group and

here the assumptions are unlikely to apply.  Further, what is also lacking

when dealing with an establishment with a mixed range of production is

any data on the destination of its heterogeneous output, since output

and sales statistics invariably relate to commodities.

3°6o  The institution has similar benefits and poses similar problems to

the establishment as a statistical unit but on a greater scale.  An

industrial enterprise or corporation may well embrace a number of establish-

ments and may well produce a very diverse range of commodities o  It isÿ

howeverÿ likely to be a sophisticated source of statistical information°

It will know amounts of various commodities it produces although not

necessarily their destination.  It will also record details of its purchases

althoughÿ as in the case of the establishmentÿ it may not be able to

provide separate data on inputs into the various commodities it produces o

Further, in a large organisation there will be a number of inputs ÿ such

as management and financial services, which are inputs into the enterprise

and are common inputs to all commoditiesÿ it is usually very difficult

to allocate such inputs between various commodities.  Similar problems
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exist if the unit being considered is a government agency.  Such

institutions, although pel4naps sophisticated in their accountingÿ are too

large to be a suitable statistical unit for input-output tables o

3°7o  It emerges from the above discussion of the various possible units

that the nearest one can approach to meeting the two basic assumptions

is to use the commodity as the statistical unit for output end sales data

and the establishment as the unit for input data°  The establishments will

be classified to industries as discussed in Chapter I, Section Co

Accordingly, it is usually appropriate to estimate the basic table, the

absorption matrixÿ in the form of purchases of commodities by industries,

i oeo as sub-matrix 1 in Table 1o2°  If all establishments pmoduced only

one commodity (or commodity group) both sets of data would be on a

commodity basis.  However, problems do arise in the use of the tables

when the inputs into establishments are used to produce several

commodities o  It is, however, possible to derive ÿpumev tables from the

basic absorption matrix which come sufficiently close to meeting the two

basic assumptions o  The problems and methods of dealing with such secondary

production are discussed in the following section°

B.  The treatment of secondarz_Rroduction

lo  The nature of the pÿroblem

3.8°  Many establishments produce only one commodity or group of

commodities which is the characteristic product of the industry to which

they are classified°  However, as noted in the previous section and in

Chapter I, Section Cÿ some establishments produce other commodities which

are not among the characteristic products of the industry to which they

are classified°  As a result in the make matrixÿ (matrix 7 in Table 1o2)ÿ

industries are often recorded as producing several commodities°  The amount

of this subsidiary production varies between industries and is often not

largeÿ as can be seen in Table 1o3o  Howeverÿ it is the existence of such

secondary production and lack of complete correspondence between industries

and commodities which presents problems in deriving VpureV inPut-output

tables°  These may be either commodity x commodity tables (recording the
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inputs of commodities into the production of commodities) or industzÿ# x

industry tables°  %!he relative merits of these tÿo forms of tables are

discussed in the next section.

3°9°  In order to examine these techniques let us use a simplified

accounting framework based on Table 1°2°  be entries are shown in

Table 8°1 and all are defined in the Appendix I on notation°

Table 3°1

Commodities

Industries

Primazy inputs

Total

Commodities

M

Industries

q+

X

y+

gÿ

Final demand

f

Total

q

g

3.10°  From this accounting data various other matrices can be calculated

as shown in Table 3.2°  The derivation of some elements is not shown

because various methods exist which yield different solutions°

Table 3+2

Commodities Industries

B=Xÿgÿl

Final demand

Industries

Primary inputs

A

C = M+ÿ-l

D=Fÿq-1

E

z= g

Commodities

e

3o11.  It was noted in the previous section that the basic inputmoutput

tableÿ the absozÿtion matrix, Xÿ will be a commodity x industry table
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recording the inputs of commodities into industries°  Most of these inputs

are required to produce the characteristic product of the industry but

some are required to produce its subsidiary products°  The construction

of commodity x commodity (A or W) or industry x industry tables (E or Z)

from the basic data involves transfers of inputs and outputs between

sectors o  The transfer of outputs is a comparatively simple matter since

the production of non-characteristic products will be recorded in the

make matrixÿ M.  The transfer of inputsÿ howeverÿ is not nearly so

simpleÿ as was noted in the previous section much of the basic data on

inputs relates to inputs into industries and not to the particular

commodities produced in those industries°  It may be possible to obtain

some data at a level below that of the establishment and in some cases

engineering data may be available on inputs into certain commoditieso

Butÿ as a ruleÿ supplementary information of these kinds is incomplete

and it is necessary to resort to some extent to mechanical means of

making the transfers using mathematical methods°

3.12o  Since it is generally harder to'transfer inputs than it is to

transfer outputs it will be useful first to examine a method which involves

the transfer of outputs only; laterÿ the various methods available

for transferring inputs as well as outputs will be examined°

2.  Transfer of out pÿ

3.13.  The first step in this method is to convert the make matrix into

a diagonal matrix by adding into the diagonal elementÿell M..,the off-

diagonal elements in both row i and column i.  This new diagonal element

can be thought of either as the total production of commodity i plus

secondary production by industry i or as the total production of industry

i plus the secondary production of commodity i by other industries.

3.14o  When this operation has been carried out for each row and column

the matrix has been transformed into a diagonal matrix in which subsidiary

production is duplicated since it appears in the diagonal element of

the industry in which it is actually produced and also in the diagonal

element of the industry in which it is the characteristic product.

3.15.  The second step is to take all the off-diagonal elements in the
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make matrixÿ M, and add them to the corresponding elements in Xÿ  This

means that each industry is deemed to acquire, and so record in its input

structureÿ the output of its own characteristic commodity produced in

other industries o2-/  Thus, if industry i produces 2 units of commodity j

the value of the input in X of commodity j into industry i will be

increased by 2 units.

8o16o  This method is straightforward but it is difficult to say to what

the resulting input-output relates°  The resulting matrix cannot be said

to relate exactly to either commodities or industries since as was

explained above in paragraph 3ÿ13, the transformation of the make matrix

results in a diagonal matrix which is open to two interpretations, neither

of which are pure industry or commodity°  This situation arises because

output of secondary products is transferred but the corresponding inputs

are not o

3o17o  A variation to the above method of transferring the output of

secondary pmoducts can be noted.  The method described above can be megarded

as transferring outputs along the rowsÿ the alternative method is to

transfer outputs along the columns°  In this caseÿifÿas in the example in

paragraph 3olSÿindustry i produces 2 units of commodity j this amount

will be shown as a negative input of commodity j into industry i o  This

method suffems from the same disadvantages as the row transfer method and

further introduces the possibility of negative cells in the adjusted input-

output table°

3o  Transfer of in uÿ

3o18o  We shall now examine three methods which transfer both outputs and

inputs in order to arrive at Vpumet industry or commodity tables o  We

shall show how it is possible to introduce considerable flexibility into

what may seem at first to be a rigidÿ mathematical solutlonÿ

2/ This method is illustrated in the S oNoA. Paragraphs 3o19 through

3°28, on which the present description is based°
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3o19o  In order to estimate the input structure of commodity j from the

known input structure of industry j (i.eo in order to estimate a column

of the commodity x commodity table) it is necessary to deduct froN the

inputs of industry j those inputs which are required for the production

by industry j of commodities other than its principal or characteristic

product, commodity j o  It is also necessary to add in the inputs required

for the production of commodity j in other industries °  Typically, no

information is available as to the allocation of inputs in an establish-

ment or industry between the various commodities produced and it is,

themefore, necessary to make some assumption about these input structures

in order to derive a commodity x commodity table.

3.20°  When combining the information in the make and absorption matrices

to estimate a 'pure' tableÿ two basic assumptions are possible and these

are generally referred to as the commodity technology and industry

technology assumptions °  The former assumes that a commodity has the same

input structure in whichever industry it is produced.  The industry tech-

nology assumption, on the other handÿ assumes that all commodities produced

by an industry are produced with the same input structure and thus

commodities will have different input structures depending on the industry

in which they are produced°

3.21o  The explanation will be made clearer with the use of a simple

numerical example where the basic data is:

X  Absorption matrix

Ind o

M Make matrix

Commod°

Commod.

Industry outputs,

Commodity outputs

Indo
J
J

9OlO   6O

40     60     20

20     30     60

lO

28o    2o

i0   19o

g =  lO0,  300ÿ  200

q =   90ÿ  300,  210
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3022°  From these we derive the following:

B x[-i (x Looo)

Ind

Market sh'ares

C ommo d

Commod°

i00     200

4O0   200   i00

200     lO0     300

Indo

1.000     .033

.934   .o95

.033   .905

C
C-I

0°90

0ÿi0       0°94       0°05

0°06   0.95

Product mix

Indo

IndoCommodo

C OTÿIO d

I    i°iii-0o 118

L/fl
1.068  -0.056

-0.068    1.056

3°23.  Let us look first at the commodity technology assumption.  In this

case the inputs into industry j comprise the weiÿited average of the inputs

into each of the commodities which it produces, the weights being the

proportions in which industry j produces dle various commodities.  Thus

bl.2, the coefficient for input of commodity I into industry 2, can be

written:

bl,2 = al,I ci.2 + al.2 c2o2 + al.3 c3o2

or in general terms

bioj = ai°1 Cloj + ai.2 C2oj + aio3 c3.j
(3.1)

3°24°  There will be 9 (= 3 x 3) such equations in this example and it

would be possible to write out all the equations and solve for a.  This

set of equations can be more conveniently expressed in matrix form:
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[bl.l l 2 l.31 [
b2ol b2.2 b2o3    =

b3,1 b3o2 b3,3

al.l al.2 al°3I
a2.1 a2o2 a2.3

a3.1 a3o2 a3.3

Clol Clo2 Cl°il
c2.1 c2.2 c2o

C3oi C3o2 c3o

B : AC                                                        (3.2)

which in order to derive A from our basic matrices we can re-write as:

A : BC-1                                         (3.3)
C

Ac  denoting the commodity technology solution as opposed to the industry

technology solution AIo

3,25,  Using the numerical example we obtain

A
c

87    213    -ii

422   207    94

213    86   311

This can be better illustrated by calculating B from A  and Co  With a
c

commodity technology assumption the inputs into industry j are the weighted

average of the inputs into each of the commodities it prÿ)ducesÿ the weights

being the industryÿs product mix,  Thusÿ for instanceÿ

bl,2 : (87, 213, -ll) x (0ÿ 0o94ÿ 0.06) : 200

3.26,  Ifÿ on the other handÿ we use an industry technology assumption

the inputs into commodity j will be the weighted average of the inputs into

each of the industries which produces commodity j and the weights will be

the market shares of each industry in the production of commodity jo  We
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thus would obtain as the general term

aij = bi°l dl.j + bi°2 d2.j+bio3 d3.j (3.4)

3.27° This set of nine equations can be expressed in matrix forth:

m

al.l alo2 al.3

a2,l a2o2 a2o3

bl°l bl.2 blo3 dl.l dl.2 dl°3

b2ol b2°2 b2,3

a3.1 a3.2 a3.3D
b3.1 b3,2 b3o3

d2.1 d2.2 d2.3

d3.I  d3.2   d3o3
(3.5)

which gives the industry technology solution:

AI  = BD (3.6)

3°28°  In our numerical example this solution yields

AI  =

I00   190    19

400     203    ii0

200   ii0   281

Hereÿ the entry al.2 is calculated from

(100, 200, O) x (0.033ÿ 0.934ÿ 0.033) = 190

The first column of AI is the same as the first column of B because all

commodity 1 is produced in industry i,  An entÿ, appears at al°3 although

was zero because some commodity 3 is produced in industry 2 and there
bl°3
is an input of 1 into 2 in B o

3°29o  If it is desired to have an industry x industry table this can be

obtained from the absorption and make matrices in a similar manner to that
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used for commodity x commodity tables and again two solutions are possible.

Either matrix C or matrix D may be used as weights and the choice between

them is dependent on making either a product-mix assumption or a market

share assumption about the output structures in matrix M°

3.30.  If we adopt a market share assumption, this implies that the shares

of industries in the production of a particular commodity are stable.

The input of industry i into industry j in matrix E will he made of the

input of each commodity into industry j weighted by share of industry i

in the production of each commodity.  If we write EM for an industry x

industry matrix derived on a market-share assumption we have

EM = DB                                                    (3°7)

3.31.  The numerical example will be:

EM =

113     207       3

393   196   122

194    97   275

The cell el.2 is calculated from matrices D and B as

(i.000,   0°033,   O)   x  (200ÿ   200,   IO0)   =   207

The entry el.3 is 3 although bl,3 is zero.  This arises because industry 3

uses some commodity 2 and some of this is produced in industry 1.  This

entry is

(1.000, 0.033, O)x (0, lO0, 300)'= 3

3.32.  If we use matrix C with B to pmoduce E we are using a pmoduct-mix

assumption which is best explained by calculating B from C and E.  The

input of commodity i into industry j is the input of each industry into
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industry j weighted by the proportion which commodity i is of each

industmy's output - its product-mix and we have

B = CEp

E   = C-1B
P

(3.8)

3°33°  The solution in our numerical example is

E
P

ill    222       0

404     184      90

185      94     310

As in the case of the commodity technology solution for A which also

involves the inverse of C this is perhaps better illustrated by the

calculation of B which in this case is B = CEp.  The input of commodity 2

into industry 1 is the input of each industry into industry 1 weighted

by the proportion which commodity 2 is of each industryVs output.  Thus

b2.1  =  (0oi0,   0.94,  0.05)  x  (ill,   404ÿ   185)  =  400

3.34.  The solutions for E in equations (3.7) and (3.8) are referred to

respectively in the SÿNoAo as industry technology and commodity technology

assumptions, by analogy to the use of matrices D and C in the derivation

of the A matrix°

3.35.  The solutions given by equations (3°3) and (3.6) for commodity x

commodity tables require an unnecessarily rigid approach.  It is necessary

to assume either that all subsidiary production has a commodity technology

or that all subsidiary production has an industry technology.  It seems

reasonable to expect that some subsidiary production might fit a commodity

technology assumption whilst for other elements of subsidiary production

an industry technology assÿption may be more appropriate.ÿ In general one
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would expect that most commodities have the same input structure wherever

they are produced butÿ particularly where subsidiary production consists

of by-products of an industrial processÿ the assumption of an industry

technology may well be more appropriate in some cases°

3°36°  Thÿs mixture of technology assumptions is incorporated in the S oNoAo

(paragraphs 3°27 and 3.87 - 3.91) to give what can be called a hybrid

technology solution°  In order that various elements of production can be

treated on different assumptions it is necessary to split the make matrix

into two matricesÿ M1 and M2, where M1 includes those elements of

production for which a commodity technology assumption is deemed

appropriate and M2 includes those elements which are to be treated on an

industry technology assumption.

3o 37.  The details of this form of solution andillustrations are contained

in the SoN.Ao and will not be repeated here°  This method was successfully

used to produce the 70-sector commodity x commodiÿ tables for the UoK.

for 1963o  Compared with either the industry or Commodity technology

solutions the hybrid technology solution is not so simple°  All cells in

the make matrix have to be examined and allocated to either M1 or M2ÿ

depending on whether it is felt that their input structure is closer to

that of the commodity group to which they belong or to that of the

industry producing this cell of output,° Furtherÿ the mechanical calculation

calls for a somewhat more elaborate computer programme.  On the other

handÿ this approach does prevent the need for using either of the two

"extreme" solutions and introduces desirable flexibility.

3.38°  In discussing the relative methods of the various solutions ÿ the

scale of the problem must be kept in perspective°  If there were no

secondary production the two simple technology assumptions would yield

the same mesulto  Differences only arise to the extent that there is

secondary production; the amount of this in practice will depend partly

on how production is organised in the economyÿ partly on the choice of

statistical unit (e.go the use of the institution rather than the establish-

ment is likely to increase the amount of recordedsecondary production)

and partly on the size of the tables.  More secondary production will

<
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generally be found in larger tables.  This is because much secondary

production will often be of commodities similar to the main production

and when tables are aggregated these commodities may well be classified

to the same group and the production will then appear as production of

the characteristic product of the group in the diagonal of the make matrix.

In the U.K. 1963 tables secondary production was 5% of all production in

the 70-sector tables; this falls to 2.6% if the tables are aggregated to

13 sectors and to only 1.6% in the 6-sector table in Table 1.3.

3.39.  Thus, in a typical 70-sector table the "problem" exists in connection

with about 5% of industrial output°  Further, in many of the cells where

subsidiary production was quite high there were relatively sdnilar input

structures in both the main and subsidiary producing industries, so that

the industry and commodity technology solutions yielded similar results.

A comparison of the commodity x commodity tables calculated for the UoK°

1963 on each of the two simple assumptions showed that in the majority of

cells differences were almost insignificant.!/  It would seem, thereforeÿ

that many of the cells of subsidiary production in the make matrix can

be treated fairly arbitrarily.  This is because they are a small proportion

of their industry and commodity output and/or the input structures of

their industry and commodity are similar°  There were, however, a number

of cells where the choice of technology was important and where different

assumptions led to quite large differences between the various matrices.

It is because of the existence of such cells that a hybrid technology

solution is useful since it allows some to be treated on a commodity

technology assumption and some on an industry technology assumption.

C.  CommoditZ or industry tables

3,40.  The discussion of the appropriate statistical unit in Section A

suggested that it was generally desirable in the construction of tables

to make use of available data on outputs and sales of commodities and on

input structures of establishments.  The basic table, the absorption matrix,

estimated directly from available statistics would thus be a commodity x

See Armstrongÿ ÿ'Technology Assumptions in the Construction of U.K.
Input-Output Tablesÿ, on which much of this section is basedÿ in
Aÿects of l_nput-Oÿÿl edited by I.G. Stewart (Edinburgh
University Preÿ 1972).
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industry table.  In the previous section various methods were outlined

to show how it was possible to derive ÿpure' tables from the absorption

and make matrices.  As these 'purer tables may be either comÿnodity x

commodity or industry x industry tables it is appropriate to discuss

the relative merits of the two forms°

3o41o  If a commodity x commodity table was being used the basic equation

would be as equation (2o5):

q = Aq + f                                           (3°9)

Ifÿ on the other handÿ one was working with an industry x industry table

the equation would be:

g = Eg + e                                                          (3o10)

In both cases the input-output table could be calculated using any one of

the three technology assumptions in the previous section.

3.42°  Most applications of input-output analysis begin with a given final

demand for commoditiesÿ fÿ andÿ by tracing the direct and indirect require-

ments of this level of final output throughout the productive systemÿ

calculate the corresponding levels of commodity outputsÿ q o  For this

purpose a commodity x commodity table and equation (3°9) is the more

appropriate.  Other applications proceed to examine the primary inputs into

industries required for calculated output levels.  This can be done more

conveniently if industry x industry tables are being used but the same

results can be obtained with little more difficulty if a commodity x

commodity table is being used.  The calculated commodity outputs can be

transformed using the market share or product mix matrix into industry

output levels (see previous section)°  This sequence of calculation would

make an industry x industry table unnecessary.

3°43°  In order to use an industry x industry table and equation (3.10) it

is necessary to know the final demands for the outputs of industriesÿ e.

Howeverÿ information on final demand is invariably available on a commodity
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rather than an industry basis and in order to estimate the final demand

for industry outputs it is necessary to know the proportions in wh%ch

industries produce the commodities entering each of the final demand

vectors.  It is possible that these proportions will not be the same for

each one of the final demand vectors and such information is not usually

available°  A reasonable approximation would be to assume the same

proportions throughout and use the coefficients of the market share matrixÿ

Dÿ to transform final demands for commodities into demands for industrial

outputs, i.eo e = Dfo  A further problem arisesÿ however, if equation

(3.10) is being used to estimate output levels required to meet a

postulated level of final demand for commoditiesÿ perhaps in a future year.

It then becomes necessary to make an estimate of the industriesÿ market

sharesÿ (ioeo to assume they are stable over time or to forecast how they

will change) in order to obtain final demand for industry outputs.

3.44.  It thus emerges that the commodity x commodity table will be found

to be more suitable in most applications l demand is for a particular

commodity or group of commodities and not for the mixed range of output

of an industry and there is no need to transform the demand vectors from

one unit to another°  One should noteÿ howeverÿ that such transformation

is also necessary if commodity x commodity tables are used in an

application which includes primary inputs, although due to the degree of

similarity between primary input structures this may present less

difficulty than the transformation of final demand in the case of industry

x industry models.

3°45.  Finallyÿ it should be noted that differences between a commodity

x commodity table and an industry x industry table wil! only arise to the

extent that secondary production is recorded in the make matrix°  Without

secondary production the distinction between commodities and industries

would disappear°  The extent of secondary production is unlikely to be as

great as in the example in the previous section and the differences

between commodity and industry tables accordingly may be slight as a

comparison of Tables 3°6 through 3.9 in the S oNoA. will show°
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Do  Rectangular tables

3.46.  The input-output tables discussed in previous sectionsÿwhether

commodity or industry tablesÿ have all been square°  The classification

systems used have defined the same number of commodities as industries

because each industry is defined in terms of its principal product.  The

absorption and make matrices and any tables derived from them are thus

all square°  There areÿ howeverÿ some advantages to be gained by

abandoning this one-to-one correspondence between industries and their

characteristic products o  If this is done the characteristic product of

each industry can be divided into several commodities.  Hence the make and

absorption matrices are rectangular and not squameÿ but this does not

prevent the use of such tables in input-output models.  The Canadian input-

output tables for 1961 distinguish in their published form ll0 industries

and 197 commoditiesÿ in their worksheet form there are 187 industries and

644 commodities o  A very useful and lucid explanation of the uses of

rectangular tables (and of input-output modelsÿ in general) is to be found

in the descriptive volume published with these tables 4/

3°47°  A system of rectangular tables permits a disaggregatlon of commodities

without the need for a similar disaggregation of industries.  Information

on inputs into industries is often available in considerable product

detail in production censuses and this information on many products need

not be aggregated into commodity groups to the same extent as they would

in a system of square tables o  To attempt a similarly fine classification

of establishments would present difficulties with the classification of

multi-product establishments and in the allocation of common inputs among

the many industries which a large enterprise would now cover.  Rectangular

tablesÿ thus  go at least part of the way to distinguishing the efgects

on the economy of demand for a larger number of commodities even if

complete separation (ioe° a breakdown of the columns) is impracticable.

3o48ÿ  A rectangular table would be useful in a situation wheme a commodity

group could be separated into two (or more) products, each of ÿhichÿ

although having the same input structume, had a different supply or demand

pattern°  One might separateÿ for instanceÿ two products from a group

because the proportions of the supplies coming from imports were different °

4/  The Input~Output Structure of the Canadian Econoÿÿ Dominion
Bureau of Statisticsÿ Ottawaÿ 19ÿ9o
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3.49.  When one is working with rectangular tables there are limitations

in the derivation of the commodity x commodity tables fmom the make and

absorption matrices as described in Section B of this chapter.  The

commodity technology solution, (A = BC-1) given in equation (3.3) cannot

be used since C, llke M, is a rectangular matrix and the inverse of a non-

square matrix does not exist.  Similarly, hybrid technology solutions are

excluded and one must use an industry technology solution.  This may

generally be regarded as somewhat inferior to the commodity technology

solution but this comparison should only be made between tables of the

same size.  With a rectangular table with, say, 3OO commodities and 80

industriesÿ the assumption of an industry technology means that one is

assuming that each of nÿ industryts, say, three principal products has

the same input structure and this may be regarded as somewhat inferior to

a commodity technology solution with a 800 x 300 table°  As has already

been said such detail is unlikely to be available, and an industry

techno!ogy solution with rectangular tables ÿs no less accurate than using

a commodity technology assumption with an 80 x 80 table ÿ in which case

this industryÿs three principal products would be treated as a single

product throughout.

3.50.  It should be noted that rectangular tables only meet the homogeneity

assumption (see Chapter If, Section D) if the product mix of industries

is constant.  Changes in the product mix may alter an industmyÿs inputs

thus causing a change in coefficients o  This may present a problem if one

is using the table to assess the effects of a new level of final demandÿ

this will require new output levels which may well change the product mix

and thus the input coefficients.  If, however, the classification of

industries and commodities has been suitably azÿanged the several principal

products of the industry may have sufficiently similar input structures

for this not to be a serious problem.  Indeed, it is most unlikely that

it will offset the gains to be derived from the use of the mectangular

table distinguishing, as it does, many more commodities than one could

reasonably hope to have in a squame table.

3.51ÿ  A useful method of computing commodity output levels with rectangular
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tables is discussed in the Canadian volume mentioned earlier in this

section.  The normal solution would be to substitute the industry

technology solution for A, the commodity x commodity matrix in equation

(3.6) into the basic input-output equation (2.7) and obtain:

-1
q = (I - BD)  f                                   (3oll)

If we assume that we have 80 industries and 300 commodities matrix B will

be 300 x 80 and D will be 80 x 300o  Matrix BD therefore will be 300 x 300

and this solution requires the inverse of a 300 x 300 matrix which is a

major computing task°

3.52.  The alternative method adopted in the Canadian case is to solve

first for industry outputs using an industry x industry matrix and then

convert the industry outputs into commodity Outputs o  The accounting

relation for industry outputs comparable to (2°5) for commodities has been

given in equation (3.10) as :

g = Eg + e                                           (3o12)

and introducing the solution for E in equation (3.7) we obtain:

g = (I - DB)-1 e (3.13)

The final demands for industry outputs can be converted to final demands

for commodities using the market share matrix Dÿ to give:

i

g = (I - DB)-I Df (3.14)

3°53.  The output of commodities normally written as in equation (2°5) can

usefully be expressed as:

q = Bg + f                                                (3.15)
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and if the values for g obtained in (3.14) are substituted we obtain:

q = [I + B(I ÿ DB)ÿl D] f (3°16)

It can be shown that the matrix in square brackets in  (3°16) is identical

to the matrix (I - BD)-1 in (3oll)o  The advantage of this method of

calculation is that the size of matrix to be inverted is 80 x 80ÿ i.e,

(I - DB) in (3o14), which is preferable to the inversion in (3.11) and

also that industry output levels are obtained in the process of calculation.

E o  Size of tables

3,54,  The ideal criteria for classification in input-output tables

discussed in Section A of this chapter are that each sector represents a

homogeneous product and a homogeneous set of inputs.  This, however,

cannot be strictly applied in practice.  Even an apparently homogeneous

commodity such as coal consists of various qualities of coal and the

difference in prices paid by industrial and domestic users reflect

different amounts of material inputs and of labour and capital resources

used in the pÿoduction of different qualities°  Some aggregation of commodities

is thus inevitable in The construction of tables and in considering the

amount of aggregation and the size of the tables the homogeneity and

proportionality assumptions must be kept in mind°

3.55.  Until comparatively recentlyÿ the size of tables was often limited

by the computing facilities available to perform the necessary calculations

both in the estimation and in the application of the tables°  Before the

development of large-store high-speed computers the inversion of the matrix

was a major problem°  It can now be said that the lack of computing

facilities will rarely prove to be a limiting factor as far as the size

of the table is concerned°  The limit to increasing the size of tables is

now much more likely to be time and cost involved.  It takes substantial

time to produce national tables of a relatively modest size°  Increasing

the size of tables beyond these dimensions is likely to increase the time

and the cost at least in proportion to the number of sectors °

3.56.  In many countries there exists pressure from users or would-be users
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of tables for much larger tables than exist at .present.  ÿnilst there may

well be gains for industrial and commercial users if tables were further

disaggregatedÿ experience suggests that for use in general policy models

the gains to be expected from large tables may be relatively small.

Highly dis aggregated tablesare a means of recording detailed information

in a consistent manner but there will be no gain in input-output

applications unless the disaggregated sectors differ from one another in

either output or input structure.

3°57°  Little will be lOst if sectors are aggregated providing the two

basic assumptions (homogeneity and proportionality) are used as references.

Differences in the pattern of demand for two commodities suggest that they

should not be aggregatedÿ particularly if the pÿttern and growth of demand

varies between sectors of final demand,  kÿen looking at the degree of

similarity between input structure as a basis for aggregationÿ it is

necessary to look beyond commodity input structures.  Differences in primary

input structureÿ such as different labour and capital ratiosÿ must be con-

sidered and also differences in the rates of tax paid°  In this latter

context if the tables are being applied in the field of taxation one may

require a classification and degree of aggregation quite different from

other uses.  Another factor which may be important is the source of supplyÿ

if two otherwise similar commodities are imported in different proportions

it is desirable to keep them separate if considering any applications

involving estimation of import requirements.

3°58°  It is possible that in many cases the tables will be used in all

the applications referred to in the previous paragraph.  This would result

in various 'idealw classifications andÿ if all were followedÿ an

excessively large number of sectors°  Some compromise is therefore

inevitable but care must be taken to avoid departing too far from the

basic assumptions.

3.59°  The limit to the size of table which is ultimately prepared is

often set by the amount of statistical data available and the cost of

mounting special production censuses to obtain  more information°  This

cost is not limited to the central agency organising the inquirÿ other

users of tablesÿ although often eager for larger tablesÿ may complain



about the cost to themselves of providing the extra information - 'the

burden of forÿn-filling'.

3°60 °  It must also be ÿemenÿered that the application of larger tables

requires more resources than the smaller tables.  This can only partly be

met by modern methods of computation for there remains much that requires

trained manpowerÿ e.g. the projection of input coefficients and future

patterns of demand°  The work-load involved here will increase at least in

proportion to the number of sectors and mayÿ as suggested earlierÿ not

result in much gain in general policy models compared with smaller tables.

3.61.  There remainÿ obviouslyÿ applications ÿ particularly by industrial

and commercial usersÿ where very large tables would be desirable.  A

possible solution may be for the government agency to concentrate its

resources on producing a table which is sufficiently large for most general

applicationsÿ distinguishing, say, 50 to iOO sectors and for other

organisations to devot  their resources and specialist knowledge to dis-

aggregate those sectorÿ of the table in which they are particularly involved.

An agency representing the construction industry, for instanceÿ could

disaggregate the construction sector into a number of different types of

building activityÿ e.g° housesÿ flatsÿ schoolsÿ officesÿ hospitalsÿ roads

etc. ÿ recording for each the pattern of demand and input structure.  The

inputs into each of these sectors could also be further disaggregated

to show in greater detail those products used by the construction industry.

Such a combination of resources and effort by government statistical

offices and specialist organisations could result in large areas of the

economy being covered in considerable detail in the input-output framework°

F° Valuation

3.62.  It is important in input-output as in national accounting that all

transactions are valued in the same way.  The purchase of one unit of a

particular commodity by any buyer is assumed in input-output analysis to

stimulate demand to the same extent.  This will not happen if the

valuations are different for different buyers.  There are two main problems

in ensuring uniform valuation.  Firstlyÿ where taxes are levied on

outputs purchases may be valued either including or excluding the taxÿ i.e.
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either at producersv values or at basic values°  Secondlyÿ there is the

effect of trade and transport margins and the choice between producersÿ

values and purchasersÿ values.

l o  ÿes of producersf values

3.63.  The sales of commodities to various classes of purchaser are shown

in Table 1o2 in matrices 1 through 6o  These transactions are valued at

basic values.  The taxes which are levied on these commodities are shown

in cells 7 through 12°  If the cells 1 through 6 are added to the

corresponding cells in the commodity tax row the transactions will be

valued at producersÿ values.  For instanceÿ in Table 1o3 total intermediate

demand by the metals and machinery industry is 70 at basic values and 71

at producersÿ valuesÿ there is a much greater difference between the two

valuations in the case of personal consumptionÿ 171 at basic values and

197 at producersÿ values°  Although not shown as such in Tables 1.2 and

1o3 each of the cells 7 through 12 can be of the same dimension as the

corresponding cells in the commodity row.  Cell 7ÿ for instanceÿ can be a

matrix of the same size as the absorption matrix and the amount of tax (or

subsidy) attached to each of the purchases in the absorption matrix will

be shown in the corresponding cell in matrix 7.

3o64o  iÿ is thus possible to work with matrices 1 through 6 and to

estimate the impact of various sectors of final demand on commodity outputs

at basic values o  Alternativelyÿ it would be possible to combine matrices 1

and 7 to give an input-output table at producersw values and to similarly

combine the final demand vectors and estimate the impact on commodity out-

puts at producerst values.  In this latter caseÿ if the rates of taxation

were the same for all buyers, the resulting vector of commodity outputs

could be adjusted to basic values by deducting taxesÿ the rate of which is

known.  In practiceÿ however, such uniformity in the rates of taxation is

not always found and different results would be obtained in this case,

depending on which basis of valuation was being used.

3°65 o  Differences in valuation due to different rates of tax may occur

between final and intermediate buyers or between the various classes of

final buyeÿ°  Precise examples obviously depend on the exact nature of a

national taxation system.  One may findÿ for instanceÿ that certain
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appliancesÿ such as typewriters or refrigerators, are taxed when sold to

personal consumers but are untaxed when sold for business use.  High rates

of tax may be levied on cigarettes when sold to domestic consumers but the

tax may not be charged on export sales°  The taxation system may

distinguish between personal consumption and capital formation and a

commodity (eogo a motor vehicle) may be taxed in the case of the former

but not the latter.  Similar distinctions might be made between personal

consumption and government consumption°

3°68°  Differences in recorded rates of tax will also occur if the "commodityÿ'

consists of several products which are taxed at different rates and which

are bought in varying proportions by different purchasers°  For instance,

if one of the commodities in the classification was petroleum products,

this would include gasoline which may be highly taxed and fuel oil which

may be taxed at a lower rate.  One pound's worth of petroleum products will

represent a much smaller quantity in the case of personal consumption

(mainly gasoline) than in the case of industrial uses (mainly fuel oil)

and there will be similar discrepancies within intermediate demand between

pumchases by the road transport industry and by other industries.

3o67ÿ  In the examples in the two previous paragraphs one poundWs worth

of purchases valued at producersÿ values will represent different amounts

at basic values for the sectors taxed at different rates.  The inaccurate

results which may arise using producers' values and the importance of using

basic values can be illustrated using the example shown in Table 3.12 of

the S°NoA° which is repmoduced here as Table 3°3°

3.68°  Two industry x industry coefficient tables in 13 sectors for the

UoKo in 1960 were usedÿ one at basic values and one at producers' valuesÿ

and the inverse matrices of each were calculated.  (In the notation of

Chapter IIIÿ Section B (I - EM)-l was formed)o  The columns of the two

matricesÿ showing the direct and indirect requirements of ÿI,000 of output

of the industry groupÿ foodÿbeverages and tobacco are shown in columns 1

and 4 of Table 3°3o  This product group is chosen because of the

considerable difference in the tax on tobacco between domestic and foreign

consumers,  All production is subject to a high rate of tax but there is a

drawback on export sales o  This means that a given expenditure on exports
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Table 3.3.  Direct and indirect requirements at basic values per iÿ000
units of final demand at ÿroducemsÿ values for foodÿ

beverages and tobacco

From inverse matrix at
basic values

From inverse matrix at
)roducers ÿ values

Column
for

industry
3

i. Agriculture

2° Mining

3. Foods beverages
tobacco

4. Textilesÿ clothing

5. Chemicals, oil

6. Basic metals

7. Metals and machinery

8. Other manufactures

9° Utilities

[0. Construction

ll° Transport

12. Distribution

13. Services

23

Domestic ExportI
final
demand  demand

(2)   (3)

193      365

20       38

i19 3

17

115

26

75

77

21

19

6O

35

57

i040   1971

15     28

lO0      190

23       43

65    124

67    127

18       35

17       31

52       99

31       58

50     94

(i)

221

Column
for

indus try
3

(4)

181

2O

i176

15

i03

22

67

69

19

17

54

32

52

Requirements at
basic values

Average
ratio of
basic to

producers
values

(5)

:iolO5

:O,991

.0o915

0.966

0°980

0.997

0o961

0.973

0,973

0.999

0.990

0.980

0.894

Requirements at
basic

values for
any  final

demand

(6)

198

20

1076

14

i01

22

64

67

18

17

53

31

46

of this product group buys more goods and includes less tax than a

corresponding expenditure on the domestic market°  In this particular case

£1 of demand at producersv values represents £0.872 of domestic final

demand at basic values (due to tax on beverages) and £1.652 of export demand

at basic values (due to the 'negative' tax on tobacco).  By multiplying

column 1 by 0.872 and by 1o652 we obtain the requirements at basic values

of £1,000 of domestic final demand (column 2) and of £1ÿ000 of export
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demand (column 3),  The figures in these two ÿ !umns show the marked

difference in the impact of the same amount of expenditure by these two

s e ctors o

3°69°  If we work entirely at producers' values (i.eÿ with our matrices

1 through 6 combined with matrices 7 through 12) no such differential effect

will be observed.  In order to obtain requirements at basic values we must

remove from the figures the amounts of taxes included.  The average ratio

of basic to producers' values for each industry is given in column 5 and

thus we obtain column 6.

3.70.  It will be noticed that column 2 is similar to column 6.  The

latter isÿ in facts the weightÿed average of column 2 where the ratio is 0.872

and column 3 where the ratio is 1o652 but because domestic demand is much
i

larger than export demand the weighted average is 0.915ÿ hence the

similarity between columns 2 and 6o  It can be seen from this example that

similar results would be obtained on either basis of valuation if the tax

ratios were similar for all sectors of demand and that even if there are

differences in the ratios s if ÿe sector is dominants similar results will

be obtained for that sector on either basis°  For the other sectors (e.g.

export demand in Table 3o8) very misleading results will be obtained.  In

generals if there are differences in the ratio of producersv to basic values

a matrix calculated at producersÿ values should not be used.

2.  Producers ÿ values or lÿurchasers ÿ values

3o 71.  Any transaction may be valued at either the price received by the

producer or the price paid by the purchaserÿ the difference between the

two is composed of wholesale and/or retail distributive mark-ups and

transport costs, i.e. trade and transport margins.  Input-output tables

(and the associated vectors of final demand) mays therefores be valued at

either producers' or purchasersÿ valuesÿ depending on how trade and trans-

port margins are treated°  In this section it will be assumed that there

are no indirect taxes and a choice will be made simply between producers'

and purchasersÿ values in order to demonstrate the correct treatment of

margins o
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3°72°  In the last section it was shown hcÿ differences between various

classes of buyers in the rates of taxation on commodities could result in

inaccurate analysis and thus a recommendation to use basic values.  In the

same way differences between classes of buyers in trade and transport

margins will result in purchasersv values giving inaccurate results

compared with producersÿ values o  It is important here also to ensure uniform

valuation i.e. that one pound's worth (f expenditure on a particular

commodity will repmesentÿ in the case of each pumchaserÿ the same demands

on the productive system°  This will not be achieved under a system of

purchasersv values if there are differences in margins.

3°73°  Such differences may arise in a number of ways°  Within intermediate

demand some firms or industries may buy a product direct from manufacturers

whilst others buy from a wholesaler or merchantÿ thus incurring distributive

margins°  A major difference occurs between domestic final buyers and

industrial buyers in that the former will often pay retail margins and again

there may be differences in margins between sales to domestic purchasers

and exports.

8°74°  The various methods of treating distribution and transport margins

are illustrated in Tables 3°4 to 8o8.  In this hypothetical example only

two commodity and industry groups are considered in addition to the group

covering distribution and transport°  The make and absorption matrices and

a single category of final demand are shown.

8°75.  In Table 3.4 all transactions are valued at purchasersw values°

There are margins of 40 on the sales of commodity 1 and 50 on sales of

commodity 2 and these amounts ame shown as inputs of distribution and trans-

port into the two industries.  In Table 8o5 all sales are recorded at

producerst values and the margins are shown in a separate account°  Here it

can be seen that the final demand of lOO for commodity 1 at purchasersÿ

values is made up of 65 of commodity 1 at producersÿ values plus transport

costs and distribution margins of 35 o  This matrix of margins is aggregated

into a single row in Table 8o6 which is the usual form taken by a set of

accounts at producersÿ valuesÿ this row represents the margins On all

purchases by each sector°  The structure of final demand can be seen to be
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Table 3.4.  PurchasersV values

Commodity

i

2

DoTo

1
Commodity            Industry        Final

2    DoTo    1      2   D.T°   demand

20     50     i0

i00    20    lO

40     50

1801

2

D°To

m

280

90

Industry

ioo

15o

Totals

Totals 180 28O

1
Commodity   2

1
Margins on
commodity   2

Table 3 °5 ÿ  Allocation of margins

Industry      Final
1     2   D. Tÿ   demand

18     47     lO

91     20      9

2    3    0

9    0    1

65

ii0

35

40

Totals

140

23O

4O

50

w

Table 3.6.  Producereÿ values

Commodity

In dus try

1

2

DoTo

1

2

DÿTo

1

140      O       0

O      230      O

O       0      90

Commodity            Industry
2    D°T.      1      2   D.T.

ii    3    1

18   47   lO

91    20      9

Final
demand

65

llO

75

Totals

Totals I 140 230 9O
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Table 3° 7o Producersÿ values with separation of distributive
and transport margins

Commodity                 Indus try        Final
2      D     T     1     2    D    T  demand Totals

1
Industry  2

140      0       0      0

0      230      0      0

0       0      70      0

0       0       0    20

18   47   8   2

91   2O   2   7

9      2     0    i

2      i     0     0

85

llO

58

17

i
Commodity 2

D

T

'  140

!
i 230
!
'   70

2O

Totals 140     2 30     70     2 0

Table 3.8ÿ

1
Commodity 2

D

T

i
Industry  2

140    0     0    0

0      230      0      0

0       0      90      0

0       0       0     20

Commodity                 Industry        Final
2       D     T     1     2    D    T  demand

Producerst values t alternative treatment
of transport margins

18   47   8   2

91    20     2     7

9      2  20    i

2      i    0    0

65

llO

58

17

Totals

1140
i

i  230
9O

2O

Totals 140     230    90     20  ]

Note: In Tables 3°4 through 3.8 a zero (0) indicates,a nil entmy in a
particular cell and a dash (-) indicates that there can be no
entry in that cell in the conceptual treatmentbeing used°
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65 of commodity 1 and ii0 of commodity 2 at producersv prices plus 75

margins o

3.76°  It is often felt desirable to show distribution and transport margins

as two separate entries because their input structures are different and

many official industrial clÿsifications place the activities in different

groups°  This is done in the example in Table 3°7°  It may be found that

the necessary data is not readily available to permit this disaggregation

of the margins across all purchasers, although the total margins paid by

each purchaser may be estimated.  In this case the treatment in Table 3.8

is possible.  Here all margins are treated as distribution margins and

the distribution industry is shown as purchasing 20 units of transport

and its output and sales are increased by 20 compared with Table 3o7.

3°77°  It should be noted here that the gross output of the distribution

and transport industries should not include the values of the goods

handled°  Gross output is defined as the value of the mark-upÿ i oeo the

difference between the selling and buying values in the case of distribution

or the charge made for transportation o  If the goods handled were included

in the outputs and inputs of these industries the homogeneity of those

sectomsÿ and thus some of the usefulness of the tablet would be lost.

3o 78°  Many available statistics record transactions at the price paid by

the purchaser and thus tables at purchasersÿ values may be more easily

prepared.  It may not be easy to obtain the detailed information necessary

for a matrix of margins as shc:ÿn in Table 3°5 but attempts should be made

to obtain and estimate sufficient data to permit a table at producersÿ

values to be constructed as these are much to be preferred to tables at

purchasers ÿ values °

3°79 o  To conclude this sectionÿ the main advantages of producerst values

compared with purchasersÿ values will be considered.  Firstly,ÿ a system of

producersÿ values will give the uniformity of valuation which was shown

in the last sub-section to be important and which is unlikely to occur with

purchasers' values o  Secondlyÿ under a system of purchasersÿ values the

total output of each sector which is the basis for computing input

coefficients includes the marketing costs incurred in each delivery of that
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sectorVs output.  These marketing costs may well vary as the distribution

of the sectorVs output changes and thus lead to variations in the recorded

value of total output even if actual production is unchanged.  This means

further that coefficients estimated in the base year are unlikely to be

stable.  Thirdlyÿ under a system of purchasers' valuesÿ all marketing

costs are counted twice - in the value of output of the producing industry

and as inputs to that industry from the distribution and transport

industries.  Under a system of producersv prices marketing costs are counted

only once and duplication does not occur°

3 o  Valuation:  Conclusion

3.80.  The two previous sub-sections have discussed the relative merits of

each of two pairs of methods of valuation.  The first of the two sections

concluded that in the treatment of indirect taxes valuation at basic values

was preferable to producersÿ values but did not consider problems raised

by distributive margins°  The second sectionÿ assumed no indirect taxationÿ

and discussed the treatment of margins.  In practicer howeverÿ these two

problems cannot be consideredjnor can decisions on methods of valuation

be mad%in isolation.  Purchasersÿ values differ from basic values by

the amount of tax and by the amount of margins.  Producers' values differ

from purchasers' values by the amount of margins and from basic values by

the amount of tax°  The second sub-section recommends that margins be

shown separately and transactions valued at producers' prices but does

allow for any tax.  ÿWnen tax is considered the final recommendation must

be the use of basic valuesÿ i°eo with both the tax and the margin com-

ponent of each transaction shown separately from the commodity component.

Finallyÿ it should be remembered that if taxes are treated as in Table

1.2 and margins as Table 3.5 it is possible to aggregate the system of

accounts in basic values to systems in either producerst or purchasers'

valuesÿ if so desired°

G. IntraÿindustrZ transactions

3.81.  It is the practice in some countries to exclude intra-industrÿy

transactions so that all cells in the principal diagonal of the input-output

table are left blank°  In this case the value of intra-industry transactions
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is deducted from gross output which is thus measured "free from duplication'to

If the sales from one establishment to another in the same industry are

excluded gross output is then independent of the structure and organisation

of the industry and of the number of statistical reporting units ÿ usually

establishments o  If two establishments in an industry were amalgamated

any transactions which previously took place between them would no longer

be recorded and the statistics available would show a change in gross

output and in input structure when the level and method of production is in

fact unchanged.  The situation may well ariseÿ for instanceÿ where a motor

vehicle manufacturing firm gains control of motor component manufacturer

and the production is integrated into a single establishment.Both of these

firms would probably be classified to the same industrial group in the

table and when this integration takes place the output and input of

components will no longer be recorded and the output level of the industry

will appear to have fallen°  Ifÿ howeverÿ these intra-industry sales had

been excluded from the original recording schemeÿ this problem would not

have arisen.

3°82°  A second reason for excluding the diagonal entry is that in some

countries the organisational structure of the very large enterprise may

prevent it from being able to supply data on outputs and inputs of

individual establishments.  It may collect this data for a production

division of several establishments.  ÿnere these establishments produce the

same final product this presents no problem but if one of these establish-

ments supplies another in the division the necessary data may not be

available to complete the intra-industry cell.

3.83.  On the other handÿ if the intra-industry transactions are included

then the statistical record of the economy is compÿte and figures of gross

output will then be more comparable with data on employmentÿ capital and

primary inputs used in any productivity studies.  It should also be noted

that the argument about the size of intra-industry transactions being

affected by the structure of the industry can equally well be applied to the

recording of other inputs.  The motor vehicle manufacturer referred to

earlier may integrate his production with that of the tyre manufacturer
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and unless special attention is taken the recorded input of rubber goods

may be reduced as a result of this organisational change.

3.84ÿ  The main reason why intra-industry transactions should be included

is that what is classed as an intra-industzÿy transaction is dependent on

the level of aggregation of the tables.  If the manufacture of floum and

of bread are both classed to, say, the cereal products industry, sales

of flour by millers to bakers would be omitted if the diagonal entry were

being excluded.  Ifÿ however, the manufacture of flour and bread were

treated as separate industries in a more disaggregated table, it would

then be necessary to include these sales of flour°  The only transactions

to be omitted in the disaggregated table would be any between the millers

themselves or between the bakers themselves °  Thus, both the structure

of industriesÿ inputs and outputs and the size of gross outputs will be

dependent on the level of aggregation if one attempts to exclude intra-

industry transactions°

3.85 o  In order that all the transactions in the productive system are

recorded, it would seem desirable to include the diagonal entries in input-

output tables°  If any particular user wishes to work with intra-industry

sales excluded they are then free to omit the diagonal entries o  The

balance of preceding argument suggestsÿ however, that it is preferable,

in general, to include intra-industry transactions.

H. Treatment of imop_o_ÿ

3°86°  The treatment of imports in input-output tables varies considerably

between countries and national practices are summarised in Appendix II.

The treatments vary in the amount of statistical data they require and

accordingly some have their appeal from this standpoint but, as is often

the case, the simplest treatment is not always the most useful in

applications of the tables°  When an input-output table is being used to

assess the output of commodities required to meet a given level of final

demand, it is useful to be able to extend the analysis to determine the

proportions in which the required supplies of the various commodity will

be produced domestically or imported°  This assessment of import re-

quirements enables one to assess the implications for the balance of trade
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of a postulated set of final demands.  In many economies imports represent

a significant shame of total supplies and balance of payments problems

often restrict economic growthÿ it isÿ therefore, important to be able

to analyse import requirements accurately in input-output models.

3.87°  In the following sections of this chapter four alternative treat-

ments of imports will be outlined and their relative merits discussed°

The application of these treatments to assess import requirements is

illustrated in Chapter V, Section  C o  Certain importsÿ namely

expendltuÿe in foreign countriesÿ ame treated in all four variants as

direct transactions between the sector involved and the rest of the world

as explained in paragraph io12 and will not be further discussed.  Before

discussing the various treatments of imports it is necessary to consider

the question of the valuation of imports °

I.  Valuation of im oÿqÿ

3.88.  The importance of the uniformity of valuation of transactions was

emphasised in Chapter IIIÿ Section F°  This applies equally when one is

considering supplies of commodities as when one is considering purchases

of commodities°  Domestically produced commodities will be valued at

basic values, i.e. excluding any commodity taxes and distribution and

transport margins.  The valuation for imports which corresponds most

closely conceptually to that used for domestic products is the value of

import goods at the border of the importing country - which may be temmed

the domestic border or port value.  This will be the coiof° value of imports

plus protective import duties°  The coi ofo value of imports consists of

three items :- (a) the value of goods when leaving the exporting country,

(b) freight charges to the domestic port of entryÿ and (c) insurance

charges o

3°89.  It is appropriate to add to the c°i°fo value only thoseÿmport

duties which can be regarded as protective duties ÿ i.e. duties levied in

order to raise the cost of the import in relation to the corresponding

domestic cost with the aim of putting the domestic and foreign pÿducems

in an equally competitive position.  Other import duties aim mainly at raising

revenue or discouraging consumption and are often matched by a corresponding
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excise duty on the domestically-produced commodity°  Protective duties

may be small (as in the case of the U.Ko example in Table 1.3) and may

present problems of definition but an attempt should be made in the

interests of uniformity of valuation to enter them in cell 14 in Table

1.2.  Other duties on imports which are comparable in their effect to

taxes or excise duties on domestic goods will appear with them in cells

7 through 12.

3°90°  This treatment of imports will ensure that they are valued in a

manner comparable to the ex-factory pre-tax valuation used for domestic

goods°  Any distributive or transport margins involved in transferring

imported goods from their port of entry to purchasers should be treated in

the same way as similar margins on the transfer of domestic goods from

the producer to the purchaser.

3o91ÿ  A problem arises as a result of the use of domestic border or port

values for imports which require rather arbitrary treatment°  The sum of

the eoiofo values of imports will overstate the value of imports on a

balance of payments concept if any of the freight and insurance activities

are carried out by domestic producers.  For instanceÿ in the case of the

U.K. example used in Table 1o3 and in this sectiontthe value of

insurance and freight on imports was about g5OOmÿ of which £300m was

supplied by U.K. producers and £20Om by foreign producers o  The total

c.iof° value of imports thus exceeded the balance of payments value by

£300m and adjustment to the accounts was required°  This amotmt can be

entered in the import of commodities as negative values for transport and

services and in the input-output table as negative inputs into the

transport and services industries (to be set against other positive values

in estimating the total value of those cells)

3.92.  An alternative treatment is to enter the value of these freight and

insurance services provided by domestic producers as an export of those

commodities°  This second treatment is probably preferable and is

recommended by the S.N.Ao (paragraph 6.137)o  Although it involves doÿle-

counting of these services (as part of the total value of imports and as

part of domestic output) it avoids the possible appearance of a negative
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entry for transport when the import row is disaggregated.

2.  Variant A:  Imports classified bÿ commoditz

3.93.  The treatment of imports in Chapter I is considered here as the

first of the four variants.  Table 3.9 reproduces the relevant parts of

this accounting framework°  All imports are given a commodity

classification and are combined with production by domestic industries

and these totals of commodity supplies are allocated to various purchasers.

In this variant no information is required on the origin (domestic or

foreign) of comodities purchased by each sector which makes such tables

easier to construct than others and this is their main advantage°

3.94.  The principal disadvantage of this variant is that the impact of

a certain level of final demand on domestic production and imports cannot

be assessed accurately°  One is force@, in the absence of other information,

to assume that each sector of demand requires imports in the same

proportion to domestic supplies o  Purchases by any sector of demand may

generate a demand for imports in two ways.  Firstly, through the purchase

of imported goods (except in the case of export demand) and secondly

imports may be required as direct or indirect inputs into the domestic

supplying industry.  Even if there is a considerable degree of dis aggregation

in the tables it will not be possible to obtain homogeneous "commodities'ÿ'

and thus it is quite likely that the import requirements of demand for a

given commodity will vary between sectors.  In this caseÿ the use of

average import ratios for each commodity will lead to inaccurate results.

3.  Variant B:  Imports classified bz_purchaser

3.95.  In this variant no commodity classification of imports is shown and

imports are shown in a single row entering into each of the sectors of

demand.  In Table 3.10 we see that of the 51 of total imports which entered

the commodity account in Table 3.9ÿ imports of 36 are purchased by

industriesÿ 13 by private consumers and 2 by capital formation.  In a

disaggregated table the intermediate demand of 36 would, of courseÿ be

allocated across the various purchasing industries.

3.96.  This variantÿ which is quite often used, presents somewhat more

information than that in Table 3.9 and if some additional data on the
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commodity classification of imports into final demand sectors is available

it is then possible to assess the import requirements of postulated

vectors of final demand.  The disadvantage of this approach is that it

excludes imports from the input-output table and conceals the nature of

the importsÿ information whiÿch is very useful if some of the imports

compete with domestically produced goods.  If an import is a substitute

for a domestic product then an increase in the purchases of the domestic

product may occur at the expense of the import (or vice versa) thus

causing a considerable change in the domestic inFut coefficient.

3.97°  It is verÿy likely that this variant will require more statistical

information than it actually reveals o  It is unlikely that available

statistics will record the total imports entering each industry and sector

of final demand.  It will be necessary to estimate the totals of imports

(required for the last row of the table) by considering the split between

imports and domestic production in the input cells in each column°  If

this amount of information can be made available it seenÿ desirable to

use variant D considered below in sub-section 5o

4.  Variant C:  Complementary and competitive importÿs

3.98.  In this treatment imports are divided into two categories and the

supplies and purchases of the two categories are shown separately.

Competitive commodities are those for whicJÿ there is a domestic industry

and which may, thereforÿ be either home produced or imported.  Complementary

commoditiesÿ on the other hand, are those for which no domestic industry

existsÿ so that if they are needed they can be ontained only as imports.

In Table 3.11 the commodity account is split into these two components

and in this example we see that total competitive imports amounted to 41

and complementary imports were i0°  Competitive imports are combined with

domestic production and allocated to purchasers and are thus treated as

were all imports in Variant A.  Complementary imports are separately

allocated to different purchasers - 7 to industries and 3 to personal con-

sumption.  In this example of the U°Ko the complementary commodities

included tobaccoÿ crude oilÿ tea and coffee and non-ferrous metals and wood-pulp°
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Table 3.9.  Variant A: ImDorts classified by commodity

Commodities

:ommodity
taxes

Indus try

Indirect
taxes

actor
incomes

World

Commod

m

,,483

1

Commod,

tax

34

51

236

6

237

4

Cons umpt ion

Personal Govto

171    22

26     i

4   i   27

3     2

Capital
formation

Totals

Stocksl

0

Fixed

48

1

World

56

4

Table 3.10. Variant B: Imports classified by .purchaser

Fotals

535

34

483

6O

3ommodities

Commodity
t axe s

Industry

Indirect
taxes

34

Factor
incomes

World

Commodo

483

Commod,
tax

Ind.

199

6 i

Consumption

Personal Govt.

158

26

1    0

237      4

J,.ÿ        3)16
36)ÿ"   13)

w
22

1

0

27

2)
0)2

Capital
formation

Stocks! Fixed

2    46

0     1

0     0

0     2

204

World

56

0

4

Corals'

483

34

483

6O
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Table 3oL!o Variant C: Competitive and complementary imports

Competitive
commodities
Complementary
commodities
Commodity
taxes

I ndus try

Indirect
taxes
Factor
incomes

Table 3o12o

domes t i c
Commodities

Commodity
taxes

Industries

Note:

Totals

Competÿ
commod.

483

1

41

525

Compl.
Commod,o

0

lO

C ommo d o
"tax

34

World

inÿd.[ CoIÿsumptionPersonal Govto

,       i
1229  !   168    22

7      3    0

6       26      1

237

4

m

27

2

L Capital  Iormation,

Stocks Fixed Worlÿ

2      48     56

0       0      -

0    i    0

4                    4

3                         ÿ _

Indirect
taxes
Factor
in comes

World

Commodo

483

1

51

Commod °
tax

Totals

Indo

199

6

237

Variant D: Sej?arate entries for imported and domestic products

Cons um )tion

Personal ÿ

158  - 20ÿ

26

4

3      2 _

535

Capital   I
formati on

'Stocks ÿWorld

(i) These tables are based on Table ioi relating to the Uo,Kÿ in 1963o

Totals

483)
)535

52)
34

483

6O

(ii) A dash (-) in a cell indicates that in that variant there will be
no entry although in others there maybe°
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3,99.  This distinction is .important in input-output analysis because if

complementary commodities are needed they must be imported} they cannot be

obtained at home however much domestic production may be stimulated.  If

this distinction is not made the analysis will work as if any commodity

would be obtained in given proportions from domestic production and imports

and it would follow that a country withs says any kind of mining industry

would be deemed to meet at least part of the demand for al! mining

products at home even if some of these products were not in fact produced

in the country.  Due to differences in final product-mix different vectors

of final demand will imply different proportions of complementary imÿborts.

If the country mines coal but not oilÿ the direct and indirect effects on

the productive system of a final demand vector implying a given amount

of mining products will depend on the proportions in whid l this required

amount is made up of coal and oilo  If coal is classed as a compeÿ [rive

commodity and oil as a complementary commodity then the effects on

domestic production and imports can be more accurately assessed.

3o100o  This treatment then is superior to variant A ands in facts does

not require much more statistical information.  It wil! often be found

that complementary imports will consist of a small number of commodities

where the value of imports is quite high°  In the U.I(o example five clearly

defined commodities accounted for all the complementary import account -

an amount equal to about 20% of all imports°  It is thus necessary merely

to allocate these homogenous products to their respective purchasers which

should not in general present any problems.  Apart from this the amount

of statistical work required in compiling the tables is the same as in

Variant A.

3olOlo  Some difficulties may arise in deciding whether commodities should

be classed as competitive or complementary.  Nith a finer dis aggregation of

commodities more complementary imports are likely to appear.  For instances

if the classification went no finer than a groupÿ food, beverages and

tobaccoÿ tÿ 1.3 ;:ould be a competitive commodityÿ howevers if the classification

treated each of these three products as separate conÿodities in many

economies the latter two would be classed as compleTnentaryo  A further

problem arises where there is a small amount of domestic production of a
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commodity which is imported in large quantities.  In the U.K. example

domestic production of crude oil was valued at £1m and imports at £375mo

In such a case it seems appropriate to ignore the domestic production and

treat this as a complementary commodityÿ  The decisions on classification

may thusÿ to a certain extent, be arbitrary in particular cases and may

need revision over time if domestic production ceases or commences°

Finally, it should be noted that the classifications will vary between

economies and this may cause some slight problems in international

comparisons o

zÿ

\

<

5.  Variant D: Separate tables for imported and domestic 2roducts

3.102.  If it is possible to classify all imported goods by commodity as

in variants A and C and also by purchaser as in variant Bÿ two entries can

then be recorded for each transaction - one for domestic products and one

for imports.  This is illustrated in Table 8.12 and in disaggregated form

in Table 3.13.  The total intermediate demand of 236 shown in Table 3.9

is here shown as consisting of purchases of 199 domestic products and

37 imported goodsÿ and similarly for other sectors of demand.  The imports

entering each sector which were shown in the last row of Table 3.10 are

transferred to the commodity row where they appear as a matrix rather

than as a row.  There are thus two input-output tables - one relating to
i

inputs of domesflc products and one to inputs of imported products.

Similarly, there will be twin vectors for each final demand category.

8°108.  The statistical requirements of this approach are demanding but

the results nÿkÿ7 possible a considerable flexibility in the treatment of

imports anÿpermit a very clear analysis to be made of the impact of demand

on home and' foreign supplies.  The records of firms and other purchasers

generally do not contain information as to the origin (domestic or

foreign) Of a purchased commodityÿ indeed, a firm may not even know the

origin if the commodity has been purchased from a wholesale dealer°  The

necessary data could perhaps be obtained by sample enquiry or a very

detailed study of inputs combined with inferences by official statisticians

as to their origin.  It is important in constructing such tables not to
>

simply assume the same domestic/import ratio for each transactlon; to do
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this would bring no improvement in analysis compared with variant A o

These problems of data can be overcome even in economies with a relatively

high import content and the E oE°Co tables for 1959 and 1965 and the UoKo

tables for 1963 all show twin entries throughout.  The latter appear in

aggregated form in Table 3°12 and in disaggregated form in Table 3o13o

6o  The choice of variant

3o104o  The decision as to which variant should be adopted in a particular

case may wellÿ as in other problemsÿ involve a compromise between the

statistical requirements of a particular method and the accuracy of the

results obtained in application of the tables o

3.105o  Variant A is the simplest to estimate as it does not distinguish

purchasers by origin.  It is unableÿ howeverÿ to provide accurate

estimates of the import requirements of given vectors of final demand since

it must assume the average import content applies to all buyers o  Variant

Dÿ on the other handÿ requires the maximum information but permits a

very clear and accurate analysis of import requirements,  Variant B

requires relatively little less information than variant Dÿ but is much

less useful in application,  Variant C provides a useful compromise as with

little extra effort compared with variant Aÿ it may be possible to identify

a fairly large proportion ofÿports and treat them separately from domestic

commodities o  The problems of variant A will remain here as regards

competitive imports and this approach should be regarded as a compromise

until statistical resources permit the use of variant Do  When variant D

is being used in projection work it is necessary not only to project the

input coefficients of the input-output table but also to separate these

technical coefficients into domestic and imported components o  This re-

quimes a separate study of import propensities and is considered further

in Chapter V o

3.106.  There are two factors to be considered in the treatment of exports

in input-output accounts - valuation and re-exports o  The details of

exports in a commodity classification which are required for the export
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vector of final demand will normally be taken from international trade

statistics.  The valuation of these commodities will be fo.bo at the

border or the port of embarkation and in some cases this valuation will be

the same as producers' prices°  Often, howeverÿ this valuation will

include distributive and transport margins involved in transferring the

goods from the place of production to the point of departure from the

countryÿ this will particularly be the case where the exporter is not the

producer°  Such margins should be deducted from the value of the

commodities as shown in the international trade statistics and entered as

exports of distributive and transport services o  Export commodities will

thenÿ like goods sold to domestic purchasers, be valued at producersÿ'

prices o

3o107o  In some countries a small proportion of the goods entering the

country are not for domestic usage but will subsequently be re-exported

without being processed.  Such goods should be omitted from the export

vector and should also be deducted from imports°  If, howeverÿ their value

when exported is higher than when they were imported due to the addition

of any handling margin, this margin should be recorded as an export.

3o108o  An alternative treatment is to include such re-exports in both

commodity imports and exports and to record a transaction in the lower

(import) part of the rest of the world cell in the commodity row in Table

3o12o  The disadvantage of this approach is that a transaction in which

the country is not directly involved is recorded in its accounts.  It is

better to treat re-exports in the same way as foreign-owned goods trans-

ported by the countryts shipping or airlines which do not enter the country

and to omit them from the accounts o

K o ÿnstruction

3oi09o  The answer to the question as to how frequently input-output tables

should be constructed is not a straightforward one.  The ideal is the con-

struction of annual input-output tables completely integrated with the

estimation of national accounts as in the Netherlands and Norway.  This,

as was suggested in Chapter I will improve the accuracy of estimates of the
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whole of the national accounting framework including the input-output

table°  It will improve the consistency of statistical data and is the

ideal framework°  Howeverÿ it must be admitted that this requires some

statistical data which many countries do not at present collect on an

annual basis and also requires considerable resources.

3o11Oo  Viewed purely in the context of their use in input-output modelsÿ

the estimation of full annual input-output tables is not essential°

Although many applications of input-output tables require stable

coefficientsÿ most coefficients will usually be found to be sufficiently

stable over the period of a few years to remove the need for full annual

tables (see Section M of this chapter)°  It must be borne in mind in this

context that in many countries it takes 2-3 years or longer to prepare

input-output tables°  One must consider carefully therefore whether one

is justified in using resources to produce annual tables which will be

at least 2-3 years out of date when first available and will contain

coefficients very similar to those for adjacent years.

3.111o  The next section discusses techniques which can be uased to update

existing input-output tables from a past year to a current yearÿ given a

certain amount of national accounting data°  These techniques can allow

for regular changes in input coefficients (andÿ in some situationsÿ for

irregular changes) and have been shown to be reasonably accurate over a

period of 5-10 years.

3o112o  The actual frequency with which countries will find it desirable

to estimate full input-output tables (as oppose4 to updating old tables)

will depend on the resources availableÿ the stability of input coefficients

and the accuracy in their own particular case of updating techniques°  In

general, it should be found desirable to aim to produce an input-output

table on full data every 5-10 years and to use updating techniques to

produce annual tables with less detailed data.

L o  ÿtechnigues

3o113o  The complete estimation and balancing of an input-output table

occupies a considerable amount of time and resources°  It would be very
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desirable if it were possible to produce an accurate input-output table

integrated with the national accounts which involved little more

statistical information than is normally available each year in most

countries°  In this section we shall discuss methods which can be used

to adjust an existing input-output table relating to a past year so that

it fits with the rest of the accounting data of the current year.  The

basic method which was developed in Cambridgeÿ U.K°ÿ about 1960ÿÿ/ has

become known as the R.A.S° method and goes a long way to removing the need

for the compilation of annual input-output tables based on full data.

3°114.  If we refer back to Table 1°2 we note that the basic input-output

tableÿ the absoÿtion matrix (matrix i) is at the intersection of the

commodity and industry accountsÿ and thus if we have available disaggregated

data for all the other entries in these two accountsÿ we shall be able to

derive data on the total industrial demand for each commodity and the

total intermediate purchases by each industry.  National accounting data

will be able to provide estimates of final demand vectors 2 through 5 and

of primary inputs into industrlesÿ vector 16o  International trade

statistics will be a convenient source for vectors 6ÿ 20 and 21ÿ and

production statistics should provide details for matrix 13.   (It may be

that normal production statistics provi4e details either of industry or

of commodity outputs but not sufficient detail of secondary production to

complete the make matrix°  If this is the case it will be necessary to

estimate the amounts of secon4ary production by reference to the last

available make matrix.  Any resulting errors are likely to be insignificant.)

When information on commodity taxes is included all the entries in the

commodity and industry accounts will be completed in disaggregated form

except the input-output table°  By deducting the totals of final demand

/Department of Applied Economicsÿ Cambridge Universityÿ ÿut Tables
Relationshÿÿ Volume 33 in A Programme for Growth (Chapman

Hÿ 1963).  The description here is based on Chapter 3 of the
volume.
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(vectors 2 through 6) from the total supplies of commodities (matrix 13

plus vectors 14 and 20)ÿ the total intermediate demand for commodities -

the row totals of matrix 1 - will be found.  Againÿ by subtracting

vectors 7ÿ 16 and 21 from total industrial outputs given by matrix 13ÿ

the totals of commodity inputs into each industry - the column totals

of matrix 1 - will be found.

3.115.  We shall assume that there exists an input-output table estimated

from full data for a past year and that the above informationÿ the row

and column constraintsÿ has been collected for the present year and

examine how this limited amount of data can be used to estimate a current

input-output table.

3.116.  This problem can be regarded as a statistical problem of adjusting

a matrix to fit new constraintsÿ and was first tackled by statisticians

working as early as 1940o  The basis of the R.A.S. method suggested in

an input-output context by Stone consists of finding a set of multipliers

to adjust the rows of the existing matrix and a set of multipliers to

adjust the columns so that the cells in the adjusted matrix will sum to

the required row and column totals relating to the later current year.

It is assumed in the initial presentation that each elementÿ aijÿ of the

input-output coefficient matrixÿ Aÿ is subject to two effects: (a) the

effect of substitutionÿ measured by the extent to which commodity i has

been replaced byÿ or used as a substitute forÿ other commodities in industrial

productionÿ and (b) the effect of fabricationÿmeasuring the extent to which

commodity j has come to absorb a greater or smaller ratio of intermediate

to total inputs in its production.  It is further assumed that each effect

works uniformlyÿ e.g. that commodity i is increasing or decreasing as an

input into all industriesÿ at the same rateÿ and that any change in the

ratio of intermediate to tota! inputs into a commodity has the same effect

on all commodities used as inputs.  The substitution multipliers which

operate along the rows are denoted as vector r and the fabrication

multipliers operating on the columns as vector so  Each cell in the base

matrixÿ A   will be subject to these two effects and the new matrix A can
Oÿ
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thus be written as:

A1 = r Ao  S                                                            (3o17)

where r and s are matrices with the vectors r and s in the diagonals.

3°117°  In order to find the vectors r and s we must introduce the input-

output flow matrix which we wish to estimate and its known row and column

totals which we shall call uI and vlo  If we write X1 for the flow

matrix we have

Xl = A1 ql

4ÿ   4ÿ= (ÿ A s)                                       (3.18)
o   ql

The row and column totals of this matrix will be

uI = X1 i

(3,19)= r (A° ql) s

=   v iand         vI   X1

' =iVl     v Xl

'                                                                   (3,20)= r' (A  ql) s
O

3.118.  These two equations (3.19) and (3.20) contain all the information

available - the base coefficient matrixÿ A ÿ the new row and column con-
O

straintsÿ uI and vI and the current output levelsÿ qlo  If these equations

are solved simultaneously the values of the r and s vectors will be found

and thus one calculates A1 ( = ÿ Ao ÿ) and Xlo
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3.119.  The solution to these equations which is most usually and con-

veniently adopted is an iterative one.  The estimation process of obtaining

X1 from Xo  thus in effect amounts to nothing more than a proportional

adjustment of the base matrix successively along its rows and its columns

until convergence is reached.

3ÿ120.  How the R.AoS. method functions will now be illustrated and later

its properties will be outlined and some refinements discussed.

3o121.  The simplified accounting matrix for the base yeam, 0ÿ is given in

Table 3.14(a) and all known information for the current yearÿ l, is given in

Table 3.14(b)°  From (a) we form the coefficient matrix A  in (c) and if
o

initially we assumed no technical change our matrix for year 1 would be

found by applying these coefficients to the new output levels and thus we

have Ao  ql at (d).  The mow and column sums of this matrixÿ u and v, are

calculated and compared with the known row and column sums for year l, uÿ

and ÿ.  It can be seen that the assumption of unchanged coefficients

would not be justified and we must now adjust the matrix at (d) to fit

the new constraints - and thus find the r and s multipliers°

3o122°  The first step is to calculate this (first) set of row multipliers,

rI at (d) and to multiply the values in each of the rows so that the row

totals meet the constrainÿ as at (e)°  The column totals of the matrix at

(e) are compared with v* and a set of coltmun multipliers are found which

bring the column sums of the matrix to equal ÿ& at (f)o  It will now be

found thatÿas a result of the operation of the column multipliersÿ the

row totals of this matrix are no longer equal to u*.  A second set of

multipliersÿ r2ÿmust now be applied to the rows so that they sum to u*.  The

column sums will then require further adjustment and this process will

continue until no further adjustment is necessary.  The resulting matrix

in this case is shown at (g)ÿ together with the r and s multipliers°

These are, in fact, the product of the multipliers used at each of the

successive rounds of adjustment°  Thus the row multiplier for the first

mow, 0.884ÿ is equal to rI x r2 x r3 x °o0 x r ÿ in this case 0.873 x 1.Of0
n

x 1°002 x l°OO1 = 0.884°

3.123.  Each cell in the base matrix at (d) can be multiplied by its row

zz
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Table 3.14.  Illustration of R.A.S. method

Note: For simplicity, we make no distinction between commodities and
industries in this example.

(a)  Accounts for year 0

A

Commodity B

C

Total

Primary inputs

Total output

A

50

30

20

i00

i00

200

Commodity
B

ioo

5o

5o

2oo

ioo

20

3O

SO

I  Total
B

150

i00

100

35O

150      350

l300     200      700!

Final
demand

50

200

i00

350

Total
output

200

300

200

700

(b)  Available data for year i

A

Commodity B

C

Total ÿJÿ

Commodity      I  Total
B       C   ÿ    u*

t
0  160

Final
demand

Primary inputs

Total output

250

150

#oo

150J
• B  12o

80  i'   430
J.

22O J  4?O
l

300  m   900
J.

i00

I00

200

40

250

180

470

Total
output

2OO

40O

3OO

9OO
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(c) Input-output coefficients for year Oÿ Matrix A
o

A     B     C

A

B

C

.250     .333        0

,150           .167           .i00

.i00     .167     .150

(d) Year O coefficients applied to Year i outputsÿ Matrix A  ÿ  and
calculation of first row multipliers       o ql

A        B       C           uI       u*   rl=u*÷u

A

B

C

50     133.3      0

30      66.7     30

20      66.7     45

183o3     160      °873

126.7          150          1.184

131.7          120             .911

vI   i00     266.7     75

vÿ    i00     250       80

(e) Adjustment of matrix along rows and calculation ÿf first required
column multipliers

Multiply the matrix at (d) along its rows by rI and obtain:

A           B              C          u2 =uÿ

A

B

C

sI = W'ÿ/vI

v1

vÿ

43.6     116.4          0

35.5      79.0       35.5

18.2             60.8               40.1

97.3     256.2       76.5

i00       250          80

1.027      .976      1o046

160

150

120
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(f) Adjustment down columns and calculation of second required row
multipliers

Multiply the matrix at (e) down its columns by sI and obtain:

A

B

C

v=v*

A

44+8     i13.6       0

36.5      77+i     37,1

18+7      59.3     42.9

i00       250       80

u2        u*    r2=u*÷u2

158.4     160     1.010

150.7     150      .996

120.9     120      .992

(g) Adjustment successively to rows and columns continues until both
u m u* and v my* with the final matrix:

B

C

Column
multipliers

A      B       C

45.3   i14°7     0

36+2      76.6      37.2

18.5      58+7      42.8

1.025        +974    io054

Row
multipliers

+884

1.177

.902

(h) Short-cut methodwith no economic meaning attached to r and s.
Matrix X  at (a) is adjusted by R.A.S. to fit u* and v* with same

result as at (g) but with different values of r and s

A      B      C

AI  45.3     i14.7        0

1 36.2      76.6      37.2

18.5             5"8.7             42.8

Column
multipliers    .811    1.025    1.201

Row
multipliers

1+119

1.488

1+140
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and its column multipliers to yield the value of cells in the final matrix

at (g)°  Thus the input of A into B which is 183.3 in the base matrix must

be multiplied by its row multiplier (0,884) and its column multiplier

(0°974) to give 114o7, the value in the final matrix.

3ÿ124.  It can be seen in this example that commodity B with a row

multiplier of 1,177 is replacing coÿJÿodities A and C as an input into

intermediate demands°  Looking at the column multipliers we see that

commodity B is subject to a downward fabrication effectÿ i,e, it is using

fewer commodity inPuts and thus more primary inputs in its production

process, perhaps because the production process has become more com-

plicated.  On "the other hand commodities A and C are using more commodities

and fewer primary inputs per unit of output, perhaps because their inputs

are being purchased in a form which requires less processing before being

transformed into the finished product.  This would be the case if a firm

in the motor industry began to purdÿase the engines for its vehicles

from another supplierÿ whereas previously it had purchased the various

parts and made the engine itself.

3.125.  An alternative to the method shown in Table 3.14(a)-(g) is to

start with the base year flow matrix and simply adjust this matrix to the

new controls.  This omits stages (c) and (d)°  The resulting matrix in

this caseÿ shown in Table 3.14(h)ÿ is identical to that obtained in (g)

but the row and column multipliers are different°  Indeedÿthe same meaning

cannot be attached to the multipliers which are here covering changes in

output levels as well as the two effects operating on the coefficients.

Here we have:

A       6%
XI=rX  s

O

i.e.         AI ql : r Aoq°

AI  ÿ o - ÿ -i
=   noqoqi (3o21)

Equation (3.21) is the basic R.A.S. equation (3.17) with output levels
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included.  If one is interested in the values of r and s as measures of

substitution and fabrication effectsÿ this method is not suitable.  If

there is no such interestÿ one can regard RoAoSo simply as mechanical

methods of adjustment and the use of this simpler method is to be

recommende do

3.126.  The mathematical properties of the RoAoSo method have been explored

by Bacharach6/ who shows that the method will produce a unique solutionÿ

which does not depend on whether rows or columns are adjusted first°  If

a particular cell was zero in the base matrix it will remain zero in the

final matrix and no negative entries will appear in any cells in the

final matrix°  Furtherÿ experience has shown that the method soon converges

on the solution and thus is not too demanding on computing time.

3o127.  It is important to know how accurate this method of up-dating

input-output tab]ÿs can be and various tests have been carried out to

compare tables obt ined by up-dating by R°AoSo with tables subsequently

estimated for that year from full statistical data°  Paelinck and

Waelbroeck7/ compaÿed an input-output table for 1959 estimated by R.AoSo

from the 1953 table with the actual 1959 table and Schneide8/ performed

similar tests with U°S. tables over the period 1947-1958o  These tests

showed that a matrix estimated by R°A.So from a past year gave a somewhat

better estimate of the later year than did the matrix of the past yearÿ

^    ^                 A1              0  The number of errors ini.e. r A° s was closeÿ3 to    than was A°

individual cells greater than 1 per cent was reduced from 17 to 9 in the

Belgian case and from 121 to 103 in the American caseÿ with a larger table°

3.128.  The Belgian tests revealed certain major sources of the failure

of the RoAoS. hi-proportional adjustment process and showed that if

certain coefficientsÿ generally identifiable in advancer could be derived

6/ Bacharach, M.0.L., Biÿortional Matrices and Input-Output Chanÿeÿ
Cambridge University Press ÿ 1969 o

7m/ Paelinckÿ J o and Waelbroeckÿ Jo,  °'Etude empirique sur lVÿvolution de
ttwcoefficients input-outpu  ÿ Economieÿÿ 1965.

8/ Schneiderÿ J. ÿ An evaluation of two alternative methods for up-datlng
in ut-out ut tables. (B.A. Thesisÿ Harvardÿ 1965)o
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exogeneously and excluded from the adjustment process a much better

estimate could be obtained of the whole matrix.

3o129.  This modified RoAoS. methodÿ which incorporates some firÿy based

information about some of the cells in the matrix being estimatedÿ is

illustrated in Table 3o15o  Here we assume that information is available

on the input of B into A and hence there is no need for this cell to be

involved in the adjustment process.  The value of this cell is sub-

tracted from the required row and column constraintsÿ u* and v*ÿ and this

cell is set at zero in the base matrix.  This forms the starting point

for the R.AoSo adjustment as at Table 3o15(c) o  The R.AoSo adjustment

procedume is then carried out in the normal way and when a solution has

been reached at (d) the zero for the input of B into A is replaced by the
known ÿalue 40 o

3.130°  The incorporation of exogenous data into the simple RoAoS. method

will tend to improve the accuracy with which other cells can be estimated

in the same rows and columns as the known cells°  In the Belgian testsÿ

six of the cells which the simple RoA.S° method had estimated badly were

treated as if they were known exogenously and the modified RoAoSo method

was used.  The number of cells with errors of more than 0°5% was reduced

from 20 in the simple R.AoS. method to 8 in the modified method°

3°131o  The simple R.A°So method will fall to produce an accurate estimate

of Aÿ if the assumption that the row and column effects work uniformly

along rows and columns is not justified°  This will be the case if commodity

groups are not homogeneous but consist of, say, one product which is

replacing a commodity in another row and one product which is not replacing

another or is being replaced by some other commodity°  The net effect as

recorded by RoAoSo may beÿ say, an upward substitution effect on the row.

However, if the two products are used in different proportions by consuming

industries the substitution effect will not be uniform°  A similar problem

arising fÿom lack of homogeneity was oh. erred in the Belgian tests where

it was found that the cells relating to fuel inputs were badly estimated

by the simple RoA°So method°  This was because coalÿ for instance, is used

as a raw material in energy-producing industries but a source of power in
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Table 3.15.  Illustration of modified RoA.S.

(a) Accounts for year 0

A

Commodity B

C

Total

I
Commodity

Primary inputs

Total output

g  Total
A       B       C   I

50   100       I  150

30      50      20  U   100
I

20      50      30  ÿ   100
.....................  F-

r
i00          100          150    ÿ       350

200     300    200  ÿ   700
L

Final
demand

5O

2OO

lO0

350

Total
output

2OO

300

20O

700

(b) Available data for year 1

It is known from available statistics that the input of B into A is 40.
The table,ls otherwise the same as Table ,-3o14(b)o

A

Commodity B

C

Total

Primary inputs

Total output

Commodity      I  Total
A    B    C  g

i  16o
40                  i   150

I  12o

250  .....  ?;-ÿ°;;;°"

15

400   300

lO0

100

2OO

Final
demand

4O

250

180

470

Total
output

m

2OO

4OO

3O0

9OO
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(c) Year O coefficients applied to year i outputs

The known input of B into A is excluded from the matrix and from u*
and v* before the adjustment process begins.

A

B

C

A

50   133.3    0

66.7   30

20      66.7     45

uI       u*   r :u*÷u_
i    ±

183ÿ3     160      °873

96.7    ii0     1.138

131.7     120      o911

vI     70     266°7     75

:ÿ   6O   25O     8O

(d) Final matrix

The R.AQS. adjustment continues as in Table 3.14(d)-(g) and when a
solution is obtained the exogenous cell value of 40 is entered in the
result:

A

B

C

A     B      C

42.7     117o3       0

40      73°7     36ÿ3

17.3      59.0     43.7
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al! other industriesÿ in the latter case much more so than in the formerÿ

coal was being replaced by other fuels o  This markedly different sub-

stitution ÿ'ate seriously affected the results of the RoAoSo updating

estimate o

3o132o  It was stated at the beginning of this section that one of the

advantages of the RoA.So method is that it permitted one to estimate an

input-output table for a year for which one had no data on industrial

inputs°  Although the modified RoAoS. requires some data on inputs these

requirements are nothing like so great as the normal procedure of compiling

input-output tables which, in many countries, call for specia! enquiries

into the details of industrial inputs and outputs.  Some data on inputs

may be available from statistics collected regularly.  Any such

information should be used in the updating exercise; in general, one would

not expect that an updating exercise would call for the collection of extra

statistical information°

3o133o  It is difficult to generalise as to which cellsÿ rows or columns

are well recorded by normally available statistics.  In many countries

fuel industries are well documented and information on the cells relating

to fuel inputs should be available.  The same may be true of the major

inputs (ferti!isers and feeding-stuffs) into agriculture°  In some cases

it may be thought worthwhile to hold a small special enquiry to obtain

information on a particular cell or cells to be incorporated into an up-

dating exercise°  Alternativelyÿit may be possible to combine indices of

price and volume movements with the base year value of a cell and obtain

a measure of the value in the current year.  Where there is no domestic

production of a particular commodity it may be possible to obtain an

estimate of the input of that commodity from international trade statistics,

e ogo the input of crude oil into the petroleum refining industry°

3o134.  In this context it should be noted that exogenous data on certain

cells may lead to a greater improvement in the accuracy of the up-dating

methods than data on other cells.  Tests on U oKo input-output tables

have shown that substantially improved results can be obtained when

relatively small amounts of additional information about pre-selected
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major coefficients were incorporated into the up-dating exercise°9/  It

seems usefulÿ thereforeÿ to perform some tests of up-dating exercises

to deterÿnine which are the most important cells in particular national

tables.  When these have been identified efforts can then be made to

find exogenous data on these coefficients which will improve the

accuracy of the up-dating exercise.

3o135o  It should be noted that when one is using the modified RoAoS°

method no economic significance can be attached to the values of the row

and column multipliers.  This should not prevent the use of the modified

RoAoS° method.  It may be preferable to regard the R.A°So method simply

as a statistical tool which can be used to adjust two-way tables°  The

basic method can be applied to many tables other than input-output

tables.  In some of these applications some meaning may be attached to

the values of the multipliers as in the simple input-output case but in

other cases the values of particular multipliers may have no significance.

3.136.  If any available data can be incorporated into the up-dating

exerciseÿ the modified RoA.So method will yield more accurate results

than the simple RoA.S. method although even this will be a more accurate

estimate of the current year matrix than would be the base year matrix°

In many countries it should be possible to extract from statistics which

are regularly available a certain amount of information on inputs or on

trends in input coefficients since the year of the previous full table°

It should be possible to produce an input-output table by this method

quite soon after the end of the year, e.g. at the same time as the full

national accounts are produced°

3.137o  Such a table will obviously not be so accurate as a table

estimated on full data (although even these will suffer inevitably from

errors of measurementÿ particularly of smaller inputs)ÿ but should be

sufficiently accurate to remove the need for a full table each yearÿ

particularly if some exogenous data on coefficients can be incorporated.

9/
Allen, R°loG.ÿmÿfhe effects on intermediate output predictions of
incorporating coefficients with known values into the R.AoSo updating
methoÿ'ÿ in "As_pects of Input-Output Analsÿ" edited by IoGo Stewart
(Edinburgh University Press).
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This is certainly likely to be true if one considers the use of the input-

output table in any analysis or model-building and if one considers the

input-output table in its role of assisting consistency in the

statistical framework there may still be some value in an up-dated table.

For instanceÿ if a very high row multiplier is found for a particular

commodity which does not fit in with knowledge of changes in industrial

techniquesÿthis would suggest either that final demand has been under-

estimated or total output over-estimated resulting in an over-estimate

of intermediate demand.  Similarlyÿ an unusual column multiplier might

lead one to suspect one's estimate of primary inputs or total output of

the sector.

3.138o  It follows from these remarks that the application of the R.A.S.

methodÿ either simple or modified, will only produce an accurate estimate

of the input-output table if the control totals are accurate.  This requires

accurate estimates of industry and commodity outputsÿ primary inputs

(net output) and final demand.  Any errors in this area of national

accounting data are likely to be transmitted into the input-output table

whose row and column totals are derived as residuals from these other

vectors.

3o139.  It is appropriate to end this section by recalling the conclusions

of the previous section on the frequency with which input-output tables

should be constructed.  In order to make optimum use of the limited

statistical resources available, in many countries ÿ it should be quite

satisfactory to produce an input-output table on full data every 5-10 years

and to produce an annual table integrated with national accounts using the

RoA.So up-dating techniques described here.

M.  St_ÿilitY of coefficients

3.140o  The importance of the homogeneity and proportionality assumptions

was stressed in Chapter IIÿ Section D, where it was  emphasised that input

coefficients should not be affected by the classification of sectors or by

the level of output.  The assumption that inputs vary in direcÿ proportion

to the level of output does not, however, also require that input

coefficients do not change between one year and the next.  The
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proportionality assumption for the use of input-output tables requires

that in the year to which they refer input coefficients are constantÿ but

there are a number of reasons for expecting that coefficients will vary

over time.

3o141o  Knowledge of the reasons forÿ and the extent ofÿ such changes

in input coefficients is very important in both the applicationÿ as well

as in the constructionÿ of input-output tables.  There isÿ in most

economies, an inevitable time-lag of at least two to three years after the

end of a year before the input-output table for that year can be prepared

and published.  If the table is to be used in current analysis it is

important to know whether and to what extent the coefficients have changed

since the year to which they relate°  Any information on The nature of

changes in coefficients can be of considerable help in updating tables

by methods described in the previous section and also in making pro-

jections of tables for a future year in connection with a planning

exercise.

3o142.  It should be noted that when the movement of input coefficients

over time is being consideredÿ the coefficients are almost invariably

measured in constant prices°  Movements in coefficients can then be

properly regarded as technical coefficients measuring changes in the

quantity of any given input and changes in recorded coefficients will not

be the result of price changes°

3ÿ143o  Three major reasons can be given for changes in coefficients:

(i) Technological changeÿ (it) Changing relative pricesÿ (iii)Imperfect

data°

3.144.  The speed and extent of technological change in modern economies

is one of the main reasons why input coefficients change over time°  The

replacement of many natural products by synthetic materials,ÿthe

substitution of oil and/or electricity for coalÿ and the development of

new products and automated production processes are amongst the more

important aspects of modern technical change which have hadÿ and are havingÿ

a marked effect on input coefficients in many economies°  Some studies have

also noticed a tendency for the column totals of the input coefficient
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matrix to decline over time and thus for the primary input coefficient

to rise.  This could indicate increased efficiency in the usage of

material inputs om a trend towards increased fabrication of given material

inputs associated with a more vertically-inteÿated production process

and/or more complex finished products.

3o145o  Changes in input coefficients often occur because the relative

prices of inputs have changed.  In many cases it is by changing relative

prices that technical change has its effect on input coefficients and

many changes in relative prices are the result of technical change,

Changes in the relative prices of capital and labour inputs will affect

the prices of different products by differing amounts (see Chapter Vÿ

Section B) and such changes in the relative prices of product inputs can

causeÿ changes in coefficients°

3o146.  Thirdlyÿ it is almost inevitable in practice that the homogeneity

and proportionality assumptions will not be met perfectlyÿ and thatÿ as

a resultÿ changes in coefficients will occur over a period of years°  It

is quite likelyÿ no matter how carefully a statistical classification is

chosenÿ that the product-mix of a sector will change over time with con-

sequent effect on coefficients.  Alsoÿ although the proportionality

assumption may be met for the relatively small changes in output levels

likely within one or two years of the year to which a table refersÿ it may

well be that over longer periods, when larger output changes occurÿ that

inputs are no longer a linear homogeneous function of outputs,

3o147o  A number of studies have been made in recent years to assess the

extent and impact of changes in coefficients.  Such studies usually take

one of two forms.  The first approach is to calculate what output levels

would have been required to meet the final demands of one year with the

input-output technology of another year°  The differences between the

actual and calculated output levels indicate the extent to which

technology has changed o  In algebraic terms we calculate:

qÿ : (I - AI)-I fo (3.22)
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where the subscripts refer to time°  The differences between

qo = (I - A )-l f  and  ÿ'ÿ are due to technical change and the differenceso      o      qo

between-o q* and ql are due to changes in final demand°  It is thus possible

to separate the change in output in each sector into that part which is

due to technical change and that part which is due to final demand
i0/

change.  Carter---  used this approach to study technical change in the

U°So economy and Vaccaraÿs studylÿl/ of the 76-sector U.S. tables showed

that between 1947 and 1981 the mean change in sector outputs which was due

to technical change was 35% - or 2°2% per year°
12/

3.148.  The work of Sevaldserr--  in Norway and Tilanus13/ in the

Netherlands is typical of the second approach which can only be used when

input-output coefficients have been observed for a series of years.  Both

these studies showed that when the annual values of each coefficient were

compared with their mean valuesÿ there was a considerable dispersion about

the mean values; howeverÿ when the values were compared with a time trend

the dispersion was considerably reduced°  This dispersion about a linear

time trend was still quite large but Tilanus found that over half the

coefficients of the time trends were statistically significant.  The

median coefficient for all the observed cells indicated a tendency for

coefficients to change by about 2 per cent per year.

3.149.  It emerges clearly from these studies that input coefficients are

not stable over time°  Change does take place but it takes place fairly

graduallyÿ and there are good reasons for expecting gradual rather than

rapid change.  If technical progress manifests itself as a new product it

will be necessary to overcome consumer resistance and this may be a slow

process.  This will apply equally if the new product is boughtÿ not by

final consumersÿ but by other industries°  The situation is then similar

iO/ Carterÿ A°P° ÿ Structural Changes in the American Economÿf (Harvard, 1970).

/3/ Vaccaraÿ B o,'UChanges over time in input-output coefficients for the

United States"  in Applications of Input-Output Analÿis edited by
A°P. Carter and A. Brody (North Hollandÿ 1969).

12/ Sevaldsenÿ Po The stability of input-output coefficientsÿ  in
Aÿlications of Input-0utput Analysis edited by A.P® Carter and Aÿ Brody
(North Hollandÿ 1969) o

13/ Tilanusÿ CoBoÿ lÿut-Output Experiments (Rotterdamÿ 1966).
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to that whidÿ arises when technical progress brings new processes of

production.  A new technique will not be adopted by all firms in an industry

immediately: the advantages of the new technique may need to be con-

siderable to justify replacing existing capital equipment.  Studies of
14/

the diffusion of innovation by Mansfieldgu  and others show that new

methods usually spread relatively slowly.

3.150.  The evidence that coefficients change limits the number of years

to wÿich an input-output table can be regarded as accurate for current

applications.  On the other hand the fact that coefficient changes appear

to be fairly gradual enables one to extend the useful life of any table.

Further, the fact that changes are not only relatively slight but are also

fairly smooth will increase the accuracy of up-dating techniques.  When

one considers some of the major technological changes which have taken

place in the post-war period alongside the fairly gradual change in

coefficients observed in this period it seems reasonable to conclude that

in projecting a table 5-10 years ahead one need not be too concerned

about the accuracy of the projection being reduced by a technological

advance which has not, at present, been made.  Nost technical changes which

are likely to make projected coefficients different from present

coefficients will probably already be known.  It is true that it may not

be easy to assess accurately their impactÿ but it seems, in general,

unlikely that a process, currently unknown, will have a major impact within

the projection period.

N.  Tables at constant prices

3.151.  In the pure theory of input-output the coefficients relate to the

physical quantities of commodities used in producing a given physical

quantity of another commodity.  Almost all tables are, however, prepared

in money values.  Commodities are too heterogeneous to permit a purely

quantitative measure and some, such as inputs of services, are not

measurable in quantitative terms.  Any changes in prices betÿeen one year

and another will alter the recorded value of transactions and it is therefore

14/ Mansfield, E .ÿ Industrial Research and Technological Innovation
(Norton, 1968; also Longmans).
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necessarY to remove such price effects and to construct tables at

constant prices.

3.152.  Two principal reasons can be distinguished for the importance of

constant price tables°  Firstiyÿ although input-output tables are measured

in money values it is important that the coefficients should be

interpreted in physical terms°  These coefficients are technical coefficients

and the inputs should be dependent upon the level of the corresponding

output in physical terms alone and the inputs should be invariant with

respect to price changes.  (lÿnis does not rule out the possibility that a

change in the relative price of two inputs may result in a technical change

which will enable the cheaper to be substituted for that which is now

relatively more expensive°)  In a planning model using input-output it

may be desired to project observed trends in coefficients into the future

in order to obtain an accurate prediction of the input-output table in

a future year°  The trends which are observed and projected must be

changes in physical or technical coefficients and must not reflect any

changes in the prices at which the physical inputs are valued°  This can

be achieved only if the input-output tables are valued in constant prices o

3o153o  The second reason why it is important to revalue input-output

tables at constant prices is so that they can form part of the whole

statistical system of price and quantity index numbers o  This use of input-

output tables is discussed in Chapter 4 of the SoN.A° and is also outlined

in Chapter V, Section G of this volume.

3o154.  When an input-output table is being revalued in the prices of some

other year - the base year - it is essential that this is done at the

same time as the remainder of the production accounts are being revalued°

The vectors of final demand and the supply side (i°eo industry and

commodity outputs and imports) should all be revalued simultaneously with

the input-output table.  Only in this way can one be sure that the supplies

and demands for all commodities will balance in constant as well as current

prices.  To attempt to revalue the input-output table alone might .well,

given  the imperfect nature of many statistics, result in implied price

indices for final demand which are inconsistent with other data°  The con-
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sistency which is necessary for accuracy will only be achieved if the

whole revaluation is carried out as a single exercise°  Recommendations

and priorities for the construction of national accounts at constant

prices are given in Chapter 8 of the S.NoAÿ

3o155o  This approach is particularly important in view of the lack of

homogeneity of commodities in most industria! classifications.  The product-

mix of a given commodity group may well vary between purchases for intezÿ

mediate demand and final purchasers and also between various industrial

purchasers°  Unless the prices of each of the products in the group

change at the same rate the price change between one year and another

will be different for each of the pumchasers.  It willÿ thereforeÿ not be

possible in many c3ÿ=es to use a uniform price index over all the entries

in a particular mow as would be the case with a homogeneous commodity.

Indeedÿ if the availability of detailed statistics permitÿ as many cells

as possible in the input-output table should be separately revalued o

3.156o  It should be noted that although one must mequire the commodity

accounts to balance both at current and constant pricesÿ the same cannot

be said of the industzÿ¢ accounts o  Industrial outputs can be revalued to

the prices of another year as canÿthe inputs of commodities into industries

but great conceptual problems arise over any attempt to-revalue factor

incomes in the prices of another year.  If this cannot be done then

complete revaluation of industrial inputs and a balancing of them against

industrial outputs and crÿss-checking is not possible.  Any attempts which

are made to revalue factor incomes andÿ in particulamÿ the profit surplusÿ

are necessarily arbitramy and often conceptually weak.  The standard

solution to measuring factor incomes or value added at constant prices

consists of subtracting the value of intermediate inputs at constant

prices from the value of gross output at constant prices.  Thus factor

incomes aÿe treated as the residual or balancing item in the industry

accounts o

3o157o  Tables and accounts at constant prices can be obtained 4ither by

applying quantity indicators to the base year data or by applying price

indices to the cuzÿent year data.  In the ideal statistical system the
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results of these two approaches will be identical and in practice it

is desirable to attempt both approaches wherever possible°  There will be

some commodities such as machinery or in the services sector where

direct quantity measurements will be difficult and where only price

indices can be used o  Howeverÿ in many casesÿ for total outputÿ if not

for sales to particular purchases, both approaches should be possible°

Differences in the results will pinpoint weaknesses in the indicators

being used and should thus lead to an improvement in the statistics o
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IV.  COMPILATION OF THE TABLES

4.1.  In the first section of this chapter some general points relating

to the compilation of input-output tables are discussed and in subsequent

sections the principal data problems in each of the different branches

of the economy are outlined.  Reference should be made to the S.N.Ao

for a more detailed discussion of many of the points discussed in this

chapter, particularly to the importance and methods of integrating the

estimation of input-output tables with the rest of the national accounts.

(See, for instance, paragraphs 8,36-8.38 and annexes 8.2 and 8.3.)

A.  General

4.2.  In compiling an input-output table the work must be planned well

in advance.  Since the table can incorporate many forms of economic

statistics, in designing a statistical system the data requirements of

an input-output table should be borne in mind.  There are several important

points which must be considered before the work of compilation is begun.

4.3.  The ultimate users of the table should be consulted, since to a

large extent the uses to which the table will be put determine its design

and provide the criteria for the methodology of its compilation.  In

many countries, committees composed of the representatives of such

organisations as the Ministries, the Planning Boardÿ and Economic Research

Institutes are set up to deal with the methodological questions.

4°4.  The availability of the basic material must be considered; a

comparison of the available data with the requirements of the table will

indicate the additional information which must be obtained.  Frequently,

data may exist in published or unpublished form which can be recompiled

or reclassified.  Decisions must be made on the scope and methods of

special surveys necessary to fill the statistical gaps.  When this has

been done a preliminary estimate can be made of the costs of compilation.

4.5.  In a task requiring attention to such varied detail, there must'be
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effective co-ordination of effort between the organisations and individuals

responsible.  A common pattern of division of labour is to assign

responsibility for a sector or a number of related sectors to one group,

or organisation.  The central co-ordinating authority may be a census

office,nationa! accounts office, or planning office.

4.6.  So far as the classification of sectors is concerned, the level

of detail of the worksheets must be determined, even if it is expected

that the table in its final form will be more aggregated.  Frequently, a

more detailed classification (at the level, for instance, of the

industrial census classification) makes it easier and improves the quality

of the results.  Some other advantages of working on a detailed basis may

be noted.  Completed input-output tabulations will always be historical

in nature.  In their application to analytical problems an effort will

ordinarily be made to take into account the technological and other

changes occurring after the base period of the study.  It is obviously

easier to revise and maintain detailed tabulations.  Furthermore, a highly

detailed tabulation permits adaptations to particular needs°

#.7°  Control totals should be determined for every sector in value terms

and where possible in physical units.  When a sector consists of a group

of establishmentsÿ then the value of gross output (total shipments plus

change in inventories), should be taken as the control total.  (The

data in physical units may help to establish the distribution pattern of

the sector.)  Since total output is defined to be equal to total input,

then the establishment of a control total for output automatically

provides a control total on the input side as well.  In addition, inter-

mediate input control totals which are often established are the total

value or cost of materials and value added, which are usually available

from industrial censuses.  Much of the data on control totals will be

available from the nationa! accounts when these are being compiled in

line with the S.N.A.

4°8.  There are two general approaches to the task of obtaining a

complete description of inter-industry flows in an input-output table°

One approach is to begin by distributing the output of each sector to all
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other sectors, a second is to fill out the columns of the chart from

cost data.  In other words, one can analyse the sales pattern of an industry

or the cost structure°  It is even more satisfactory if both approaches

can be adopted, so that two independent estimates are made for each cello

This makes necessary what is perhaps theÿ most difficult part of the

compilation of the table - the work of detailed reconciliation.  Given

sufficient information, a third approach is to fill in simultaneously

row and column data for particular groups of commodities.  If only one

approach is used, the work of reconciliation becomes much easier.

Usuallyÿÿ the cost structure is the only existing source of information.

The lack of sufficiently detailed information on the distribution of

output to consuming industries in most countries is one of the major

problems in completing the tabulation of inter-industry flows.  The

statistical reconciliation of all the rows and columns is a delicate

task: a change in any one cell may lead to changes throughout the entire

table.  Accordingly, it should be carried out by some highly qualified

officers of the unit responsible for the'final drawing up of the table.

4°9°  At the time of planning the entire studyÿ it is worthwhile drawing

up a list of the worksheets and tables which will be used°  For exampleÿ

the following set of tables may be prepared:

A°  Worksheet Tables

Absorptior matrix

Make matrix

Import table

Distribution margins table

Transport margins table

Bo Tables for Publication

Absorption matrix

Make matrix

Import table

Distribution margins table

Transport margins table

Row percentage distribution table
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Direct input coefficient matrix

Inverse coefficient matrix

Naturallyÿ the tables for publication may be slightly more aggregated

than the corresponding worksheets o

B.  Manufacturinzÿ mininÿ and enerÿv

4oi0.  The manufacturing sectors of input-output tables prepared in most

market economy countries are based upon establishment data (the only

exception being Japanÿ which uses the commodity approach) while most of

the centrally planned economies use the enterprise as the basic statistical

unit°  So far as homogeneity is concernedÿ the enterprise unit in the

centrally planned economies is not very different from the establishment

unit in market economies.

4.11.  If the national accounts are being compiled in line with the

SoN.A° much of the required data on industrial outputs and inputs will

be essentially the same°  In any case the most usual procedure is to depend

heavily on industrial inquiries° These are extremely detailed annual

inquiries in some countries which supply the basic inform%tion for the

manufacturingÿ mining and energy sectors.

4.12.  According to international recommendationÿlÿ5/ the census should

supply the following data:

(a) Gross outputÿ which together with the import of similar commodities

gives the control totals for the sector rows and columns.

(b) Value of output of each of the principal products.

(c) Cost of materials consumed and payments for services rendered during

the period.

(d) Value added.

(e) Value of the principal fuels and raw materials used°

(f) Wages and salaries and other compensation paid to employeesÿ

4o13°  From this informationÿ the following control totals and sub-totals

can be established:

zi

15ÿ/Department of Economic and Social Affairsÿ United Nations, Recommenda-

tions for Industrial Statistics,  (Series Mÿ Noo 487 New Yorkÿ 1968).
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Cost of materials etc. consumed

Individual materials

Fuels

Purchased electrical energy

Expenditures on contract work

Census value added

0u

Gross value of output

Primary products

Secondary products

Miscellaneous receipts

Contract work

Repair work

Sale of scrapÿ etco

Non-industrial activities

Total input Total output

4.14o  The classification of the individual materials should be detailed

enough so that materials produced in different industries can be

distinguishedÿ and yet it should be sufficiently broad so that there is

not a large residual "Miscellaneous" category of inputs o  The classification

outlined in the SoNoAo in Table 5°2 and paragraphs 5°82-5°85 and 6°49-6°52

should be used as a guide°

4o15o  It should be 'noted thatÿ where data are collected on the basis of

shipments and pumchases rather than production and consumptionÿ the

necessary adjustment should be made to take account of possible inventory

changes°

4o16o  When the basic data sources are inputs it is often impossible to

sepamate imported from domestically-produced elements°  This is

particularly true in the case of competitive importsÿ although it is less

true of complementary imports o  Usually only the total supply of a com-

petitive import is known (from customs sources)ÿ although often the

nature of the good (eogo a consumer good or investment good) permits the

identification of its destination°

4o17.  To trace the distribution of the output of one sector to others

requires a knowledge of its intermediate and final uses o  Estimates of

final uses can be obtained from statistical surveys of retail sales ÿ house-

hold expenditumesÿ new fixed assetsÿ foreign tradeÿ etco  The feasibility

of tracing the intermediate uses depends upon the organisation of the
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different channels through which goods reach their final consumers o  In

the United States a sample inquiry was made to obtain information on the

disposition of the output of the principal products of each industry°

Data were classified according to the following eleven types of consumers:

company-owned sales branches ÿ sales offices ÿ and administrative officesÿ

company-owned merchant wholesale establishments ; all other wholesalers&

other manufacturing plants of the same company (inter-plant transfers)ÿ

all other manufactumersÿ company-owned retail storesÿ all other

retailers; individuals (household users)and farmers; industrialÿ

constructionÿ institutionalÿ and commercial users; state and local and

federal governments; exports°  In Hungaryÿ statistics of the distribution

of the output of industrial enterprises were expressly designed to

satisfy the requirements for the preparation of the input-output table°

Industrial units record theip sales according to the sector to which

the purchasing entempPise belongs°  To facilitate this pPocedumeÿ the

Statistical Office provides the producing enterpPises with a

classification schemeÿ showing the sector to which each enterpPise belongs°

Co  Aÿiculture

4.18.  The procedume for estimating input and output totals in agriculture

ape similar to those used in estimating the contPibution of agricultume

to the national income°  In most countriesÿ the contribution of

agriculture to the national income is estimated by the V'pPoduct method"ÿ

according to which the gross value of output for each product is estimatedÿ

and value added is obtained after the deduction of the cost of all non-

factor inputs from the sum of all output values o  These three national

accounting measuresÿ gmoss value of pPoduction, total cost of non-factor

inputsÿ and value added can be used directly as control totals for the

input-output table°  The details of the non-factor inputs into agPicultural

sectors tend to be rather simple compared to that of manufactuming

sectorsÿ the pPincipal materials used consist of seedsÿ fertilizersÿ

feeding stuffs, pesticides and fuel fop agricultumal machinery°

4o19o  The total consumption of seeds can be estimated from sample surveys

of areas sown under each crop to get information about the consumption of
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seeds per unit of crop area.  Consumption of feeding stuffs can be

estimated from the number of head of livestockÿ and that of fuel from.the

stock of agricultural machinery on farms.  Consumption of fertilizers

and pesticides may be estimated from domestic production and net imports o

The 1970 World Census of Agriculture proposed that the following items

should be enumerated: crops (area and production), livestock and

poultry (numbers), agricultural employment, power, machinery, and trans-

port facilities o

4°20°  The estimation of the distribution of. output of agricultural

products is more difficult.  In many countries, statistics showing the

distribution of agricultural products are lacking, so that it is frequently

a matter of balancing the data estimated from the input side.  According

to the definition in the S.NoA. (paragraphs 6o19-6.21, 6.103) agricultural

products consumed on farms and changes in farm inventories should be

included in the value of total output while the growth of standing crops

should be excluded°

D.  Construction

4.21.  Construction is one of the industries which in most countries is

measured on an activity basis°  The reasons for this are twofold: first,

because there is a considerable volume of maintenance construction work

carried out by non-construction establishments on their own accountsÿ

and secondly because measurement of construction activity is usually based

on the output of the activity (number of houses, etco) rather than on the

enumeration of some organisation, such as establishment or enterprise.

4°22.  One possible source of input and output data is a census of the

construction industry°  In this case, the same recommendations as were

made for industrial censuses in Section B of this chapter apply.  The gross

value of production should exclude the value of sub-contracted work and

thus eliminate any double-countingo  The distinction between new con-

struction work done and repair and maintenance work is extremely valuable

in allocating outputs since all new construction output is considered to

be final - a delivery to gross fixed capital formationÿ  In the absence
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of direct informationÿ such as a sample surveyÿ repair and maintenance

work can be allocated to each intermediate sector according to the dis-

tribution of buildings in each sector.  Like the censuses of other

industriesÿ the census of construction should enumerate the most important

materials consumed.

4.28.  Where there is no census of constructionÿ data for the construction

sector in an input-output table must be estimated indirectly.  One

approach is to use the number of licences or permits which are usually

issued to new private buildingsÿ another estimate of building activity

can be obtained from the consumption of building materials.  Information

on public works can be derived from the accounts of national and local

governments.  In the absence of a construction censusÿ the input

structure of the industry may be estimated by the commodity flow method°

The input structure may be compiled in yet another wayÿ knowing the

composition of construction activity (i.e. number of dwellingsÿ offieesÿ

factories ÿ hospitals ÿ highways ÿ etCo) and then estimating from a sample

survey the input requirements of each type of buildingÿ the total volume

of inputs required for construction as a whole may be approximated°

Eo  ÿort and related services

4.24.  The total value of output of transport services should be defined

to be equal to the sum of charges paid (received by carrier as actual

revenues or as imputations) by the users of transport services.  The

total operating revenues of transport enterprises (railÿ roadÿ airÿ and

water) are usually available from the transport statistics°  These figures

will provide the control totals but not the necessary sector breakdown.

4.25°  The problem of allocating transport costs is similar in many

respects to the problem of allocating trade margins among the various

sectors°  As noted in Chapter IIIÿ Section ÿ a complete matrix is desirable

showing in each cell the transport costs incurred in the flow from

sector i to sector jo  Each column total in such a table indicates the

total transport costs involved in shipping all the various inputs to each

sector.  The total of each row is equal to the total transport costs
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involved in distributing the output of the corresponding sector to its

various destinations.

4.26°  It can be assumed that data can be provided showing the sectors

of origin of the principal commoditiesÿ and that the purchases of the

transportation service on the same commodites may be established.  The

difficulty arises in allocating the transport costs among the industries

purchasing the commodities.  The output of a given sector may embrace

several different commodities which fall into separate freight

classifications and travel at substantially different ratesÿ while the

product mix of the sector may not be known.  Furthermoreÿ significant

differences may occur in the transport costs of the same commodity because

of differences in destlnationÿ size of shipment, etco  Bearing in mind

these problems it is usually necessary to collect additional informationÿ

perhaps by sample surveyÿ from the transportÿ producing and purchasing

enterprises o

#°27°  Operating revenues from the transport of passengers can be divided

between households and business expenditures of the various sectors°  It

is sometimes possible to estimate the individual items of business travel

expenditures from the accounts of enterprises.

#°28.  Warehousing and storage margins are usually estimated for those

commodities which are principally marketed  through channels involving

storage in warehouses.

Fo  Trade

#.29°  The value of output of the trade or distribution sector is

universally taken to be the difference between the total values of goods

and services bought and soldÿ not the gross value of sales°  Thus the

sectorÿ which is sometimes sub-divided into wholesale and retail sectorsÿ

is shown as selling to other sectors the value of the trade margin on

each transaction.  To ÿmake available this serviceÿ the trade sector absorbs

as inputs some materials (fuel and paper) as well as factor and non-factor

services.  Unfortunatelyÿ the accounting practices of establishments and

enterprises and the officially published statistics in most market economies
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do not permit the direct collection of the inputs (materials costs) and

outputs (margins) of the trade sector°  International recommendations1ÿ6/

also follow this practice.  In centrally planned economies, the trade

margins and cost structure of the sector can usually be derived from

the balance sheets of trading enterprises.  But even this information

is usually insufficiently detailed, since to complete the row of the trade

sector in an input-output table in which transactions are valued at

producerst prices, it is necessary to know the destination as well as the

origin of all merchandise passing through the trade sector.  In factÿ

the most desirable solution calls for the preparation of a complete table

of trade margins (see Chapter IIIÿ Section F)o

4.30.  In the absence of direct information, it is possible to estimate

the trade margin by commodity groups and to distribute it among the

sectors according to the commodity distribution°  Another method is the

so=called "mark-up" method, which is based upon a knowledge of both the

producezÿ value and the purchaser's value of any flow, as well as the

excise tax and the transport costs involved°  Subtracting the latter two

items from the difference between the producer's and purchaser's values

gives the trade margin as the residual°

4.31o  According to international recommendations1ÿ7/ on the census of

distribution (trade)ÿ sales should be enumerated by type of commodity and

wages and salaries and purchases should also be recorded°  Although these

recommendations are of some value, countries wishing to compile input-

output tables should bear in mind the further statistical requirements

of input-output tables in designing their ceiÿsus of distribution.

Go  Services

4°32°  Services comprise an extraordinary heterogeneous group of activities,

including educationÿ health, research institutes, libraries, recreation

services, personal services, etc.  Generallyÿ the output levels are

measured by gross receipts°  Contro! totals may often be provided by

16/
International  Recommendations in Statistics of Distributionÿ Statis-
tical Papersÿ Series Mÿ No. 26 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. 58.XVII.4)°

i_/7/ Ibido
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general economic and business statistics, but very little inforÿatfon

is available on the output distribution of services to intermediate

sectorsÿ  Howeverÿ most services sectors distribute their output entirely

to final demand categories which are fairly easily identified°  Those

services which distribute their output to other intermediate sectors

must be the object of special studies°  Likewise, the input side of

the services sectors usually requires detailed investigation, since in

very few cases are the statistical data available for this purpose°

4°33°  In some countries the advertising industry is defined on an

activity basisÿ and the advertising revenues of newspapers  etc. are

transferred to the advertising industry.  The total expenditure of non-

profit education and hospital services is taken to be the value of the

output of these sectors, including the depreciation of building and

equipment°
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V.     INPUT-OUTPUT  APPLICATIONS

A.  Analysis of production

5.1.  The basic role of input-output analysis as the link between final

demand and industrial output levels was outlined in Chapter II.  It was

shown there how the inverse matrix (! - A)-I could be used to assess the

effects on the productive system of a given level of final demand.  In

this section it will be useful to disaggregate both final demand and

primary inputs in order to show how the impact of the demand from various

sectors on the productive system can be analysed.

5.2.  It will simplify the discussion if we use the same hypothetical set

of accounts as in Table 2.2.  These are shown below in Table 5.1 with

final demand separated into its 3 main vectors and two categories of

primaÿy input shown.  No distinction is made between industries and

commodities.

Table 5.1.  H/fpothetical input-output table and accounts

A

Sector B

C

Intermediate demand

O

Sector   I Total
A  B  C

!
20 45 ÿ  65

e
30     30ÿ  60

80    0  8o
3o

Final demand

R
Wages    30  80  45 I  155

Profit   40  20  30 t   90

Total    70 i00  75 I  245I__
i00  200  150  e     450Total input

Consumption

Personal  Govt.

3O     5

90      i0

40      20

160      35

Primary
inputs

Capital
formation

m

4O

i0

5O

Tota!

35

140

7O

245

Total
output

ioo

20o

15o

450

5.3.  From the input-output flow matrix the inverse matrix (I - A)-I  was
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calculated and is repeated in Table 5.2 for convenience°

Table 5.2.  Inverse matrix (I - A)-I

Sector
A       B       C

A

Sector B

C

1.077      .257      .375

.351     1.171      .340

.141             .468          1.136

5 o4.  It will be recalled that each column of this matrix shows the total

requirements both direct and indirectÿ of i unit of output of the sector

in that column.  Thusÿ the 30 units of consumer demand in Table 5.1 for

product A will require the production of 32.3 (= 30 x 1.077) of Aÿ

10.5 (30 x 0.351) of B and 4.2 (30 x 0.141) of C.  Similarly it is possible

to calculate the total output requirements of the consumer demand for 90 B

and 40 C and by summing one can find the total output requirements of the

vector of consumer demand in Table 5 °io  The 90 units of B will require

23.1 A and 40 C will require 15.0 A so that the total requirement for A

for consumer demand is 71 (= 32°3 + 23.1 + 15.0).

5.5.  This result is the same as the matrix multiplication (I - A)-I cÿ

where c is the vector of consumer demand.  This calculation is performed

for the other two sectors of consumer demand and the results are shown

in Table 5.3 along with the output requirements of all the components of

final demand.

Table 5.3.

Personal
consumption

Destination of output

Government
consumption

71

130

92

A

Sector B

C

15

20

28

Capital
formation

14

5O

3O

Total gross
output

i00

200

150
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5 ÿ6o  This table can also be regarded as giving an analysis of the

ultimate destination of the output of each of the sectors°  Thus 71 units

of A are produced to meet consumer demandÿ only 30 are sold directly to

consumersÿ the remaining 41 being required as inputs into the production

of B and Co  There are no direct sales of A to capital formation but 14

units are sold indirectlyÿ having been incorporated as inputs into B

and C.

5o7o  It will be noticed that the totals of each of the final demand

columns in Table 5 o3 exceed the level of expenditure by those sectors.

This is a result of the double-counting of production both as input and

when incorporated into the final output°  This duplication is avoided if

the results are expressed in terms of net output rather than gross output.

The ratios of net to gross outputÿ i.e. primary to total inputÿ can be

calculated from Table 5.1 as 0ÿ7ÿ 0.5ÿ 0°5 and if the gross output of

each of the sectors in Table 5o3 is multiplied by its respective ratioÿ

the results can be expressed in terms of net output.  These are shown in

Table 5.4 where it can be seen that the row totals are now equal to the

primary inputs (net outputs) of the sectors and the column totals are

now equal to the expenditure by each of the final demand sectors.

A

Sector B

C

Table 5.4 o

Personal
consumption

Total

Allocation of net output

Government       Capital
consumption     formation

49

65

46

160

ii         i0

i0         25

14             15

35             50

Total net
output

7O

lO0

75

25

5.8°  This gives a clear picture of the relation between the final demand

sectors and the producing sectors.  The columns of this table show the

extent to which activity is required in the various industries as a

result of the given level and pattern of expenditure, and the rows show

the extent to which each industry is ultimately dependent on the level of
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demand in each of the final demand sectors °

5o9.  ÿlis analysis can be extended further if the vector of primary

inputs is disaggregated°  The coefficients of wages and profits inputs

to each industry can be calculated from Table 5 °lo  The wage coefficients

for the three industries are: 0.3, 0°4ÿ 0o3 and if the gross output require-

ments of consumer demand in Table 5.3 are multiplied by these coefficients

we obtain the value of the labour input required to meet consumer demand.

If this calculation is performed for profits and for The other sectors

final demand can be analysed in terms of primary input as in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5. Final output in terms of primary input

P ers onal
consumption

Government
consumption

Total

i01

59

160

Wages

Profits

21

14

35

Capital
formation

33

17

5O

Total

155

9O

245

5o10ÿ  This shows, for instanceÿ that consumer demand of 160 generated a

demand for labour input and wage incomes of lO1 and a demand for capital

input and profits of 59.  Alternatively, this table can be viewed from

the point of view of costs rather than incomesÿ labour costs accounted

for 63% of consumerst expenditure, for 60% of government expenditure and

66% of capital formation.

5°11.  In Table 5.6 the results of this type of analysis for the U.K. in

1963 are shown°  Although the main U.K. tables distinguish domestic and

imported products in each cellÿ for this analysis imports were allocated

to purchasers (variant B in Chapter llI, section H)ÿ and thus are treated

as a primary input.  This table includes taxes on expenditume and the

category "sales by final buyers".  The latter records sales of second-hand

goods and payments to government authorities for various services.

5.12°  Here one is able to examine the composition (or cost structure)

in terms of primary inputs of each of the final demand sectors.  One can
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Table 5°6o Final output in terms of primary inputÿ U.Ko 1963

Income from employment

Gross profits

Imports

Taxes on expenditure

Sales by final buyers

Totals

Cons umer
expenditure

40ol

25.8

17.0

14.5

1.6

lO0 °0

Government
current

expenditure

81.9

12.6

8.8

3.0

-6.3

100 oO

Capital
formation Exports

59°3

23,9

14.3

5.3

2.8

100 ,,0

Source: UoK. Input-0utput Tablesÿ 1963 Table 4.  (The last two columns of
the published table have been re-worked to exclude re-exports.)

51.2

24.4

19.2

2,8

2.4

100.0

Percentage

I Total
r inai
output

50°6

24,0

15 o7

9.7

m

iO0 ÿ0

note that labour costs accounted for 40% of consumers' expenditureÿover

80% of government expenditureÿ and about half of the value of exports.

Capital costsÿ as measured by gross profitsÿ accounted for about one-

quarter of each of the categories except government expenditure°

5.13o  Finallyÿ it should be emphasised that the basic role e£ the input-

output inverse matrix (I - A)-1 is to provide estimates of the output

level in each producing sector which is required to s<:pply a given vector

of final demand - both the direct and the indirect requirements.  It is

thus possible ±o assess the likely impact on the various producing sectors

of a postulated change in some components of final demand such as an

increase in public authorities' expenditure or a change in consumer demand

following variations in taxation levels or credit restrictions.  This

section has shown howÿ the analysis can be extended to provide more

information than output levels.

B.  Prices and costs

5.14o  In Chapter IIÿ Section C it was shown that the price of products

was dependent on the prices of other products used as inputs and the
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costs of non-produced or primary inputs and thus that the prices of

products could be traced to depend solely on the costs of primary inputsÿ

both the direct and the indirect primary inputs°  The basic price

equations (2.10) and (2oi1) are written as:

p:Aÿp+y

p : (I-   Aÿ)-1 ÿy (5 .i)

5.15°  The vector of primary input coefficientsÿ yÿ can be split, as in

the previous sectione into two main componentsÿ wages (w) and profits (r)

and the above equation becomes:

p = (I - Aÿ)-I (w + ÿ) (5°2)

5.16°  If we perform this calculation using the data of the previous section

we have:

(I - A')-I

Table 5 o 7 o

Direct input cost

Labour i Capital

Components of price

Total input cost
Total

Cost = Price

(5)

A

B

C

1.077  ÿ351  oi41

• 257   io171     .468

i   .375     °340   1,136
!

+         = 1. 8 1+  =    .ooo!
LoS89j   L. 41iJ       .oooj

(Note: The first entry in column (3) is obtained by multiplying the entries
in the first row of the matrix by the corresponding entries in
column (i) and summing the three productsÿ the second entry in
column (3) uses the second row of the matrix and column (i) and so

on,)

5.17.  It will be immediately apparent that the price per unit of output
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in each of three sectors is given as i°000°  The reason for this is that

we have not defined units of output in physical termsÿ the unit bf output

in this example is ÿ! worth of output as the transactions in our tables

have all been valued in monetary terms.  The result is that our

calculations state that the producers' selling price of ÿi worth of output

is £io  Most input-output tables are prepared in value terms and

calculations similar to equation (5.2) will yield a set of prices equal

to unity°  This does notÿ howeverÿ mean that such calculations are of no

useful application°

5o18.  Three main uses can be distinguished:- (a) the total inputsÿ both

direct and indireetÿ of labour and capital into each sector can be foundÿ

(b) it is possible to estimate the changes in the prices of output of

each sector following a change in the rates of payment to primary inputsÿ

(c) this approach forms the basis of some of the index number calculations

in Section G of this chapter.  The first two of these applications will

now be discussed.

5.19o  The direct labour and capital cbsts per unit of output in industry

A are respectively 0.3 and 0°4 (columns (i) and (2) of Table 5.7)°  When

allowance is made for the labour and capital cost component of the

products used as direct and indirect inputs in the production of A the

total labour cost per unit of output is 0°506 and of capital 0.494°

These are shown in columns (3) and (4) of Table 5°7 along with corresponding

figures for the other sectors°  A comparison of columns (3) and (4) in

Table 5°7 will show the relative importance of capital and labour costs

in the price of each of the three products.  Since there are no imports

and no taxation in this example, the prices of the products wil! depend

simply on the costs of the primary inputsÿ labour and capitalÿ as these

are the only inputs exogenous to the productive sectors°  The price of all

product inputs into a sector is traced back and broken down into its labour

and capital cost components by using the inverse matrix (I - A')-Io  In

this way the cost of each product is shown to depend ultimately on the

cost of primary inputs - the proportions of which vary between sector

depending on the relative labour and capital intensity of their production
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and of industries supplying them with product inputs.

5.20.  The second application mentioned above enables one to answerÿ

questions of the type 'ÿat will be the effect on the price of each

product if the wage-rate in industry S increased by i0 per cent?"  If we

assume firstly that no increases in costs are absorbed by producers but

are passed on to purchasers in higher product prices and secondlyÿ that

there is no substitution by purchasers between products as a result of

changes in relative prices or by producers between factors as a result

of changes in relative costsÿ we can then proceed in our example as

follows. The direct wage cost for industry B will be increased by i0 per

cent from 0.4 to 0.44.  We then perform the calculations as in Table 5.7

and obtain the results shoÿaÿ in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8. Effect in prices of an increase in wage-rate in industry B

Direct in[ut cost

Labour   Canital
(w)       (r)
(i)    ..(2)

Total in2ÿt cost

abour   Capital

Total
Cost = Price

(3)     (4)         (5)

L[.3 /      .       L,, 6041   L. 4llj        .0151

5.21o  A comparison of column (3) here with column (3) in Table 5°7 shows

that the increase in wage rate by i0 per cent in industry B has increased

wage costs in all three industries.  The total capital cost is unchanged

and column (5) shows the new prices of each of the products.  The largest

increase occurs in industry B but increases of 1.4 and 1.5 per cent will

occur in industries A and C.  The assumptions underlying these calculations

may not hold rigidly in practice but nevertheless this type of analysis

is useful in that it can indicate where pressure on costs leading to price

increases is likely to be felt and if such price increases do not come

about, this analysis will enable one to see to what extent substitution
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between products and/or factors has limited the extent of the price

increase.

5.22ÿ  This type of analysis can be extended to show the effect 'on product

prices of changes in the rate of indirect taxes on inputs°  The example

used in this chapter has omitted taxation but reference to Table 1o3 shows

how taxes enter the cost structure of industries in the same way as the

primary inputsÿ labour and capital°  In this case it is then possible to

write equation (5°2) as:

p = (I - A')-1 (w + r + ÿ)                           (5.3)

where t is the vector of taxation on inputs per unit of outputs  By

varying the values of these taxation coefficients to correspond to

different taxation rates, the effect on prices of the products can be

assessed.  The U.K. Treasury have made use of this type of analysis to

assess where the effects of proposed tax changes will be felto

5.23.  A further extension of this price analysis will show the effect of

a change in the price of imports on the prices of products.  This can be

seen most clearly if imports are treated as in variant B in Chapter IIIÿ

Sectioÿ H°3.  Table 3.10 there shows that the full input structure of

industries consists of home produced commodities, taxes, primary inputs

(factor incomes) and imported commodities°  The price equation can thus

be written:

p = (I- A')-I (5.4)

where m is the vector of import coefficients recording imported inputs

per unit of output.  Here the prices of home-produced commodities are seen

to depend on the costs of all those ipnuts which are exogenous to the

productive sectors.  If a different vector mÿ representing a different set

of import pricesÿ is entered in (5o4) the new set of domestic product

prices can be calculated in the same way in which in Table 5.8 a different
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vector of wage coefficients was used.

5°24.  An interesting example of an assessment of the impact of a change

in import prices is provided by Barker's stud'/of the effect ofÿthe

devaluation of sterling on the prices of U°K. industrial outputs.  In the

input-output framework which he used imports were treated as in variant

A in Chapter III, Section Ho2o  In this case the basic price equation

(5°1) must be re-written as:

Ph: AÿPn + 7                                          (5.5)

where Ph is the prices of home produced commodities and Pn is the prices

of inputs.  The latter will be weighted averages of the prices of home

produced commodities and the prices of importsÿ pmÿ and we have:

Pn = bPm + (I - ÿ) Ph (5.6)

where b is the proportions in which total supplies of commodities are met

from imports and (I - b) is the proportion of home to total supplies°

Combining (5.5) and (5.6) we obtain:

Ph = AVÿPm + A'(I - b)Ph + y

which, on rearranging, gives:

Ph =ÿ- At(I - "ÿ-i (A,ÿPm+ ÿ) (5.7)

5°25.  This rather complicated equation is similar to equations (5°2)

through (5.4) in that it relates the prices of domestic productsÿ phÿ to

the prices and costs of non-produced inputsÿ Prÿ and y, using the input-

16/ Barkerÿ TÿSoÿ WÿDevaluation and the rise in UoK° prices'V0  Bulletin
of the Oxford Institute of Economics and Statisticsÿ Volo30ÿ Noo2ÿ
Mayÿ  1968o
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output matrix,  In Barker's study a vector of post-devaluation import

prices was inserted and a new set of home prices was calculated.  The

vector of import sharesÿ b, was also amended where it was felt that import

shares would fall as a result of devaluation.  The calculated price in=

creases compared well with the actual increases in the year following

devaluation.

Co  Zÿ£ort recÿirements

5,26,  The four methods of treating imports in an input-output framework

were discussed in Chapter IIIÿ Section H and the relative merits of the

four variants for estimating the import content of demand were outlined°

In this section we shall extend our hypothetical accounts of the previous

two sections in order to illustrate how the impact on imports of a given

vector of final demand can be calculatedÿ using variants A and Do

5°27.  These calculations are illustrated in some detail since the

determination of the level of imports is often a vital part of an input-

output exerciseÿ particularly in economies where the balance of payments

imposes a constraint on their domestic economic policies.  Calculations

such as these are useful in short-term analysis since they enable one to

know the impact on both domestic output levels and on imports of a given

vector of fina! demand or a given change in final demand induced by some

policy measure.  Medium or long-term planning models may also use the methods

described here to determine import requirements in the target year of

the planning period°  In this case there may be a considerable amount of

preliminary work needed before the calculations described here could be

carried out.  Changes are likely to occur in the input coefficients as a

result of a technical change and in the import content of supplies due

to changes in relative home and foreign prices.  Some modelsÿ thereforeÿ

will prefer to introduce prices explicitly in order to forecast the

relative shares of imports and domestic production in total supplies°

5.28.  A given vector of domestic final demand generates a demand for

imports in two ways°  Firstlyÿ there is a direct demand for imported

consumer or capital goodsÿ secondlyÿ there is an indirect demand for

imported inputs from all industries involved, both directly and indirectlyÿ
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in sÿpplying that part of the domestic final demand which is not met by

imports.  In the case of the final demand vector of exports there is only

the second category - the indirect demand for imports.  Since the treat-

ment of home final demand differs somewhat from that of exports we shall

consider the impact on imports of an assumed final demand vector consisting

of home final demand of 100 for product B and export demand of i00 for A.

5.29.  The hypothetical set of accounts with imports treated as variant A

in Chapter IIIÿ Section Ho2 is shown in Table 5.9.  These accounts are

very similar to those in Table 5.1 but some alterations have been made in

order to include imports and exports.

Table 5.9.  Hypothetical &ccounts: Imports variant A

Commodity Industry
Home
final

demand

lOO  0   O

O  200  O

O  O 150

Incomes

Imports i0  50  50
i

Industry

0   20  25

30  0   30

0    80  0

70 iO0 75

llO 250 200 ] i00 200 1501

Commodity

25

140

8O

Exports

20

50

40

Totals

ii0

250

200

i00

200

150

5.30.  A distinction is made between industries and commodities but as

there is no secondary production this presents no problems and the commodity

x commodity input-output table will be identical to the commodity x industry

(see Chapter IIlÿ Section B).  The commodity x commodity coefficient

matrixÿ Aÿ can thus be written as A = Xq-I°   The notation is fully defined
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in the Appendix I. An asterisk (*) is used to indicate projected or assumed

levels of demand, supply, etc., and subscripts (d) and (m) are used to

indicate that part of a demand vector which is supplied from domestic

production and imports respectively.

5.81.  The sequence of calculations is shown in Table 5.10o  The entries

in columns (i) and (2) are obtained from Table 5.9 and this enables us

to calculate the import ratio of home demand (b) in column (3)°  The

assumed vectors of final demand are shoÿcn in columns (5)ÿ (6) and (7).

The direct import content of home final demand, hm, in column (8) is

found by multiplying columns (3) and (5).

5.32.  The second row of this table shows the input-output matrix in

coefficient form and by multiplying each of the rows by the domestic

content ratios from column (4), we obtain a matrix of domestic input

coefficients, Ad.  The inverse of this matrix is then calculated and this

shows the domestic output levels required in each sector to produce one

unit of output in each of the sectors.  From this matrix we can calculate

the output levels required to meet the assumed final demand in column (7);

these output levels are in column (i0).  By applying the coefficient

matrix A to these output levels we obtain X* a matrix of required input-

output flows (ii) from which we obtain the required intermediate demand

vectorÿ z*, in column (12).  We apply the average import ratios from

column (3) to this and obtain column (13)ÿ the intermediate demand for

imports.  The total demand for imports is found by confining the inter-

mediate and final demands for imports into column (15).

5.33.  Two points should be noted about this method.  Firstlyÿ the matrixÿ

which was inverted was Ad and not A o  Since the purpose of the Leontief

inverse is to calculate the repercussions on the productive system of a

given output or demand,imported  inputs must be omitted since they have

no re'percussions on the productive sectors.  Secondly, in calculating

the import content of both intermediate demand and final demand it was

necessary to assume the same import contents in both cases.  This, as was

pointed out in paragraph 3.94 is one of the main drawbacks of variant A.
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Table 5.10o Impact on imports of a liven vector of final demand
- imports variant A

m

•  (i)

A  i0

B  5O

C  5O

Imports Total
home
demand

z +h

content
of

home
demand

b

Domestic
content

of
home

demand
d

(3)

° iii

.250

o 312

Assumed final
demand

(4)

.889

.750

°688

(2)

9O

2OO

160

Home Export Total

h*    x*    fÿ'ÿ

(5)  (6)   (7)   (8)       (9)

0    I00     i00

i00     0    200

0    0     0

Import
content

of
final
demand

h* = bh*
m

O

25

0

Domestic
content

of
final
demand

f*  = dh* +xÿ

i00

75

Input coefficient
matrix A

oi

o3

.4

o3

.2

Domestic input
coefficients

Ad = ÿA

.089     .267

.225               .150

.275

1.040      .176      .304

.244     1o084      °228

.067      .298     1.063

(I - Ad)-I

A

B

C

Required
output
levels

q*=(I-Ad)-lg'ÿd

(to)

117.2

105.7

29.1

Required input-output
matrix

X*  = Aq*

35.2

(ii)          (12)     (13)   (14)=(8)  (15)

i0 ÿ6

42 o 3 .

8°7

5.8

Total
intermed °

demand

z*

19.3

41o0

42°3

Import
content

of
intermedo

demand
z* = bz*

m

2ol

i0.3

13.2

Import
content

of
final
demand

h*
m

0

25

Total
import
content

mÿ

2.1

35 o3

13.2

50.6
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Since each commodity group may consist of a number of products with

different individual import contentsÿ if the product-mix variesÿ as is

likelyÿ between intermediate and final demandÿ the use of average import

content ratios will lead to inaccurate results °

5 °34o  A mudl more accurate estimate of import requirements can be

obtained if full details of imports are available as in variant Dr

described in Chapter IIIÿ Section H oSo  The hypothetical set of accounts

used in Table 5.9 are shown in Table 5oll as variant D with complete

separation of imports and domestic products throughout the accoun,tSo

5.35 o  The calculation of import requirements for this system is shown

in Table 5.12o  The import content of home final demand is shown in column

(3) and has been calculated from the first two columns which are obtained

from the basic data in Table 5ollo  The import content of the assumed

home final demand is calculated in column (7) and the domestic content of

final demand (home and exports) is shown in column (8)°  In the second

row of this table the matrix of domestic input coefficientsÿ Adÿ is shown°

This is obtained by expressing the domestic entries in the input-output

table in Table 5oll as coefficients°  The Leontief inverse of this

matrix is next calculated and used to findÿ in column (iDÿ the total output

requirements of the final demand vector.  In the bottom row of the table

the matrix of imported input coefficientsÿ Amy is calculated from the

basic accounts (12) and used to find the inputs of imports required to

meet the calculated level of outputs°  The total intermediate demand for

imports is found by summing along the rows of this matrix at (13) and

appears in column (14)o  The direct final demand for imports is added to

this to give the import requirements in column (16) of the assumed vector

of final demand°

5°36°  A comparison of columns (14)-(16) in Table 5o12 with columns (13)-

(15) in Table 5°10 shows that the composition of the total import re-

quirements differs noticeably between the two approaches°

5°37°  In these examples the total import requirements are very similar

but this will not always be the case and the more accurate results will be

!
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Table 5 .ll.  Hÿfpothetical accountsÿ imports variant D

d

i

d
Commodity

i

d

i

Commodity Industry

150

Incomes

Imports           i0   50   50

i00   0    0

0  2OO  0

0   0

Industry

0    14   45

0    6  0

20     0   20

i0   0  i0

0     60    0

0   2O  0

70 i00  75

Home
final
demand

21

4

ii0

3O

5O

3O

Exports

20

0

5O

0

4O

0

Totals

llO

250

200

100

20O

150

I  ii0  250  200 i00  200  150  1

Note: d = domestic product

i = imported product
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Table 5.12.  Impact on imports Of a given vector of
final demand: imports variant D

Total

Home final demand

Imported  Import
content

h

Assumed final

Home

8O

140

h       b
m

(2)     (3)

4       .160

30        .214

30        .375

(ÿ)

25

hÿ

(4)

0

i00

0

AJ

BJ

ci

demand

Export

x:ÿ

(5)

lO0

0

0

Final

f*

(6)

100

100

0

Import
content
of final

demand
h* = bh*

m

(7)       (8)

0

21.4

Domestic
content
of final

demand
fÿ= f* - hÿ

i00.0

78.6

0

<

=

A I

B I

c I

Domestic input
coefficients

-i
Ad = Xd q

(9)

• 07   .03

.2         .13

.30

i .036

.215

.065

Inverse

(I - Ad)-i

(io)

.172

1.076

.320

.332

.204

i .091

Required
output levels

q* = (I - Ad)-i fÿ

(ii)

117.2

106.3

31.7

A

B

C

Imported input
coefficients

A-1
A   =  X   q
m     m

Required inputs

. i0

(12)            (13)         (14)     (15)=(7) (16)

.03

°10

.O7

of imports

^,X* = Amq',
m

3.2

11.7          2.2

i0.6    0

Internal
demand

for
imports

Z*
m

3.2

13.9

i0.6

Final
demand
for

imports
f*

m

0

21.4

0

Total
import
content

3.2

35.3

i0.6

49 .i
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obtained with variant D which can allow for different import contents

in each sector of demand - both between final and intermediate demand and

within intermediate demand°

5°38.  The use of variants B and C should be briefly discussed.  Variant

C is a special case of variant D where only complementary imports are

treated separately.  Competitive imports are classed with domestic

products and the calculations will thus be similar to variant A with re-

quirements for complementary imports following the pattern of variant Do

The use of variant B is also similar to variant Dÿ in place of a matrix

of imported inputs as in the last row of Table 5 o122 variant B will have

a vector of import coefficients and the result will be intermediate demand

for imports classified by purchasing industry and not by imported

commodity.  The total import requirements can be obtained but not the

commodity details; this is the main drawback of this variant.

Do  Investment and

5°39°  In the discussion in all previous sections of this volume all the

transactions in the input-output tables have been transactions in goods

and services required for current production.  No consideration has been

given to inter-industry transactions in capital goods.  In this section

the input-output framework will be extended to cover not only the demands

one industry places on another for goods and services for further

processingÿ but also to include demands for capital goods which are required

in order to add to the stock of existing capital equipment.

5.40.  The demand for capital goods has previously been shown as a vector

of gross domestic fixed capital formation which shows the total demand

from all industries for capital goods but does not show the details of

the purchasing industries (eogo Table 5.1)o  It is possibles howeverÿ to

show this vectorÿ vÿ as a matrix Vÿ which will record the sales of capital

goods by industries in the rows to the purchasing industries in the

columns.  In this case the basic accounting equation (2,5) can be written as:

or

q=Aq+v+c

q = Aq + Vi + c (5.8)
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where c is final consumption, i.eo that part of final demand which is not

capital formation°  Thereforeÿ we have now two matrices of inter-industry

transactionsÿ one relating to transactions in goods used in current

production and the other relating to transactions in capital goods o

5°41°  If we wish to use equation (5°8) to calculate output levels of

industries required for certain postulated levels of final consumption

it is desirable to relate the investment mutrixÿ Vÿ to output in some

way.  Since the level of investment in an economy is generally accepted

to be a function of changes in the level of output rather than a function

of the actual level of outputÿ a coefficient matrix for capital goods

will be expressed in a Father different form from the current input-output

coefficient matrixÿ A o  Since the total size of the existing stock of

capital equipment is directly related to the level of output we may define

a matrixÿ Kÿ the entries in whichÿ kij ÿ will show the stock of goods

produced by industry i which industry j holds per unit of its (full

capacity) output.  A column of this matrix describes what may be called

the capital structure of an industry showing the proportions in which

huildingsÿ machineryÿ vehlclesÿ etcoÿ as well as inventories of raw

materialsÿ spare parts and other supplies are held by the industry in its

production process°

5.42.  The total stock of capital assets held by an industry at any time

will be determined by its capital structure as shown in the capital

coefficient matrix Kÿ and its level of output.  An increase in this stock

is net investment by the industry and thus we see that investment will

depend on the capital coefficients and increases in the level of output.

If we write S as the total stock of capital equipment and use subscripts

to denote timeÿ we have:

S2

SI = Kql

S2 = K$2

-  S1 = K(q2

V=Eÿq
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5.43.  This provides the necessary link between the investment matrix,

Vÿ and output and if we combine equations (5°8) and (5.9) we have:

q = Aq + KAq + c (5.1o)

whereAq is the increase in output between the year in question and the

following year°

5.44.  In order to solve this equation and use it in calculations it is

necessary to eliminate the term Aq.  We can write, with time subscripts)

ql = Aql + KAql + Cl

q2 = Aq2 + KAq2 + c2 (5°ll)

and by subtraction obtain:

Aql =  q2 -ql

= AAql + K(Aq2 - Aql) + AcI (5 °12)

If we assume the output grows on a linear path over time the increase in

output levels from year 1 will be the same as from year 2, i.e.

Aql = Aq2 and (5.12) will become:

i,eo

Aq = AAq + Ac

Aq = (I - A)-lAc (5.13)

By inserting this value of Aq in (5.9) we see that the level of investment

can be written as:

V : K(I - A)-IAc                                 (5.1ÿ)
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5.45.  By combining (5.10) and (5.18) or (5.8) and (5o14) we obtain:

q = Aq + K(I - A)-IAc + c

which solving for q gives:

q = (I - A)-I [c + K(I - A)-IAc] (5.15)

5,46.  In this equation the output levels are dependent on the inter-

industry transactions involved in supplying both final consumption and

the capital requirements of the future growth in consumption.  The first

term in equation (5.15) is (I - A)-ic and this shows the total output re-

quirements (both direct and indirect) of the assumed level of final con-

sumption°  The demand for capital goods is not included here but appears

in the other term of the equation.  The future growth in consumption c

will require output levels (I - A)-lAc.  In order that this additional

output maybe produced in the following yearÿ capital goods must be produced

in the current year.  This demand for capital goods is determined by the

capital coefficient matrix K and the level of investment is given as in

(5.14) as K(I - A)-IAc°  The total output requirements of this level of

investment demand is the second term in (5°15):  (I   A)-I K(I - A)-IAc.

5°47°  A simple model based on equation (5.15) is able to estimate future

output levels required for a certain assumed future level c7 consumption

and growth in consumption.  No assumptions need to be made about the

level of investment demand{ the use of the capital coefficient matrixÿ K,

enables one to calculate investment demand within the equation.

5.48°  The introduction of the capital structure into the input-output

system described above is probably the simplest way in which this additional

input matrix can be incorporated.  There are various more cc  Lex

treatments but consideration of these is beyond the scope of the present

volume.  Some qualifications shouldÿ howeverÿ be made to the above approach

and these will indicate ways in which this approach may be developed°
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5°49°  Firstlyÿ it should be emphasised that it is possible to estimate

investment demand using a production function approach rather than capital

matrices°  In this case an initial estimate of demand will be made and

combined with the assumed level of final consumptionÿ the output levels

required for this level of final demand will be calculated using equation

(5 °8)°  A production function (eog° of the Cobb-Douglas type) can then be

used to calculate the investment requirements of these output levels o

This second estimate of investment demand can then replace the initial

estimate and a second set of output levels can be calculated.  This iterative

procedure will usually soon converge to a solution to yield estimates of

investment demand and output levels °

5°50.  Secondlyÿ the investment demand which we have been considering

is that which arises due to a desire to increase the stock of capital°

There is also usually a demand for capital goods to replace certain parts

of the existing stock of capital whose useful working life is exhausted°

These two categories of investment can usefully be termed extension and

replacement demand.  Given knowledge of the age structure of the existing

stock of capital the level of replacement demand in a future year can be

calculated outside the model equation (5o15) and can be entered as part

of the exogenous assumed level of final consumption demand.  Investment

to extend the capital stock will then be estimated as outlined above°  It

should be noted that this investment will be negative for an industry

whose future output is decliningÿ although replacement investment would

always be positive.

5.51ÿ  Thirdlyÿ it was assumed that all capital goods required in one year

would be produced during the previous year.  Howeverÿ for certain types

of capital equipment the gestation period may well be longer than one year.

For instanceÿ the building of an electricity generating station may

produce demands for building and construction activity three or four years

before it is completed and demands for machinery during the following

two years.  The demands for capital goods generated through matrix K in

(5°15) will thus have to spread over four years and the leve! of investment

in the future year in question will thus be dependent on the rate of output
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growth and capital requirements over the following four years.  Equation

(5o15) can be adapted to incorporate these complications°

5.52o  Fourthlyÿ it may not be felt reasonable to assumed that the capital

input coefficients do not change over time as was done in equation (5°9)

where these matrices have no time subscript°  Annual changes in the capital

structure of an industry may not be large but if al!owance is to be made

for them this requires that investment demand in (5.9) must allow for

changes in K in addition to the growth in output.

5°58°  Fina!lyÿ we should note that equation (5.15)ÿ although it introduces

the link between growth in output and investment in a future yearÿ does

only provide estimates of output levels in one future year°  The continuous

linking of required output levels in a series of successive years via

capital requirements can be achieved only with a fully dynamic input-output

system.  This will provide estimates of output levels for a series of years

and thus show the path along which the economy can be expected to move

from the current year to the future year at the end of the projection perioio

Dynamic input-output systems are discussed in Section F of this chapter.

E°  Planninÿ models

io  Introduction

5.55.  One of the most important uses of input-output tables is in medium-

term planning where the aim is to obtain a detailed forecast of supplies

and demands within the economy for a 'rtarget year" five to ten years ahead°

A certain growth rate in total national product and in the main components

of demand is assumed over the planning period and an input-output model

can then be used to disaggregate the forecast and obtain estimates of

industry output levels as well as import and factor input requirementsÿ

the latter can be balanced respectively against expected exports and

factorsÿ especially labourÿ availabilities iotest whether or not the assumed

growth rate is feasible°

5.56.  The exact benefits derived from such an exercise may vary according

to the nature of the economy where it is being carried out°  In a centrally-

planned economy it enables the authorities to plan production accurately
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at the level of the industry andÿby correctly phasing investment, to ensure

optimum utilisation of capacity and resources.  In a capitalist economy

where the decisions on production and capacity are made by a large number

of individual firms, this is not possible.  Howeverÿ a plan based on

an input-output model will help to ensure that these decisions will all

be made within the same framework of growth rates.  In this way planned

production in individual industries should neither fall short ofÿ nor exceedÿ

the demands for their products from final purchasers and other industriesÿ

i.e. consistency will be achieved between industries.

5.57.  This establishment of consistent targets is one important aspect

of "indicative, planning" in free market economics.  The other important

aspect is the aim of increasing the growth rate of the economy.  The

target growth rate will then be set higher than the prevailing growth

rate and it is hopeÿ that the consistent framework of the plan will enable

industries to plan their future activities more efficiently and with greater

confidence, and furth r that the details of the plan may pin-point

particular aspects of the economy which 9equire special attention (e.gÿ

shortage of labour of a particular type).  In these ways it is hoped that

the higher growth rate will be achieved.

5.58.  It is probably correct to say that of the large number of planning

models which exist in the industrialised economies of the worldÿ none are

identical.  Although the basic aim - a disaggregated forecast of supplies

and demand - is usually the same the details may vary considerably as will

also the emphasis each country places on particular aspects of the planning

exercise.  In an economy like the U.K. with a large element of foreign

tradeÿ considerable emphasis will be placed on the import requirements and

the likely balance of payments implications of a planned target rate of

growth.  Alternativelyÿ emphasis may be placed on labour requirements

compared with the expected working population not only in total but

perhaps also in detailÿ e.g. by type of skill or geographical region.

Howeverÿ the general principles of an input-output plan and the relation-

ships to be considered are common to all planning exercises and it is these

which will be considered in this section.
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5.59,  Diagrams 5,1 and 5.2 are based on the model of the U.K. economy

developed at the Department of Applied Economicsÿ Cambridge.Iÿ7/  In other

models many aspects may vary - the sequence of calculationsÿ what is

considered exogenous and endogenousÿ the equations which link variables -

butthe model described here can usefully illustrate the general

methodology of an input-output plan o

5°60.  In order to simplify the description we shall first of all describe

the model shown in Diagram 1 which omits any consideration of foreign trade°

Laterÿ the foreign trade aspects of the modelÿ as shown in Diagram 2ÿ

will be discussed°  The numbers in brackets in the following paragraphs

refer to the stages in the sequence of calculations shown in the diagrams.

2o  Closed econommÿ

5.61o  The starting point in Diagram 1 is the assumed level of gross

domestic product based on the growth rate planned from the base year to

the target year (1)°  This value and all the other demand and output levels

will be expressed in constant base year prices.  This total must be split

into the four main components of demand - private consumptionÿ public con-

sumption and capital formation in both inventories and fixed capita! (2)°

These are initial estimatesÿwhich will be subsequently amen4ed in later

calcu" ationsp and can be based on observations of past trends in the shares

of the four components in the total.  Better estimates may be available

from a macro-economic model and in both cases it may be necessary to allow

for any effect which broad socio-economic policy may have on aspects such

as the balance between private and public consumptionÿ or the balance

between consumption and investment.

5 °62,  These four figures of demand by each sector must be disaggregated

to give vectors of demand for each commodity group in the model (3),  The

details of private consumersv expenditure can be estimated by a model

incorporating price and income elasticities and an initial assumptioÿ

about the relative prices of commoditles in the target year.  The

.}

:\

i>

[

?

17/
See Department of Applied Economicsÿ Cambridge Universityÿ
197__ÿ2ÿ Volume 9ÿ ÿrs!nme for Growthÿ (Chapman Hallÿ 1970ÿ----
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Diagram 5ol.  Input-output model - closed econonÿ
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classification of consumers' expenditure used in such a model may well

have been the normal national accounting classification analysing the

purÿoseÿ or objectÿ of final consumption expenditure.  The requirement in

an input-output model is the same as in a full matrix presentation of

the national accounts i.eo a commodity classification of expenditure.  It

will be necessary in this case to convert the classification from

purposes to commodities (see S.N.Ao paragraphs 2.33-2.36).  The details

of public consumption can be obtained from forecasts of the functional

breakdown of expenditure made within government°  An initial estimate of

the commodity composition of investment demands is also required but this

will be adjusted and improved during the calculations of output and

capital requirements°

5.63.  The initial estimates of the final demand for commodities are now

completed (4) and can be combined with the input-output coefficient matrixÿ

A, to yield estimates of the level of intermediate demand (5) and total

requimed output levels (6) using the Leontief inverseÿ and equation (2.6).

5.64°  When the output levels of industries are known the capital and

labour requirements can be calculated (7)°  The former was discussed in

the previous section where it was noted that it was possible to include

a capital input-output matrix in the basic equation or alternatively to

estimate investment demand using a production function approach separate

from the main equation.  Labour requirements can be estimated by using a

production function approach or by a detailed study of labour productivity

in each industry°  The latter facilitates an analysis of labour require-

ments by type of skill but it is necessary to enforce consistency in the

estimates of labour and capital requirements which would come automatically

from a production function.

5.65.  If investment demand is not being calculated using capital input-

output matrices this is the stage when the initial estimates of investment

demand will be revised in the light of the calculations of capital require-

ments based on output levels (8).  The cycle of operations described so

far wil! then be repeated to give a third estimate of investment demand

and it will be necessary to repeat this cycle until a convergent solution
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is reÿched °

5.66.  Finallyÿ it is necessary to introduce prices ,into the model.  All

the previous calculations of demand and output have been expressed in

constant base year prices in order to measure changes in the volume of

output.  It is also necessary to make forecasts about the levels of prices

in the target yearÿ in order to allow for changes in the relative prices

of commodities and of factors.  The calculations of capital and labour

requirements will yield estiÿlates of physical factor input coefficients

in the tarÿetÿ year (9).  ÿ.,st±ÿa°- t..eo 'ÿ will also be made of the rates of payments

per unit of factors (!0) and these two estimates can be co1:ÿined to give

estii,lates of pri.mary input coefficients (ii)0  These estimates of home

costs are_ used with the commodity input matrix:, Aÿ to calculate the prices

of commodities using equation (5.2)(12).

5.67.  These prices will be expressed as indices with the base year equal

to unity°  If it is felt to be difficult to estimate the likely absolute

increase in factor nrices (i.eo to predict the amount of inflation) this

does not present a serious problem providing that an estimate can be made

of any changes in relative factor prices°  These estimated relative

factor prices can be expressed as indices of the base year prices and used

to estimate relative commodity prices in the target year.  The absolute

level of pricesÿ although of some interestÿ is not vital to the working of

a model such as this but changes in relative prices are important.

5.68.  The final link of the diagrarÿ is to replace the initial estimates

of relative commodity prices which were used to determine the details

of consumers' expenditure by the calculated relative prices (13) and thus

to adjust the initial estimates of final demand°

5°69.  The final solution of this model will produce estimates of the

following: the demand for commodities from each of the four sectors of

final demandÿ intermediate demand for commoditiesÿ commodity output

levelsÿ labour and capital inputs; and the prices of commodities either

relative or absolute levels.
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5 °70.  It will finally be necessary to compare the estimated demand for

labour ÿ.ÿith expected size and composition of working population (14).

This may indicate that the chosen growth rate for the economy will

require more labour than will be available or, alternatively, that it

would result in an excessively high level of tunemploÿjm,ÿent.  If the labour

requirements have been analysed in some detail the model may produce a set

of requirements for labour skills which it is felt is so different from the

existing pattern that adequate training and re-training could not be

achieved in the span of years available.  In these three cases it is then

necessary to repeat the calculations with a different assumed growth

rate until a satisfactory balance has been achieved between the supply

and the demand for labour°

5.71o  This solution has been described as a sequence of calculations,

certain parts of which may be repeated a num£oer of "times as a convergent

solution is reached.  The alternative to this iterative solution would

be the simultaneous estimation of all equations linking all the endogenous

variab].es°  This Will be preferable providing the relations between

the variable can be expressed in such a way as to make this possible.

The choice between the two approachesÿ or a compromiseÿ will largely

depend on the exact nature of the relationship specified between some of

the variables.

3.  Ecoÿ_q_9ÿ9ÿ with foreign trade

5.72.  The illustrative model can now be extended to include foreign trade.

There are various ways in which imports and exports can be incorporated

into an input-output model but it is not intended to discuss these
18/ Diagram 5.2 serves to outline the

variations in the present volÿe.ÿ

relationships which must be incorporated when dealing with foreign trade

although it does not specify the details of these relationships.  Much of

the sequence of,calculations is the same as in the closed economy mode!

in Diagram 5ol and we shall mention only the additional items.

18/ For a good review of the various methods see Lecomber: "Input-Output

and the Trading Economy" in  Input-Output in the United Kindÿ
edited by WoFo Gossling,(Frank Cass, 1970)o
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Diagram 5.2.   Input-output model with foreign trade
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5.73°  An initial estimate of total exports andtheir commodity coÿmposition

must be made (4)°  This may be a simple extrapolation of past trends or

it may be based on more sophisticated methods based on forecasts of the

pattern of world trade and allowing for shifts in relative home and

foreign price levels.  In either caseÿ the initial estimates are likely

to be revised later°

5.74.  Imports enter into the sequence of calculations at the stage when

the total demand for commodities has been estimated (7).  Methods of

using input-output tables (8) to estimate the proportions in which these

demands will be met from domestic production and imports were discussed

in Section C of this chapter°  It is often desirable to make the

allocation of total supplies between domestic production and imports

depend on the relative levels of home and foreign prices,  The Cambridge

U.Ko modelÿ for instanceÿ includes a set of about 80 regression equations

in which the level of imports of each of the commodities is dependent on

the level of demand by final consumers and/or the main purchasing

industries and the price level of imports relative to domestic prices.

In many cases other explanatory variabl4s peculiar to the commodity in

question are also usedo19/  At this stage in the sequence of calculations

these equations can be used to determine the levels of imports and

domestic production of each of the commodities (9).

5.75.  The calculation of factor requirements (10)ÿ the feedback to initial

estimates of capital forÿnation (ll) and the determination of home costs

(13) are the same here as in the closed economy model°  When estimating

the levels of home commodity prices it is neceosary to allow for the fact

that these should now depend on the prices of imported inputs in addition

to primary inputs (14).  This can be achieved by using the methods

described in Section B of this chapter using equations (5.4) or (5o7)ÿ

5°76.  The predicted levels of export prices will be usually very similar

19/ See Department of Applied Economicsÿ Cambridge University, The

Determinants of Britainfs Visible Imports, 19ÿ, Volo i0ÿ
A Pÿamme of Growthÿ (Chapman and Hall, 1970).
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to those of domestically produced goods sold at home (16).  A possible

reason for some difference would be if export prices had been observed

in the past to move differently from domestic prices due either to a

different product-mix or different competitive pressures.  In some

countries prices of exports have been found to rise less rapidly than

those of domestically produced goods sold at home°  When the levels of

export prices have been predicted it may be necessary to revise the initial

estimates of the commodity composition of total exports (17).

5.77.  Finallyÿ the open economy model has to deal with the balance of

payments.  The estimates of volume of imports and exports must be combined

with the predicted price levels to give estimates of the value of trade

in ÿarget yearÿ rather than base yearÿ prices (18ÿ 19).  All trade in

marketed goods and services will he covered by these calculations but

separate estimates will be required of a few other items in order to complete

the current account transactions in the balance of payments °  It will be

necessary to obtain estimates of consumersÿ expenditure abroadÿ foreign

consumersÿ expenditure within the economyÿ government receipts and

expenditures and of income payments in both directions arising out of

either employment or ownership of capital.  When these are included an

estimate will be available of the external balance on current account (20)

which can then be compared with the desired balance (21).  This will be

arrived at after due consideration of the likely capital account trans-

actions and level of reservesÿ both actual and desired.

5.78.  This open economy model faces two constraints.  Firstlyÿ the supply

of labourÿ as in the closed economy model (22)ÿ andÿ secondlyÿ the balance

of paymentso  If either of these constraints are not met it will be

necessary to compute the model again assuming a different overall growth

rate.  Experience suggests that such a re-computation will be with a lowerÿ

rather than a higherÿ growth rate since in many cases one of the aims of

such a model is to explore the feasibility of obtaining a higher growth

rate than is currently prevailing in the economy.
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4.  Some results

5.79.  The use of an input-output model for an open economy can be

illustrated by looking briefly at some of the results of the Cambridge

U.K. model referred to in the previous section.  The base year of the

projection was 1966 and the model was used to examine the implications

for the U.Ko economy of a certain growth rate between 1966 and 1972.

The model devoted considerable attention to foreign trade and can thus

be used to determine the balance of payments implications of various growth

rates°

5.80.  The full details of this projection of thÿ model are to be found

in the volume referred to in the previous section on page 123.  Here

reference will be made only to the balance of payments aspects.

5.81.  The estimated relationship between the balance of payments and

the level of home unit costs in the target year for three different growth

rates over the projection period is shown in Diagram 513.

5.82.  The initial assumption was made that the increase in home unit

costs during the projection period would be in line with their past

trend rate of increase.  The past trend in the increase in foreign prices

was also projected forward to 1972.  The model showed that an annual

growth rate in gross domestic product of 3% would result in a deficit

of £715 million in the balance of trade in goods and services°  It was

then shown that equilibrium in the trade balance could be obtained if

home unit costs in 1972 were only 2% above their 1966 levelÿ whereas the

projection of past trends suggested that the likely level in 1972 would

be 13% higher than in 1966.

5.83.  Given the prevailing rate of inflation in the U.K. and in otheÿ

economiesÿ such a small increase in costs was unlikely.  The model was

then estimated for a growth rate of G.D.P. of 2.4% - a rate significantly

less than that prevailing over the previous decade.  Even with this low

growth rate the model suggested a deficit of £400 million with the trend

value of home unit costs and that a deficit could only be avoided if

the increase in home unit costs could be restricted to about 6%.
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Diagram 5.3.  Projected relationship between balance of
oayments and home unit costsÿ U°Ko mode!
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Source: Department of Applied Economics, Cambridge University, Explorinÿ
and unpublished results of calculations.

5.84.  When an annual growth rate of 4% in G.D.P° i.e. significantly

higher than the past trend was examined, the model showed that a deficit

would only be avoided if home unit costs in 1972 could be at a level of

2% below the actual 1966 level.

5.85.  The implications drawn from this study were thatÿ since a
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sufficiently rigorous prices and incomes policy was unlikely to be

institutedÿ serious consideration should be given to the devaluation of

sterling.  It seemed that only in this way could the level of home unit

costs relative to foreign prices be brought sufficiently below the

projected trend value and thus enable the U.K. economy to achieve even

moderate economic growth and avoid a balance of trade deficit.

5.86°  The actual outcome in the first five years of this six year pro-

jection period has shown that from 1966 to 1971 home unit costs relative

to foreign prices have grown at the previous trend rate although both

have risen faster over this period than their previous trend rate°  From

1968 to 1971 the economy grew at 2°2% per annum which from Diagram 5.3

would suggest a deficit of about ÿ300 million.  The fact that a surplus

of about ÿ600 million was achieved in 1971 can be explained by the 14%

devaluation of sterling in 1967 and by the fact that in 1971 the economy

was operating below full capacity.

5.  PrPÿection of input-output coefficients

5.87.  It will be useful to conclude this discussion of planning models

by summarising the role which is played by input-output tables in such

models.  The primary function of the input-output table is to provide

an estimate of the intermediate demand for commodities required to meet

the postulated level of final demand.  Secondlyÿ the table will be usedÿ

to a greater or lesser extentÿ to make the division between imports and

home-produced goods.  The third role of the input-output table is in the

determination of price levels.  These applications of input-output have

been treated separately in earlier sections of this chapter and need no

further discussion.

5.88.  It is appropriateÿ howeverÿ to consider the question of obtaining

an estimate of the input-output coefficients for the target year.  It

was shown in Chapter IIlÿ Section M that input coefficients are not stable

over time and it is obvious that base year coefficients will yield in-

accurate results if applied to the target year.
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5.89.  T.he problem of projecting input coefficients is increased since

many countries have only a small number of tables relating to previous

years and these may not be strictly comparable one with another due to

changes in classification or having been compiled by different organisations0

If a sufficient nÿmber of past observations were availableÿ it would be

possible to measure the time trend in each of the coefficients and thus

to project the coefficients for the required number of years into the

future.  Typicallyÿ however, a sufficient number of past tables are not

available and this approach cannot be applied.

5,90.  The extreme situation arises when there is only one observed table

for a previous year based on full information and one (or more) estimated

using the R.A.So methods described in Chapter III, Section L°  There it

was shown that the input coefficient table for the current yearÿ Atÿ

could be estimated from an earlier table say, At_5ÿ using row and column

multipliers, r and s, expressing, respectively, substitution and

fabrication effects.  Thus :

At : r At_5 s                                                  (5,16)

5.91.  If an estimate of a future table, sayÿ At+5, is required, this

could be obtained by a simple projection of the row and column multipliers

based on the current matrix:

At+5 = r At s                                         (5.17)

If the projection period is different from the time period between the

base and current years, the r and s multipliers must be changed.  Thus

if a projection for ten years ahead was required we would have:

2    ÿ2
At+lO = r  At s                                             (5.18)

5.92.  The limitations of this approach will be very apparent in view of

the earlier discussion of the simple R.A.S. method.  No exogenous
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information is included here about either the past movements in

coefficients or possible future changesÿ and errors in the multipliers

are projected into the future°

5o93o  A more typical situation is where it is necessary to make estimates

of future coefficients on the basis of perhaps only three past

observations of the coefficients °  Whilst it is obviously possible to fit

a time trend to only three observations ÿ the margin of error is likely

to be so great that the results must be interpreted and used with very

great care.  This is particularly the case with any coefficients which

exhibit a cyclical movement since it will be very difficult to distinguish

the trend from the cycle.  Furthermoreÿ the exercise will be hindered

by possible, unknownÿ errors of measurement in the basic data.

5°94.  It is desirhble wherever possible to incorporate exogenous

information on particular coefficients.  As was suggested earlier

(paragraphs 3o132-3o133) there will be a number of coefficients for which

data is available annually.  A careful study of past movements in such

coefficients must becarried out and a future projection made.

5.95,  Tentative projections can be made of the other cells based on the

few observations which are available.  These projections should be

checked with industrial experts wherever possible aÿdÿ if necessaryÿ

amended.  Such liaison between those centrally involveÿ' ÿn the projection

exercise and people directly involved in the industriÿ     der consideration

should considerably improve the accuracy of the projections.

5.96.  It was noted in paragraph 3.134 that it is useful to knov which are

the cells in the input-output matrix which have the greatest effect on

the accuracy of the results.  This is as relevant to a projection

exercise as it is to an up-dating exercise.  Estimates of intermediate

demand will be more sensitive to changes in some cells than to changes in

other cells.  If the more important cells are identified it will be

useful to devote resources to a study of their movement over time and

thus to improve the quality of the projection.

5.97.  With the passage of time the number of observations of input

coefficients is increasing in all countriesÿ the accuracy of the data

will be improving and the range of industrial statistics will be extending
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and it should, therefore, be possible gradually to improve the degree of

accuracy with which one can estimate future coefficients.  Less reliance

will need to be placed on crude R.A.S. extrapolations and on fewer

occasions will predictions be made based on a very limited nurÿ{oer of

past observations.  In more cases it will be possible to study a time

series of coefficients, to observe how this changes and to explore some

of the reasons for the observed changes.  In all casesÿ even with

maximum dataÿ consultation with industrialexperts should considerably

improve forecasts of coefficients.

F°  Dÿnamic input- outnut

5.98.  In recent years increasing attention has been devoted to dynamic

input-output models and the distinction between static and dynamic systems

must be made clear.  We began in earlier sections of this chapter with a

simple input-output model in which the demand for capital goods was

treated as exogenous.  In Section D we introduced capital matrices and

thus allowed the level of investment demand to be determined within the

model.  This acknowledges the link between one year and another but does

not make the model a dynamic one.  Such a model remains a static model

since it concentrates on an examination of the economy in the terminal

year of the target period.  It may be noted from such a model that the

demand for capital goods will generate a demand for output in the year or,

if the time lags are long enough, years before the target year.  Apart from

this the intervening period will be ignored since the model is set up for

optimisation at a single point in time.

5.99.  The essential distinction of a dynamic model is that it traces the

path of the economy from the base year to the target year in such a way

that it becomes possible to optimise the pattern of future growth given

some objective functionÿ rather than focussing attention solely on the

final year of the, target period°  In a static model no attention is paid

to the actual path of the main variables in the economy which are simply

assumed to adjust to the required levels.

5o100o A dynamic model in its purest form can be written:
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qt = Aqt + Kqt + ct                               (5o19)

where qt is the rate of dÿange of output with respect to time (dq/dt).

Such models are theoretically appealing but computational and estimation

problems confine the practical applications to models of a simpler type

looking at a series of discrete but related time periods.

5.101.  In this case we shall have a series of equations in the form of

equation (5.10) relating to each of the years in the planning period of

t years :

ql = Aql + KAql + Cl

q2 = Aq2 + KAq2 + c2

e
e

qt = Aqt + KAqt + ct (5.20)

5.102o  These equations express the d@mand for capital goods in a very

simple manner by relating it to the future growth in output using the

capital input matrixÿ K.  In this way the link between successive time

periods is established and it becomes possible to examine the effect which

a particular level of demand in a certain year has on the output levels of

other industries in preceding years as well as in the current year.

5.103.  Since Aqt = qt+l - qt' it is possible to re-write equation (5.20)

in its general form as:

qt = Aqt - Kqt + Kqt+l + ct (5.21)

5.104.  If we re-arrange the terms in (5.21)  and write H = (I - A + K)

we have:
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I/i
HlqI - ÿlq2   cI

H2q2 - K2q3 = c2

o
o
o
o

}ltqt - Ktqt+I = ct (5.22)

5.105.  if we are considering a planning period of t vears it is

convenient for discussion to exclude the effect on these years of output

levels in subsequent years; we can then omit the term in qt+l from the

last line of equation (5.22).  For simplification alsoÿ we shall assume

that there is no technical change in the economy i.e. that the

coefficients in A and K are constant.  This enables us to omit the time

subscrints from }] and K.  We thus obtain the following solution for qt:

qt = H-l ct                                          (5.23_)

5.106.  From the next to last line of equation (5.22) we obtain:

qt-i=   H-I       ct-i      + H-I Ko.t                             (5.24)

If we substitute the value of qt from (5.23) into (5.24) we obtain a

solution for qt-l:

qt-i  H-I       -i=      ct_I + H   KH-I qt (5 °25)

5.107.  Similarlyÿ from the previous line of (5.22) we obtain:

qt_2=H-I       +H-Ict_2        Kqt_&
(5 °26)

and substituting (5.25)into (5.26) we have:
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= H-1      H-1 KH-1      H-1 KH-1 KH-1
qt-2       ct-2 +          ct-I +               ct (s .27)

5,108,  This stepwise solution can be continued back through equation

(5ÿ22) until a solution for the first yearÿ and thus all yearsÿ of the

planning period has been obtained.  Each of these solutions will be similar

to equation (5.27) but will contain increasingly more terms.

5o109.  It must be remembered that each of the terms q and c in the above

equations are vectors and not single numbersÿ they represent respectively

the output levels of a number of commodities and the final consumer

demand for those commodities.  In this way it is possible to determine

the sequence of annual output levels-in each industry that would enable

the economy to yield the sequence of final demands given on the right' hand

side of equation (5.22) o

5ollOo  The dynamic input-output system was developed by Leontieÿ/ who

has given a more formal exposition using a full matrix presentationÿ in

which he illustrates the application of the dynamic inverse to the U.S°

economy o

5.111.  In a static input-output sÿrstem it is possible to calculate the

direct and indirect output requirements of each commodity of one unit of

final output of a given commodity.  In a similar way the dynamic inverse

can be applied to calculate the requirements of a given amount of final

output not only in the current year but alsoÿ through direct and indirect

capital requirements ÿ in all preceding years.

5.112.  It is useful to quote a specific example of Leontiefÿs

calculations using the dynamic inverseÿ in which he shows the output levels

in other industries in preceding years required to yield $1ÿO00 output of

machinery in the final year.  The output of metals required in the final

year is $120, the amount which one would calculate using the static inverse

matrixÿ (I - A)-1.  In the previous year $55 output of metals will be

mequired and in preceding years the requirements decline quite rapidly

20/ Leontiefÿ WoW° ÿ'tThe Dynamic Inverse" - in Contributions to In upuÿ

Out ut Anal sisÿ edited by AoPo Carter and A. Brody (North Hollandÿ
1970)°
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but amount to $5-$10 four years before the current year and are still

significant seven years earlier o  This long period over which output is

required reflects to a large extent the high metals content of tapital

goodsÿ the demand for some other products falls to zero much earlier

when requirements are traced back through past years°

5o113o This description of a dynamic input-output system is based on a

very simple assumption about the demand for capital goods i oeo that this

is determined by the growth in output in the year ahead and that capital

goods produced this year will be in full production next year°  Various

ways in which this simple assumption can be qualified were discussed in

Section D of this chapter (paragraphs 5.49-5°58)°  Introduction of such

qualifications make the System more realistic but add considerably to

the computational requirements of the dynamic inverse°

5.114o  The dynamic systemÿ such as that described above in equation (5.22)9

represents a very simple view of an economy°  In order to go from this to

a full dynamic model of an economy requires the introduction of separate

vectors of final consumer demandÿ the relationship of imports and exports

to the domestic economyÿ price equations etCo  In other words what is

involved is a model similar to that described in Diagram 5.2 which must be

set up in such a way that each of the years in the planning period are

linked together with the dynamic inverse°  The model can then be estimated

and balanced for each of the years and the time-path of the economy can

be examined°

5oI15o  This is obviously a formidable task but a few such models have

been set up in recent years°  Among these are a model of the Israeli

economy estimated by Brunoÿ Dougherty and Fraenkel2ÿ1/ which covers a

planning period of 15 years divided into six sub-periods of 2½ years°

This model maximises an objective function of the discounted flow of private

consumption over the planning period and the discounted value of the

capital stock at the end of the planning periodÿ the latter being included

to take into account the contribution of the present generation to the

21/ Brunoÿ Mo, Dougherty, Co, and Fraenkel, Mo,ÿDynamic Input-Outputÿ
Tÿade and Development'ÿ in Aÿlications of In ut-Out utAnal sis,
edited by AoPo Carter and A° Brody (North-Holland, 1970)o
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welfare of future generations°  Dynamic models incorporating a linear

programming solution have been developed in Japa2nÿ2/ and Hungary2ÿ/ .in

order to examine the optimal growth path of the economy°

5o116o  Most of the attempts at developing dynamic models run into data

and computational limitations which are often overcome by the use of

quite highly aggregated sectors.  Although many problems exist at

presentÿ dynamic models will generally be superior to static models which

concentrate on a single target year and thus ignore any implications for

the economy in intervening years of the chosen growth rate.  Dynamic

models overcome this by looking at the future growth path of the economy

year by year and the data and computational limitations which at present

hinder their practical application will doubtless become somewhat less

of a problem in the future°

Go  Index numbers

lo  General

5o117o  Index numbers of the quantity and price of the productionÿ import

and use of goods and services are required in dealing with many aspects

of the management of a modern economy and such indices areÿ thereforeÿ

commonly compiled as independent series as well as forming an integrated

part of the national accounts°  Current attempts to establish an

integrated set of price and quantity index numbers will fit both the

series of national accounting in constant prices and the traditional

indices of price and quantity into a singleÿ coherentÿ articulated frame-

work which will enhance the analytical usefulness and reliability of

these series of data (E/CN.3/427 and E/CNo3/428).2ÿ/

5o118o  The framework of national accounts at current and constant prices

22/ Murakamiÿ Y., Tomoyama, Koÿ and Tsukuiÿ Joÿ"Efficient Paths of
Accumulation and the Turnpike of the Japanese Economy"ÿ opocito

23/ Augustinovicsÿ M.,"A Twin Pair of Models for Long-Term Planning"ÿ
paper presented to the Fifth International Conference on Input-
Output Techniquesÿ Genevaÿ 1971o

24/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Counciÿourth
lement No. 2, chap. V.
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which is described in detail in the S.N.A. (see particularly Chapter 8),

provides a basis for the decomposition of flows of goods and services

into price and quantity components °  Such flows relate to gross output,

intermediate and final consumptionÿ gross fixed capital formationÿ

increase in stocks and imports and exports.  It is desirable to have an

index number system which provides price and quantity indices of these

flowsÿ in many cases distinguishing, in addition, the commodity composition

of these flows.

5o119o  It is, therefore, important that the national accounting framework

should include an input-output table at constant prices among the flows

which are to be decomposed in price and quantity elements.  As was

emphasised in Chapter I and Chapter IIIÿ Section N, the inclusion of the

input-output table and its conversion to constant prices at the same time

as other flows are being revalued will make for consistency between the

series in various parts of the accountsÿ thus increasing the accuracy

of the work°

5ÿ120.  The central role of the input-output table in the production

account in the national accounting framework makes it an invaluable

frame for purposes of determining the weightsÿ base-year and current-year,

of the system of index numbers, selecting interrelated samples for

collecting integrated series of quantity, price and value indicators,

and compiling linked and consistent series of index numbers of price,

quantity and value°  Though adequate basic data may not be available to

compile the suggested input-output tables of index number series

completely each yearÿ it would be desirable to carry this work forward as

far as is possible.  In any event, it will be advantageous to use the

input-ouZput tables as the frame for purposes of compiling annual, and

even quarterlyÿ series of index nunÿ0ers and for purposes of selecting

samples and weighting in the case of all types of inquiries.  The

compilation of annual series of index numbers within the framework of

input-output tables willÿ along with other thingsÿ furnish relatively

current weights for price series and the basis for compiling monthly

series of index numbers on the disposition of goods and services to

domestic sources°
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5.121.  The use of input-output tables as a frame for compiling the

system of index nurÿers should also be of assistance in filling in gaps

in the available series of indicators.

2.  Value added

5.122.  One of the most important uses of an input-output table in the

construction of index numbers is its role in the estimation of value-

added at constant prices by the double-deflation method°  The value-

added in each industry can be obtained by subtracting the value of

commodity inputs from the value of gross output and the sum of the value-

added in each industry provides an estimate of gross domestic product

from the output side.  The estimation of value-added at constant prices

thus involves revaluing the input-output table at constant prices and

sÿotracting the smÿ of commodity inputs into an industry at constant

prices from the value of its gross output also revalued at constant prices.

5.123.  In terms of the nresentation in the S.N.A. (Chapter 4ÿ Annex)ÿ

and assuming no difference between industries and commodities, the vector

of value-added in each industry in year Oÿ yoÿ can be ÿ¢ritten as:

Yo' =   Po' (I - AO)ÿO (5 °28)

A
The first term hereÿpoqoÿ'     measures the value of gross output of each

industry and the second termÿPoAoqo'   ÿ ÿ is the value at year O prices of the

column totals of the intermediate inputs of the input-output table (X = Aÿ)°

5.124.  It is convenient to re-arrange the terms in equation (5°28) and

obtain:

YO = $0 (I - Ao)Po (5.29)

The vector of industry value-added in year I valued at year 0 prices

can be written as:

Yo.1 = ÿ1 (I -, Ai)Po (5.30)
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Here both gross outputs and inputs have been revalued at year 0 prices

and subtracted to give value-added at constant prices.

5.125.  The Laspeyres base-weighted index of value added can then be

obtained by dividing (5.30) by (5.29):

)Po
A* = ql (I - Aÿ (5 o31)

o (I - Ag)Po

5°126.  The method of measuring quantity changes in value-added by

industry which is commonly used if an input-output table for the current

yearÿ lÿ is not availableÿ is the single-deflation method which consists

of applying value-added weights of the base-year to single indicators of

the different outputs°  This form of index can be written as:

Aÿ  ql (I - Ao)p°--   =                                                                                  (5.32)

qo (I - Aÿ)Po

5.i27.  In general the assumption that the coefficient matrix has not

changed will not be ÿustified and this index is likely to produce an in-

accumate result°  This can be seen more clearly if equation (5.31) is

written in expanded form:

A

Aÿ = ÿi (i - Ao)P°     ql (Ao- Al)Po+                           (5 ,,33)

qo (I - Ao)Po      qo (I - Ao)Po

The first term in equation (5.33) is the single-deflation index given in

(5.32), and the second termÿ therefore, measures the error in the single-

deflation method.

5°128.  It is thus seen that the single-deflation method will be inaccurate

if the input-output coefficients have changed during the period in

question°  It is not suggested, howeverÿ that double-deflation methods

are necessary for the compilation of the more frequent quantity indices
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since coefficients will not change significantly during the course of a

year.  For such indices single-deflation methods will be adequate°

5.129o  When considering annual indicesÿ even if Ao  ÿ A1 it is possible

that the error in the single-deflation method may not be large because

positive and negative components may to some extent offset one anotherÿ

Such compensating errors cannot be relied upon and whenever possible input-

output tables at constant prices should be used to make estimates by

double-deflation, although this method canÿ in some circumstancesÿ

produce anomalous results.

5.130.  Paradoxical results may arise if some important input is used in

much larger quantities than in the base year because of a considerable

fall in its relative priceÿ in this case the quantity index of value

added may show a declineÿ even if both value added at current prices and

the quantity index of gross output increase substantially.  If a cong

siderable decrease in the quantity of gross output takes place at the same

timeÿ value added at constant prices could even become negative.  Since

such unrealistic results are likely to be caused by oneÿ or a fewÿ major

factorsÿ it should,howeverÿ be possible to identify the reasons for them.

A change of base year may be necessary if a considerable change in the

price structure for either output or input is found to be the major reason.

5o131°  If the indicators utilised in double-deflation are not

sufficiently accurateÿ unrealistic quantity series of value added may

also be obtained when input-output coefficients are high.  For instanceÿ

if the quantity indicators utilised in respect of intermediate input and

output are not representativeÿ an increase in gross output which is

actually due to a proportionate increase in intermediate inputÿ may be

reflected differently in the two indicators and may result in spurious

changes in the quantity index of value added.  Similar spurious changes

in the price of quantity measures may, of courseÿ result if un-

representative price indices are used in respect ofÿ or to deflateÿ gross

output and intermediate input°

3.  Productivitÿ

5o132.  An interesting and important use of input-output based index numbers

is the study of changes in productivity°  This can be achieved by comparing

E
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measures of value-added at constant prfces With measures of primary

input of factors at constant prices.

5 o133o  The decomposition of the value of laboum and capital inputs into

quantities and prices is a subject on which more work is needed before a

set of index numbers for "these factors could be included in any overall

system of index numbers o  Considerable experience has been accumulated

in evaluating the value of wages and salaries in terms of employment and

wage and salary rates but not in expressing the share of capital in

value added in Zerms of the quantity of capital employed and a rate of

return to capital°

5o13%.  It'is reasonable to assume that such problems will be overcome

and thus to examine the system of productivity indices described in

the S°NoAo (paragraphs 4.118 through 4.129)°

5 °135.  In Section B of this chapter we wrote the basic price equation

for an input-output systemÿ equation (5 ol) ,as:

p = (I - Aÿ)-1 (5.34)

and we distinguished between the input coefficient of the value of

labour and of capital by writing y = w + r in equation (5.2)°  In order

to estimate a quantity series for factor inputs we must also distinguish

between the physical input and the rate of return to each factor°

5o136°  In order to do this we define a coefficient matrixÿ F, an element

of which measures thequantity of one of the primary inputs required per

unit of output of one of the commodities.  This matrix relates primary

inputs to commodity outputs in just the same way that the matrix A relates

intermediate (commodity) inputs to commodity outputs.  Furtherÿ let s

denote a vector of The return per unit for the use of each primary input.

Then we can write the basic factor cost equation (5.34) in the form

p = (I - AW)-I F's                                  (5,35)

5o137.  We can substitute the expression for p in equation (5.35) in the
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quantity index-number of value-added in equation (5.31) and obtain

)-lql (I - AL) (I - A'   Fts
Aÿ,ÿ =  .....................................  o      oo

vsqo Fo o
(5.36)

5.138.  The required quantity index for primary inputs, A**, will take

the form

ql FlSo
A** =                                             (5.37)4%

% FoSo

This index is obtained by valuing the physical factor inputs in both

years (q Ft) at the rates of return of the base year.

5.139.  We are now in a position to derive the indices of productivity,

A***, by dividing (5.36) by (5.37)

A*** : ql (I - Aÿ) (I - A')-I F'so     o o                        (5.38)

ql F/So

From this we can see that a change in productivity is composed of changes

in intermediate technology, A, and changes in factor technology, Fÿ both

of which contribute towards the overall change.

5.140°  Finallyÿ it is possible to construct indices to measure separately

these two components of productivity change.  Firstly, if we assume

there has been no change in intermediate technology, i.e. that A  = A
o     1'

we can measure that part of the change in productivity which is due to a

change in factor technology and, similarly, by assuming that F° = F1 we

can measure that part of the change of productivity which is due to a

change in intermediate technology°

5°141.  These two indices of partial productivity can thus be derived from
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equation (5.38) to give:-

A*** (A  = Al) =
O

Ft s
ql  o  o

ql Fÿ so

(5.39)

A*** (Fo = FI) =

ql (I - Aÿ)(I - Aÿ)-I F'
o

Ft s
ql  o  o

s
o (.5o4O)

5.142.  An examination of equations (5.38), (5.39) and (5.40) shows the

index of total productivity is the product of the two partial productivity

indices Joe°

A*** = A*** (A  : AI)  x  A*** (Fo = FI)             (5.41)
o

5,143.  It will be noted that all the above indices, both of value added

and Of productivity, are Laspeyres base-weighted indices.  It is, of

courseÿ equally possible to construct Paasche current-welghted indices

and the corresponding equations are to be found in the S.N.A. (Chapter 4,

Annex).

5°144°  It will be useful to conclude this section by looking at a set of

productivity indices calculated for the U.K. using the above methods;2ÿ5/

these results are shown in Table 5o13.

5o145o  The output indices measuring value added at constant prices were

calculated by the double-deflation method in equation (5o31).  These were

obtained using 35 sector input-output tables for 1954 and 1963, the

latter having been revalued to 1954 prices°  As was noted above certain

conceptual problems are involved in obtaining quantity and price indices

for factor inputs i.eo the elements of matrix F and vector s.  In the U.Kÿ

calculations simple measures were taken of physical factor input.  These

25/ Armstrong, A.Go, Volume 12 in  A Programme for Growth  by the
Department of Applied Economics,--Cambridge Universityÿ (Chapman and Hall,
forthcoming).
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Table 5.13.  Output and productivity indicesÿ U.K. 1963 (1954 = i00)

Industry

Agriculture

Mining

Foodÿ drinkÿ tobacco

Chemicals

Metal manufacture

Shipbuilding,
engineering and
electrical goods

Vehicles

Textilesÿ clothing
and leather

Other manufactures

Construction

Gas, electricityÿ
water

Transportÿ
distributionÿ
other services

All industries

Value added
at

constant
prices

Eq. 5.31
(1)

Factor
input

Eq. 5 ° 37
(2)

123

83

121

200

120

135

173

115

124

128

157

126

128

Productivity

Total         Partial
Ao=AI       Fo:FI

Eq,5.39  Eq.5.40
(4)      (s)

113     115      98

105     i12      94

i14       120          95

162       126        128

106       102         104

117     115      102

152     127      120

135       i14        118

108     114      95

102     i00     102

122     119     102

104       105          99

iii       109         102

109

79

106

123

113

115

i13

85

i14

126

129

122

115

Eq.5,38
(s)

were man-hours of employment and gross fixed capital stock at constant

replacement cost,  The rate of return per unit of factor input was

obtained by dividing income from employment and profits, respectivelyÿ by

the total physical input of labour and capital,

5o146o  The results in Table 5o13 show that an output increase of 28%

was achieved with an increase in primary inputs of 15% thus giving an

increase in productivity of 11%.  The productivity indices for individual

industries range from 102  ÿr Construction to as high as 162 (iÿeo over
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6% per year) for chemicals.  The last two columns of Table 5o13 show

the results of calculating the two partial productivity indices (5.39)

and (5ÿ40)o

5.147.  The value of the indices in column 4 show the part of the

productivity increase in each industry which is due to changes in factor

technology i.e. intermediate technology is assumed to be unchanged.  It

is noticeable that for the economy as a whole, as well as for most of

the individual industries, changes in factor technology are more important

than changes in intermediate technology as a source of productivity change.

5.148.  These results, which are based on equations (5.38), (5.39) and

(5.40), are interesting and demonstrate the central role of the input-

output table as a basis for the study of technical change.  However, as

noted above, more work is needed in this field before quantity and price

indices of primary inputs can be incorporated into an integrated overall

system of index numbers.
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ANNEXES

Annex I

NOTATION

XT
A
x

m
X

is the transpose of X; i.e. with rows and columns interchanged.

-  is a matrix formed wlth the elements of the vector x as its
leading diagonal.

m  is the vector x expressed in coefficient form°

A

B

E

F

H

I

K

M

W

Z

D

¢

Matrices

commodity x commodity coefficient matrix°

m

u

commodity x industry coefficient matrix; the values in the
absorption matrix expressed as coefficients.

product-mix matrix, the columns of which show the proportions in
which a particular industry produces various commodities.

market-share matrix, the columns of which show the proportions in
which various industries produce the total output of a particular
commodity°

industry x industry] coefficient matrix°

primary input coefficient matrix, measuring the quantity of each
primary input used per unit of output.

=I -A+K.

-  the unit matrixÿ with l's in the leading diagonal and O's in all
other cells.

-  capital input coefficient matrix, measuring the stock of each
commodity held per unit of output in each industry

make-matrix, recording the values of commodities produced by
industries.

capital stock matrix measuring the value of the stock of each
commodity held in each industry.

absorption matrix recording the value  of the purchases of
commodities by industries°

-  commodity x commodity flow matrix recording the value of the
purchases of commodities by commodities

m  industry x industry flow matrix recording the value of the
purchases of industry outputs by industries

b

Vectors

-  the proportion of total home (intermediate + final)demand supplied
by imports.

-  consumers' demand for commodities.
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d   -  the proportion of total home (intermediate + final) demand
supplied by domestic production.

e   ÿ  final demand for the outputs of industries.

f   -  final demand for commodities ( = c + v + x).

g   -  outputs of industries°

h   -  home final demand for commodities ( = c + v = f - x).

i   -  the unit vector.

m   -  imports of commodities.

p   -  prices of commodities.

Ph  -  prices of domestically-produced commodities.

Pm  -  prices of imported commodities.

Pn  -  prices of input commodities.

q   ÿ  outputs of commodities.

r   -  profit incomes paid by industries (alsoÿ row multipliers in
R.A°S. method).

s   -  return per unit of primary input (alsoÿ column multipliers in
R.A.S. method).

u   -  row totals of input-output matrix (in R.A.S. method).

v   -  demand for commodities for capita! formation (also, column totals
of input-output matrix in R.A.S. method).

w   -  wage incomes paid by industries.

x   ÿ  exports of commodities.

y   ÿ  value of primary inputs into industries (i°e. factor incomes paid
by industries).

z   -  intermediate demand for commodities.
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• Annex II

NATIONAL  PRACTICES   IN  COMPILING   INPUT-OUTPUT  TABLES

i.   The tables set out in this'annex furnish a comparison of national practices in

compiling and issuing input-output data.  They are based on publications, mimeo-

graphed documents and information from national statistical authorities that were

available to the Statistical Office of the United Nations°

A.  Table i

2.   Table i shows the countries who have compiled input-output data and the years

for which they have done this.  It also indicates which of the input-output tables

of each country are analysed in this annex.  In general, the latest, most complete

input-output data was selected for this purpose.

3.   A number of countries - somewhat over 20 developed market economiesÿ about the

same number of developing market economies and practically all centrally planned

economies - compile input-output data periodically.  It should be emphasized that

the input-output tables of the centrally planned economies concern the supply and use

of goods and material services only whereas those of the market economies cover all

goods and services.  The intervals of time between their input-output tables range

from about ten years to five years to one year.  Most countries prepare the tables

for years for which comprehensiveÿ detailed statistics are available.  Such data are

available at about ten- or fivemyear intervals of time only in the case of a number

of the countries and annually in the case of some of them. A number of the countries

compiling annual input-output data do this by using limited annual statistics to

extrapolate their comprehensive base-year data.

Bo  Table 2

4.   Table 2 furnishes information on the type of basic input-output tables countries

compile and the classifications of producers and commoditiesÿ of final dispositions

of commodities and of primary inputs that they use.

1.  Scope and t Fpes of inputÿo_ÿut tables

5.   The table indicates that the comprehensive input-output matrices issued by

countries consists of wings on the final uses of commodities and on the primary

inputs into production as well as an inner sub-matrix on the intermediate inputs

into production.
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6.   The points of departure for preparing these series of data usually are figures

on the cost-structure of establishmentsÿ classified according to their kind of

industrial activity, on the kinds of commodities which they produce domestically.

and are imported, and on the domestic disposition and export of these commodities.

As establishments may produce secondary products, the original basic input-output

data are, in the case of many of the countries with market economies, classified in

the following manner:  primary inputs according to kind of industryÿ gross output

and intermediate inputs according to kind of commodity and kind of industryÿ and

final dispositions according to kind of commodity.  This amounts to an input-output

table with kinds of commodities in the rows and kinds of industries in the columns,

that is a commodity x industry tabulation.  Whether the comprehensive input-output

matrices that are tabulated in column 1 are, in fact, commodity x industry, industry

x industry, commodity x commodity or a mixture of the foregoing depends on the

extent to which and the manner in which secondary products and the associated inter-

mediate and primary inputs have been transferred to the activity in which they are

characteristically produced.  These questions are dealt with in table 3 of this

annex°

7.   The comprehensive input-output tables of the centrally planned economies are

industry x industry tables that are often directly compiled from special data

gathered from enterprises.

8.   As column 2 of table 2 indicates, a few countries supplement their comprehensive

input-output matrix by issuing a table in which the gross output of establishments

is classified according to kind of commodity and the kind of industrial activity of

the establishment.  This table furnishes valuable information on the kind and amount

of secondary, as well as characteristic, production of the establishments classified

in each kind of industrial activity for purposes of describing the structure of

production and for purposes of the algebraic transfer of the secondary products and

the associated cost-structure to the industries where they are characteristically

produced.

2.  Classifications of commodities and industries

9.   Columns 3 and 4 of table 2 describe the size of the comprehensive input-output

tables issued by countries.  It may be noted that except for four tables - those of

Belgium, Canada, Fiji and Togo - the inner (absorption) sub-matrix of these tables
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consists of the same number of rows and columns°  While it is feasible and useful for

certain purposes to classify data on commodities in greater detail than data on

industriesÿ this interferes with the inversion of an input-output table°

I0°  The number of rows and columns of the inner sub-matrix of the comprehensive

tables analysed in table 2 range from lows of i0 or less to highs of i00 or more.

There are somewhat over 20 small (under 30 rows and columns) tablesÿ about 25 moderate

(30 through 79 rows and columns) tables and 12 large (80 and over rows and columns)

tables.  All of the small tables have been compiled by developing countriesÿ primarily

because of theimadequacy of the ÿvailable data for compiling larger tables.

3.  Classifications of final use

ii.  Columns 7 through 15 of table 2 indicate that the categories of the final dis-

position of commodities that market-economy countries use in their inputÿoutput tables

correspondÿ in generalÿ to those of the United Nations System of National Accounts

(SIÿ).  Because of inadequacies in the available basic dataÿ a number of developing

countries have found it necessary to combine private and public (government) final

consumptionÿ or even all categories of final domestic demand.  While the definition

of the classes of final demand that centrally planned economies use in their input-

output tables differ from those of the SNA - for example they relate to goods and

material services only and the outlays on these items by private units of the non-

material  sphere are included in private consumption  - the distinctions made between

these classes are similar to those drawn in the SNA°

12,  As may be noted from the footnotes to table 2ÿ the input-output tables of some

countries include classifications of certain of the categories of final demand -

for example private consumption according to type of householdÿ public consumption

according to level of government or according to purposeÿ gross fixed capital forma-

tion according to type of fixed assets or according to kind of owner or user.  The

classification in the USSR input-output table of gross fixed capital formation into

that for expansionÿ that for replacement of wornout fixed assets and that for re-

placement of losses in fixed assetsÿ is particularly noteworthy.

4o  Classifications of ripÿ inÿ

13.  Colÿnnns 16 through 25 of table 2 show that the categories of primary inputs

recommended in the SNA - compensation of employeesÿ depreciationÿ net indirect taxes

and operating surplus - are followed in the input-output tables of a number of
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market economy countries°  Some of these countries find it desirable and feasible

to use a more detailed classification of primary inputs ÿ for example sub-division

of compensation of employees into wages and salaries and employersÿ social security

contributions or classification of net indirect taxes into subsidies and indirect

taxes°  Other of the countries do not have sufficient basic data in order to make

any sub-division of value added°

14o  The common classification of primary inputs in the inputÿoutput tables of the

centrally planned economies is wages and salariesÿ turnover taxes and operating

surplus of the enterprises of the material sphere of the economy°  Their depreciation

is included in intermediate consumption and their social security contributions are

included in operating surplus°  The operating surplus of the enterprises also inn

eludes the value of the non-material services that they use°

Co

15o  Table 3 concerns the practices followed in inputÿoutput tables in dealing with

secondary productsÿ in routing and classifying imports of goods and servicesÿ and

in allocating and classifying trade and transport margins end net indirect taxes°

lo  Treatment of secondar_z_products

16°  Columns 1 through 6 of table 3ÿ on the treatment of secondary productsÿ are

blank in the case of the inputÿoutput tables of some countries either because in-

formation was not available on the question of how secondary products are treated

or because secondary products are not allocated to the activity where they are

characteristically produced.  Column 4 indicates that in a few of these instancesÿ

there is an industry x commodity output (make) matrixÿ which shows the secondaryÿ

as well as characteristicÿ products of each kind of activity°  If secondary products

are not negligible and are not shifted to their characteristic kind of producerÿ

the available comprehensive inputÿoutput table is a commodity x industry matrix°

17o  The information in columns 1 through 3 indicates that the common way of treat-

ing secondary products in compilihg comprehensive inputÿoutput tables is to shift

these products and their associated inputs - intermediate and direct = from the

industrial activity where they are actually made to the industrial activity where

they are characteristically made°  The resulting input-output tables are either
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industrÿ x industry or commodity x commodity matrices°  These shifts are based,

most frequently on specially gathered data°  Use is also made for this purpose of

assumptions of an industry technology (the costÿstructure of secondary output Is

considered to be that of the industrial activity where they are actually produced)

or a commodity technology (the costostructure of secondary output is that of the

industrial activity where they are characteristically produced)°

18o  Easier but less desirable alternatives for shifting secondary products are

tabulated in columns 5 and 6 af table 3o  These approaches consist of imputing sales

of secondary products by their producing kind of activity to their characteristic

kind of activity or considering the secondary product to be negative inputs into the

former and positive inputs into the latter°  The gross output and cost of production

of the secondary products are duplicated in the output and input of the producing

and characteristic kinds of activity in the former treatment but not in the latter

treatment°  The resulting inputÿoutput tables may be a mixture, to some extent, of

industry x industry and commodity x industry data°  Each of the two alternatives has

been used in five of the analysed sets of inputÿoutput tables°

2o  Treatment of imports

19o  Column 7 of table 5 indicates that imports of goods and services are separated

into competitive and complementary in the case of ll of the 64 sets of inputÿoutput

tables shown°  The small proportions of countries which have drawn this distinction

may be due to the difficulties of making ito

20.  Where the distinction is made, the competitive imports are cross-classified

according to kind of user and kind of characteristic producer or commodity either

along with domestic products (six countries) or separated from domestic products

(five countries)°  In some of the former instancesÿ the inputÿoutput data are also

designed to show the composition of the competitive imports°  While the independent

crossoclassification of competitive imports yields more fruitful data, it is more

difficult to carry out than crossoclassification together with domestic products

because of the problems of allocating the imports to intermediate and final users°

21o  In the case of the inputÿoutput tables where competitive and complementary

imports are not distinguished one from the other, all imports are classified sepao

rately from domestic products in 58 of the 53 cases°  The imports are crossoclassified

according to kind of user and kind of characteristic producer or commodity in about

twoothirds of these instances and according to kind of user only in the remaining

instances°  In either case difficulties are encountered in allocating imports to users°
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5°  Treatment of trade and transport margins

22.  Columns ll through 13 of table 3 indicates that the trade and transport margins

on commodities are classified according to the various users of these commodities in

somewhat over twoÿthirds of the comprehensive inputÿoutput tables analysed, in other

words, the trade and transport margins that are part of the purchasersÿ values paid

by the users, are shown separately°°  The concomitant of this is that the gross outÿ

puts of the commodities are valued at producersÿ values, that is at prices ex the

producing establishments.  As will be noted in discussing columns 14 through 17 these

producersÿ values are, in a few instances, subdivided into basic values and net

commodity taxes or even into factor values and net indirect taxes°  Producersÿ values

are also used in valuing the gross output of commodities in the few cases where trade

and transport margins on commodities are cross-classified according to user and either

kind of characteristic producers of the commodities or the kind of commodities themÿ

selves.  In somewhat less than one-third of cases presented in table 5, the gross

outputs of commodities are valued at purchasersÿ valuesÿ in other words the trade and

transport margins on the commodities are classified according to (allocated to) the

kind of activity in which the commodities are produced.

23.  Some countries have compiled inputÿoutput tables in purchasers' values as well

as in producersÿ values because each type of table has its particular uses°  However,

producersw values are more commonly used than purchaserst values because, among

other matters, the inclusion of trade and transport margins in the latter values disÿ

torts inputÿoutput coefficients and the comparative analysis of usersÿ demands for

commodities.

4o  Data on net indirect taxes

24°  It is clear from column 15 of table 3 that all countries who in inputÿoutput

tables, show net indirect taxes or indirect taxes minus subsidies as a separate

element of value added, classify these items according to the kind of activities of

the producers of the value added°

25°  Though it is worthwhile for inputÿoutput analysis and for other purposes to

separatÿ net commodity taxes from other forms of net indirect taxes and to value

inputÿoutput data at basic values, this was done in only three of the tables analysed.

In these instances, the net commodity taxes are classified according to both the
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kind of users of the commodities in question and the kind of commodities or their

characteristic producers.  Seven other countries have found it feasible to subÿ

divide the purchaserst values of commodities into factor valuesÿ total net indirect

taxes and trade and transport margins°  In these instancesÿ total net indirect

taxes are classifiedÿ or even cross-classified, according to the kind of users and

the kind of commodities involved.  Crossmclassification  is desirable, if feasibleÿ

as net indirect taxes vary with both kind of commodity and kind of purchaser°

D°  Table 4

26.  Table 4 indicates that matrices of direct inputÿoutput coefficients and matrices

of direct and indirect supply of commodities required per unit of final demand are

published.in the case of more than half of the input-output studies analysed°  Tha

former matrices have been compiled directly from the comprehensive inputÿoutput

tables listed in table 2ÿ the coefficients concern the ratios of intermediate inputs

and, in some cases, also ratios of primary inputs to the gross output of the various

industries.  The latter matrices have been prepared by inverting the comprehensive

inputÿoutput tables; they show the direct and indirect contribution of each kind of

gross output to meeting the final demand for a unit of a given commodity°  In a

number of instances, the matrices of direct and indirect requirements per unit of

final demand have been prepared on the supply of commodities both from domestic proÿ

duction only and from domestic production plus imports°

27.  Matrices of direct and indirect requirements for primary inputs into various

kinds of activities per unit of their gross output of commodities or per unit of

each type of final demand for the commodities, are furnished in less than one-fifth

of the inputooutput studies set out in table 4o  These matrices have been derived

by multiplying the coefficients of direct and indirect contribution of each kind of

activity per unit of supply of given commodities by the direct inputooutput coefÿ

ficients of the primary inputs entering into each contribution°
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Footnotes to table I

/  Belgium, FranCe, Rederal Republic of Germany, Italy and the Netherlands.

The input-output tables relating to 1965 for these countries which were

compiled in accordance with the standardized form of the Statistical Office of

the European Economic Community have not been selected for analysis.  The

tables analysed have been restricted to nationally designed tables.  In the

case &f Belgium, this input-output table relates to the same year - 1965 - as

the one prepared for the European Economic Community.

£/  Denmark, France, Poland, South Africa, Sudan and the United States.  Because

in the case of these countries, detailed information was not available on the

latest input-output table, a table for an earlier year has been analysed.  In

the case of France, the 1962 table has been analysed because it is the basic

table from which the annual input-output tables for the period 1959-1966 were

derived.
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General note and footnotes to table 2

i.  General note

The acrononyms for the international classifications listed in column 6 are

as follows:  ISIC for the International Standard Industrial Classification;

NACE and NIÿiEXE for the standard classifications of economic activities and

of external tradeÿ respectivelyÿ of the Statistical Office of the European

Economic Community; and SITC for the Standard International Trade Classification.

2.  Specific footnotes

Columns I throu hg$66ÿ Industry and commodityÿ

i/  Algeria, Franceÿ Ivory Coastÿ Lebanonÿ Mali and Morocco.  The outputs of

industries are valued at purchasers' values and trade and transport margins are

presented in a row separately from the rows for intermediate consumption to the

input-output tables but not in a commodity row.  The number of rows in the inner

input-output table is therefore one less than the number of columns.  The sepa-

rate row for trade and transport margins is classified as follows in the case of

each country:  Algeriaÿ into margins on domestic tradeÿ imports and exports;

Franceÿ into margins on intermediate consuÿptionÿ household consumptionÿ produc-

tion for own consumptionÿ government consumptiohÿ gross fixed capital formation

and exports; Ivory Coastÿ Lebanon and Maliÿ into trade and transport margins;

Moroccoÿ into margins on local goods and imported goods.

/  Algeriaÿ Lebanonÿ Noÿ¢ay and Togo.  The categories of commodities used in

classifying the output data are not identical with those used in classifying the

input data°  The categories of commodities used in classifying the input (absorp-

tion) data but not those used in classifying the output (make) data match the

categories of industries used for these purposes.  For exampl% in the case of

Algeriaÿ the categories of commodities used in classifying the output data are

commodities for intermediate consumption subdivided into agricultural goodsÿ

other basic materialsÿ energyÿ other goods for intermediate consumption and ser-

vices for intermediate consumption and commodities for final use subdivided
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into foodstuffsÿ other goods for final consumption, services for final con-

sumption and equipment while the categories of commodities used in classifying

the input data match the categories of industries used for this purpose.

/  Canada.  Tables with a classification of 644 categories of commodities and

187 categories of industries are available but are not published.  The largest

published tables contain 197 categories of commodities and llO categories of

industries.

/  Costa Rica.  The table is incomplete as the outputs but not the inputs of

agriculture and mining are covered.

/  Fiji.  The input-output table is rectangularÿ only four categories of inter-

mediate inputs are distinguished, namely, repair and maintenance, electricity

and water, other locally produced inputs and transport and distribution charges.

Columnsÿ7 throu h 15  Cate ories of final demand

The footnotes below concern differences in the scope and detail of classification

of final demand between the countries in question and the columns of the table.

6/  Pakistan.  Only total final demand is shown.

/  Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and USSR.  The services, wage and

salary payments and gross profits of the non-material sphere of the economy are

not covered as such in the input-output tables of these countries.  The goods and

material services consumed in the non-material sphere of the economy are included

in private or public consumption, as appropriate.  A form of final disposition of

goods not shown in table 2 is  losses in stocks, fixed assets, etc.  Depreciation

is classed as part of intermediate consumption not as part of primary inputs.

8/  Costa Rica°  The sum of public and private consumption is subdivided into

durable and non-durable goods.  Gross fixed capital formation in the form of con-

struction projects covers expenditures on construction materials only.

/  Fiji.  Private consumption is subdivided into tourists and other.

l__O0/  France.  Private consumption includes the costs of the services of financial

institutions  which are considered themselves to consume these services.  The

consumption expenditure all related to financial institutions is distinguished

from that of households.



l_ÿl/  Federal Republic of Germany.  Private consumption is classified into that

of private households and that of private non-profit organizations.  Public con-

sumption is subdivided for non-military and military purposes.

1ÿ2/  Ireland and Sweden.  Public consumption is subdivided into expenditures by

central government and local'government.

lÿ/  Ivory Coast.  Private consumption includes the costs of the services of

financial institutions, which are considered themselves to consume these services,

and is subdivided into the outlays of the households and the outlays of financial
institutions°

lÿ/  Japan and. Republic of Korea.  Private consumption includes certain outlays

of businesses and government, for example expenditures on employeesÿ travel and

entertainment in connexion with their work.

lÿ/  Senegal.  Private consumption is classified into that of African and

European households.

16/  Sudan.  Included are current expenditures in respect of the educational ser-

vices of  non-governmental organizations.

18/  USSR.  Public consumption is classified according to purpose.

19/  Za[re.  Private consumption is classified into that of the household of

nationals and of foreigners.

20/  Denmark and Iran.  Gross fixed capital formation is classified according to

the kind of economic activity of users.

21/  Fiji.  Gross fixed capital formation is classified into building and works

and other according to kind of economic activity of users.

22/  France.  Private gross fixed capital formation is classified into that of

non-financial enterprises and financial institutions.

2ÿ/  Ivory Coast.  Private gross fixed capital formation is subdivided into that

of non-financial enterprises and financial institutions.

24/  Morocco.  Gross fixed capital formation is divided into own account construc-

tion and other.

25/  Togo.  Public gross fixed capital formation is classified according to

national administrations, foreign administrations and development funds.
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26/  USSR.  Gross fixed capital formation is classified into:  for expansion

of stocks of fixed as etsÿ for replacement of worn-out fixed assets ahd for

replacement of destroyed fixed and circulating assets.

27/  France.  Changes in stocks are subdivided into products and intermediate

materials and supplies.

28/  Yugoslavia.  Increases and decreases in stocks are shown separately.

2_ÿ/  Australia and Ireland.  Exports are divided into goods and services.

/  Austria and Belgium.  Exports are classified according to region.

_i/  Fiji°  Exports and re-exports are distinguished.

Columns 16 throu h 2   Cate ories of  rimar  in uts

The footnotes below describe differences in scope and detail of classification

between the countries in question and the columns of the table on primary inputs.

/  Senegal and Zÿre.  Distinguished aÿe wages and salaries paid to nationals

and to foreigners.

/  USSR.  Distinguished are wages and salaries paid by collective farms and by

other enterprises.

/  Fiji.  Import duties on imports for intermediate consumption and for final

use are presented separately.

5/  Ireland.  Indirect taxes are subdivided into nine categories.

/  Israel.  Subsidies are subdivided into subsidies on domestic production

and on imports.

_7/  Spain.  Distinguished are indirect taxes on producers and other indirect

taxes.

/  Algeria.  Operating surplus is subdivided into profits after taxes and direct

taxes.

/  Canada.  The income of unincorporated business is distinguished from the

operating surplus of other enterprises.

40/  Peru.  Operating surplus is classified into rents and profits.
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41/  Poland.  Net income is classified into that of state-ownedÿ co-operative

and private enterprises.

42/  Fiji.  Gross profitsÿ inclusive of depreciation, are subdivided into that of

government enterprises, of private corporate enterprises and of unincorporated

enterprises.

4ÿ/  Jordan.  Value added reduced by compensation of employees and import duties

is subdivided into rentÿ interest and remaining income of own account workers and

of other enterprises°

44/  USSR.  Value added of the material sphere reduced by wages and salaries is

classified into that of collective farmsÿ of state enterprises and of private

plots.
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Footnotes to table 3

Columns i throu h 6  Secondar   roducts

/  Australia.  The transfers of inputs consist of only intermediate inputs which

are clearly associated with the transferred secondary products.  Intermediate

inputs such as repair and maintenanceÿ powerÿ fuel and light and primary inputs

are not transferred.

2/  Czechoslovakia.  Transfers of secondary products and associated inputs are

limited to manufacturing industries; trnasfers are not made in the case of such

industries as agricultureÿ forestrÿ fishing and construction.

/  Japan.  The data sought on inputs deal with the inputs into each product

excepting by-products and scrap.

4/  USSR.  Transfers in the case of the input-output table in natural units are

based on the collection of special information from industries; transfers in the

case of the input-output table in monetary values areÿ in generalÿ dealt with on

the assumption of an industry technology.

/  United Kingdom.  The assumption of a commodity technology is used in trans-

ferring the outputs and inputs of subsidiary secondary products; the assumption of

an industry technology issued in transferring the inputs and outputs of by-products.

/  Denmark.  Separate industry x commodity output data are not actually published.

Howeverÿ in compiling the published input-output tableÿ use is made of a classifi-

cation of output according to kind of industry of 1600 commodity classes.

8/  Iraq°  The secondary outputs are transferred as positive inputs to their

characteristic industry but are presented separately from the ordinary inputs.

/  Ireland and Israel°  Inputs equivalent to transferred secondary products are

not recorded in a separate row.  In the case of Irelandÿ they are treated as nega-

tive inputs into the producing industry from the characteristic industry counter-

balanced by positive inputs into the producing industry from the producing industry.

In the case of Israelÿ they are treated as positive inputs into the characteristic

industry from the producing industry counterbalanced by negative inputs into the

characteristic industry from the characteristic industry.
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Columns 7 through i0, Imports

Denmark and South Africa.  Separate cross-classifications of all imports

according to user and characteristic producer are available in basic worksheets

but are not published.

l!/  Republic of Korea.  The cross-classification of imports is given separately

for competitive and complementary imports.
/

12/  New Zealand.  The data on the cross-classification of imports are estimated

by assigning the ratios of domestically produced commodities and competing imports

for all commodities of a given class to each user of these commodities.

lÿ!  Norway.  All imports are considered to be complementary.

Columns ii thÿ Trade and transport marÿins

14/  Algeria, France, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Mali and Morocco.  There is in the case

of some of these countries also a limited amount of cross-classification according

to the use of the commodities and their industrial origin.

16/  Ceylon.  The cross-classifications of trade and transport margins is in terms

of percentage mark-up only.  This is also the case in the cross-classification of

indirect taxes minus subsidies.

1_/7/  Iraq.  All transactions, except those in crude oi! and petroleum products,

are valued at producers' values.

18/  Japan.  The cross-classification of trade and transport margins is presented

in a separate table.

iÿ/  Sudan.  The output of agriculture and other industries, excepting manufactur-

ing, is valued at basic values.  The output of manufacturing is valued at purchaserst

values.

20/  Yugoslavia.  Indirect taxes other than import duties are allocated to the

distributive trades.  Thus trade margins include these taxes.

Columns 14 through 17ÿ Indirect taxes minus subsidies (excluding import duties)

2!/  Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Costa Rica, Cyprus, France, Hungary, India,

Republic of Korea, Lebanon, Mali, Nigeria, Portugal, United States, Yugoslavia

and Za[re.  Indirect taxes minus subsidies are not shown as a distinct category

of value added.

22/  Sweden.  A cross-classification of commodity taxes and trade and transport

margins is used to construct a commodity x commodity input-output table at basic

values but is not published.
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Table 4.  Tables derived from comprehensive input6output tables

Country

Year
to which the
comprehensive
input-output

table
relates

Derived
matrix of

direct
input-output
coefficients

Derived matrices of cumulative
linverse) input-output coefficients

Direct and indirect
Direct and indirect use of

supply needed per
unit of final demand            primary inputs
Domestic     Domestic    Per unit   Per unit of each"

production   production   of gross      final demand
and imports      only      output,        category

2         3         4           5

Input-output
tables after
triangulation

i%o

1959

1954

196o

1958/59

1961

1965

1958

1959

1963

1961

1965

1957

1957

1962

1953

1962

1967

1965

1962

1966

i. Algeria

2. Argentina

3. Australia

4. Austria

5. Belgium

6. Bolivia

7. BraZil

8. Bulgaria

9. Canada

10. Ceylon

ll. Costa Riea

12. Cyprus

13. Czechoslovakia

14. Denmark

15. Egypt

16. Fiji

17. Finland

18. France

19- Germany, Federal
Republic of

20. Greece

21. Guyana

X

X

x            X

x

x            x

x            X

X

l
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Table 4.  Tables derived from comprehensive input-output tables (continued)

Country

Year
to which the
comprehensiw
input-outpul

table
relates

Derived
matrix of

direct
input-output
coefficients

26. Ireland

27. Israel

28. Italy

29. Ivory Coast

30. Jamaica

31. Japan

52. Jordan

53. Korea, Republic of

1968

1964/65

1965

1963

1964

1968/69

1967

1960

1958

1965

1968

1968

34. Lebanon

35. Malawi

36. Malaysia

37. Mall

38. Malta

39. Mexico

40. Morocco

41. Netherlands

42. New Zealand

43. Nigeria

44. Norway

45. Pakistan

1968

196o

1958

1960

1968

1964

1959/60

1959/60

1964

1

x

Derived matrices of cumulative
(inverse) iÿpÿ-output coefficients

Direct and indirect
supply needed per

unit of final demand
Domestic                  Per unit

production                 of gross
and imports                 output

2

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

Direct and indirect use of
primary inputs

Domestic
production

only

3

X

X

4

X

Per unit of each
final demand

e&teÿgry

5

Input-output
tables after
triangulation
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Table 4.  Tables derived from comprehensive input-output tables (continued)

Country

Year
to which the
eomprehehsive
input-output

table
relates

Derived
matrix of

i    direct
input-output
coefficients

Derived matrices of cumulative
(inverse) input-output coefficients

Direct and indirect
Direct and indirecÿ use ofsupply needed per

. unit of final demand            primary inputs
Domestic     Domestlc    Per unit   Per unit of each

production   production   of gross      final demand
and imports      only       outDut         category

2         3         4           5

Input-output
tables after
triangulation

1963

1963

1966

1957

1967

1957

1963

1966

S

1959

1961

1962

1959

1959

1956/ÿ7

1962

1961/62

1964

1958

1962

Y

See the following pages for footnotes to table 4.

46. Peru

47. Philippines

48. Poland

49. Portugal

50. Senegal

51. South Africa

52. Spain

53. SUdan

54. Sweden

55. Togo

56ÿ Trinidad and
Tobago

57. Tunisia

58. Turkey

59- Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics

60. United Kingdom

61. United States

62. Yugoslavia

63. Zÿre

64. Zambia

6
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Footnotes to table 4

l/  Israel.  The coefficients of direct and indirect domestic supply per unit

of final demand are compiled from the difference between the coefficients for

total supply and for imports.  The coefficients for total supply and imports, but

not for domestic supply, are published.

2/  Republic of Korea.  Three sets of coefficients are compiled.  They are based

on input-output tables which include respectively all imports, competitive imports

only and no imports in intermediate consumption.

/  Norway.  The direct and indirect needs for primary inputs are specified for

each of a large number of categories of final demand.

/  Pakistan.  The original input-output table has 30 categories of industries and

commodities; the coefficient matrix and its inverse has only 13 categories.

/  United Kingdom.  Two matrices of input-output coefficients are published - one

for a commodity x commodity tableand the other for an industry x industry table.

The coefficients of direct and indirect supply indicated in columns 3 through 5 are

based on the industry x industry input-output coefficient matrix.
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